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Abstract   iii 

Abstract 

The knowledge-based synthesis of nanoparticles of defined composition, 

structure, and morphology and rationalization of the resulting optical or chemical 

properties lies at the heart of next generation particle based applications in the fields 

of inorganic phosphors, sensors, and catalysts. Due to their simple crystal structure 

and highly defined cubic particle morphology MgO nanocubes represent an ideal 

particulate model system for the investigation of the aforementioned properties of 

ionic systems.  

This work aimed at the vapor phase synthesis and in-depth physico-chemical 

characterization of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles. The experimental focus was 

directed towards to 1) the quantitative and qualitative description of surface 

properties of pure and surface functionalized MgO nanocubes, 2) the investigation of 

the influence of particle-particle interfaces on the electronic properties of MgO 

nanocubes, and 3) the immobilization of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles in porous 

SiO2 host materials.  

1) The optical surface properties of MgO nanocubes and those functionalized 

with BaO were described quantitatively. On MgO nanocube powder samples 

containing approximately 1015 MgO nanoparticles photoluminescence quantum yields 

of up to 20% were measured for the excitation of edge elements. The decoration of 

low-coordinated surface sites with small amounts of BaO (0.03 at.%) significantly 

enhances the radiative deactivation probability and increases quantum yields up to 

30%. Obtained quantitative figures, such as quantum yield and the absolute number 

of nanoparticles contributing to a photoluminescence emission process, are of major 

interest for envisioned applications of alkaline earth oxides as constituents in light 

emitting devices.  

MgO-based particle systems were produced to combine the high thermal 

stability characteristic to MgO with the electronic properties of a second, thermally 

less stable component. Co-combustion of magnesium-vapor with zinc- or 

barium-vapor in oxygen atmosphere and subsequent annealing in high vacuum leads 

to novel composite materials with different particle morphologies. Annealing induced 

segregation of Zn2+-ions into the MgO surface results in ZnxMg1−xO nanocomposites 

of exceptional regular cubic morphology. The occupation of edge sites by chains of 
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Zn2+–O2− units is tracked through their spectroscopic fingerprint. ZnxMg1−xO particles 

may be seen as insulation MgO nanocubes with semiconducting ZnO scaffold-like 

structures. In the case of Ba2+ segregation extensive phase separation leads – for a 

part of the obtained nanoparticles – to the formation of hemispherically shaped BaO 

structures supported on MgO-based nanoparticles.  

The adsorption of gaseous CS2 on MgO nanocube surfaces and subsequent 

surface reactions were studied, aiming at the site selective substitution of surface 

O2−- against S2−-ions. Contrary to expectations, spectroscopic measurements 

showed that sulfur exists in a positive oxidation state due to the formation of (SO3)
2−- 

and (SO4)
2−-groups in which sulfur cations are expected to be part of the MgO crystal 

lattice.  

2) Important and so far neglected classes of structural elements that affect the 

overall electronic ensemble properties are solid-solid interfaces between individual 

particles. Interaction-induced changes in the electronic surface properties were 

investigated on a series of MgO nanocube powders, which – prior to the 

spectroscopic measurement – had been subjected to external pressures. Optical 

property changes as compared to uncompressed MgO nanocube powders were 

characterized with absorption and photoluminescence spectroscopy. Respective 

results were discussed with respect to particle coarsening and sintering effects and in 

the light of results from first-principles calculations. In addition to strong optical 

absorptions in the range between 4.0 eV and 5.5 eV a photoluminescence emission 

feature, which is only present in compressed powders was observed at 2.5 eV and is 

attributed to dislocation defects formed at the interface between MgO nanocubes. 

The possibility to directly address such interfaces by tuning the energy of excitation is 

the key to understand exciton generation at interfaces. Moreover, it may provide new 

means for functionalization of nanostructures and can help improve performance and 

reliability for many nanopowder applications, such as nanocrystalline ceramics.  

3) A critical issue for the utilization of nanoparticle systems with desired 

properties in optical or electronic devices is their immobilization. Aiming at the 

connection of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles to the macroscopic world under 

preservation of their surface-dependent optical properties their immobilization in 

porous SiO2 host materials was investigated. Photoluminescence and UV / Vis 

diffuse reflectance spectroscopy are employed to study the optical properties of SiO2 
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materials with different pore size distributions and pore arrangements. Powder X-ray 

diffraction is used to characterize the influence of Mg and Ca infiltration on the 

structural properties of SiO2 host materials. Obtained results show that porous SiO2 

has interesting photoluminescence and optical absorption properties, which are 

related to point defects in the SiO2 network. Upon infiltration of porous SiO2 with Mg 

and Ca followed by vacuum annealing, composite materials containing 

nanocrystalline alkaline earth metal oxides or silicate phases are obtained. The 

possibility to infiltrate SiO2 host materials with alkaline earth oxides opens up the 

opportunity to exploit the optical properties of alkaline earth oxides for optical 

applications. 
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Kurzfassung 

Die Synthese von Nanopartikeln mit enger Verteilung der Eigenschaften 

Partikelgröße, Partikelgestalt und Zusammensetzung sowie deren eingehende 

strukturelle und spektroskopische Charakterisierung sind zentraler Bestandteil für die 

Entwicklung von aus Nanopartikeln aufgebauten Funktionswerkstoffen. Aufgrund 

einfacher Kristallstruktur und definierter Morphologie stellen MgO-Nanowürfel ein 

Modelsystem dar, das für die Untersuchung von physikalisch-chemischen 

Oberflächeneigenschaften von ionischen Materialsystemen eingesetzt werden kann.  

In dieser Arbeit werden Erdalkalimetalloxid-Nanopartikeln mittels chemischer 

Gasphasensynthese hergestellt und anschließend bezüglich ihrer Struktur und 

spektroskopischen Eigenschaften charakterisiert. Die experimentellen Schwerpunkte 

liegen auf 1) der qualitativen und quantitativen Beschreibung der 

Oberflächeneigenschaften von reinen und oberflächenfunktionalisierten 

MgO-Nanowürfeln, 2) der Untersuchung des Einflusses von 

Partikel-Partikel-Grenzflächen auf die Oberflächeneigenschaften von 

MgO-Nanowürfeln und 3) der Immobilisierung von Erdalkalimetalloxid-Nanopartikeln 

in porösen SiO2-Materialien.  

1) An reinen und mit BaO funktionalisierten MgO-Nanowürfeln konnten 

quantitative Größen der optischen Eigenschaften (Zahl der optisch aktiven Zentren, 

durchstrahlte Pulvervolumina und Photolumineszenz-Quantenausbeuten) bestimmt 

werden. Für ein MgO-Nanopartikelpulver, bestehend aus ungefähr 

1015 MgO-Nanopartikeln, wurde eine Photolumineszenz-Quantenausbeute von 5% 

für die Anregung von Eck- und von 20% für die Anregung von Kantenelementen 

bestimmt. Die Funktionalisierung von niedrig koordinierten Oberflächenzentren mit 

Spuren von BaO (0,03 at.%) erhöht die Wahrscheinlichkeit für strahlende 

Rekombination und führt somit zu einer Erhöhung der Quantenausbeute auf bis zu 

30%. Die Ermittlung derartiger Kennzahlen ist von großer Bedeutung für den 

möglichen Einsatz von Erdalkalimetalloxiden in Licht emittierenden Bauteilen.  

MgO-basierende Systeme wurden hergestellt um die hohe thermische 

Stabilität von MgO mit den elektronischen Eigenschaften einer zweiten, thermisch 

weniger stabilen Komponente zu kombinieren. Die gemeinsame Verbrennung von 
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Magnesiumdampf mit Zink- oder Bariumdampf im Sauerstoffstrom gefolgt von 

thermischer Nachbehandlung im Hochvakuum liefert Komposite mit unterschiedlicher 

Partikelmorphologie. Thermisch induzierte Segregation von Zn2+-Kationen in die 

MgO-Partikeloberfläche führt zu ZnxMg1−xO Nanokompositen mit außergewöhnlich 

ausgeprägter kubischer Morphologie. Die Dekorierung von Kantenelementen mit 

Zn2+–O2− Ketten kann mit spektroskopischen Methoden mitverfolgt werden. 

ZnxMg1−xO Nanopartikeln können als isolierende MgO Nanokuben mit halbleitenden 

Zn2+–O2− Ketten, die niedrig koordiniert Oberflächenzentren besetzten, angesehen 

werden. Im Falle von Ba2+ Segregation führt – für einen Teil der Nanopartikeln – 

Phasenseparation zur Ausbildung von halbrunden BaO Segregaten auf 

MgO-basierenden Nanopartikeln.  

Die Adsorption von gasförmigen CS2 auf MgO-Partikeloberflächen und 

nachfolgende Oberflächenreaktionen wurden untersucht, mit dem Ziel Oberflächen 

O2− durch S2− zu ersetzen. Entgegen den Erwartungen zeigen spektroskopische 

Messungen, dass Schwefel mit positiver Oxidationszahl als (SO3)
2− und (SO4)

2− 

Gruppen vorliegt, wobei Schwefelkationen Bestandteil des MgO-Kristallgitters sind.  

2) Eine wichtige aber bisher wenig untersuchte Klasse von Strukturelementen 

in Partikelpulvern sind Feststoff-Feststoff-Grenzflächen zwischen einzelnen 

Nanopartikeln. Der Einfluss von solchen Strukturelementen auf die elektronischen 

Oberflächeneigenschaften von MgO-Nanopartikeln wurde erstmals systematisch 

untersucht. Durch Anwendung unterschiedlicher Pressdrucke auf MgO-Pulver, 

konnten Partikelensembles unterschiedlicher Dichte und somit unterschiedlicher 

Konzentration von Feststoff-Feststoff-Grenzflächen erzeugt werden. Die daraus 

resultierenden Änderungen der optischen Eigenschaften wurden mittels 

Photolumineszenz- und Absorptionsspektroskopie untersucht. Zusätzlich zu neu 

auftretenden und intensiven Absorptionsbanden im Energiebereich zwischen 4.0 eV 

und 5.5 eV wurde eine Photolumineszenzbande mit einem Maximum bei 2.5 eV 

gefunden, die nur auf komprimierten Proben, d.h. auf Proben mit einer hohen 

Konzentration von Feststoff-Feststoff-Grenzflächen, auftritt. Durch Unterstützung von 

theoretischen Rechnungen konnte die neu gefundene Photolumineszenzbande 

Versetzungsdefekten zugeordnet werden. Dies schafft eine wichtige Grundlage zur 

wissensbasierten Veränderung von Korngrenzen und damit zur Weiterentwicklung 

von nanokristallinen Keramiken.  
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3) Um Nanopartikeln mit bestimmten Eigenschaften in optischen oder 

elektronischen Bauteilen einsetzen zu können, ist deren Immobilisierung von 

entscheidender Bedeutung. Erdalkalimetalloxid-Nanopartikeln sollen unter 

Beibehaltung ihrer Oberflächeneigenschaften in porösen SiO2-Trägermaterialien 

deponiert werden. Photolumineszenz- und UV / Vis-Spektroskopie werden 

eingesetzt, um die optischen Eigenschaften von SiO2-Materialien mit 

unterschiedlicher Porengrößenverteilung und Porenanordnung zu untersuchen. 

Röntgendiffraktion wird verwendet, um die Einflüsse von Mg- und Ca-Infiltration 

bezüglich des Kristallisationsverhaltens von SiO2-Trägermaterialien zu untersuchen. 

Durch die erhaltenen Resultate kann gezeigt werden, dass poröses SiO2 

interessante Photolumineszenz- und Absorptionseigenschaften aufweist, die auf 

Punktdefekte im SiO2-Netzwerk zurückzuführen sind. Durch die Infiltration von Mg- 

und Ca-Dampf in SiO2-Trägermaterialien und anschließende Vakuumbehandlung 

werden Kompositmaterialien erzeugt, die aus nanokristallinen Erdalkalimetalloxid- 

und Silikat-Phasen aufgebaut sind. Die Immobilisierung von 

Erdalkalimetalloxid-Nanopartikeln in SiO2-Trägermaterialien eröffnet die Möglichkeit 

die optischen Eigenschaften dieser Nanopartikeln für optische Anwendungen zu 

nutzen. Zusammenfassend kann festgestellt werden, dass hochdisperse 

Erdalkalimetalloxide über starke und durch verschiedene Parameter einstellbare 

Photolumineszenz-Emissionen verfügen, die den sichtbaren Bereich des Lichts 

abdecken. Sie stellen damit eine vielversprechende und kostengünstige Alternative 

zu aktuell verwendeten Leuchtstoffmaterialien dar.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 What is a Nanomaterial? 

Nanotechnology makes use of the fact that reduction of material’s size can 

result in specific physico-chemical characteristics different from the bulk counterpart 

and thus provides novel materials with promising technological advances. Important 

criteria determining the properties of a bulk material are, for example, chemical 

composition, spatial distribution of constituent elements, structure, and the 

surrounding conditions such as temperature and pressure. As the size of the material 

is decreasing into the nanometer range, there is an increase in surface area in 

relation to the volume. Therefore, the number of molecules / atoms on the surface is 

increasing with a potential change in surface reactivity. Due to the limited size of the 

material the mobility of charge carriers as electrons, electron-holes, and excitons is 

reduced, which significantly influenced the bulk electronic structure of the material. 

One well known effect is the correlation of band gap energy with the particle size for 

semiconducting nanoparticles referred to as quantum size effect. The wavelength of 

the photoluminescence emission in small semiconducting particles is determined by 

their band gap and, thus, can be tuned by their size.[1] 

The impact of nanotechnology is already huge, in a broad variety of scientific 

and technological fields, from natural sciences over electronics, optics to life 

sciences. Products based on nanotechnology are already in use and analysts expect 

markets to grow by hundreds of billions of euros during this decade.[2–4] This 

expected increase in the application of nanotechnology makes it essential to find an 

unequivocal description what can be considered as a nanomaterial and what should 

not be.[5] 

Definitions for nanomaterials have been published by various organizations 

(e.g., International Organization for Standardization (ISO), Organization for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD)).[6,7] Many definitions include a general size 

range for nanomaterials including both primary particle size and aggregate or 
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agglomerate dimensions, respectively. Some also refer to unique physico-chemical 

properties of the material under discussion. However, a size range of 1 nm–100 nm 

cannot be considered to properly distinguish nanomaterials from their bulk 

counterpart as it does not take into account, for example, the issue of size 

distribution. Physico-chemical property changes occur at varying size limits 

depending on the material. Thus a more elaborate and unequivocal description of a 

nanomaterial is necessary.[5] 

For all regulatory purposes or research programs within the European Union 

the European Commission released a recommendation on the definition of a 

nanomaterial,[8] which is broadly applicable: 

“Nanomaterial means a natural, incidental or manufactured material containing 

particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, 

for 50% or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more external 

dimensions is in the size range 1 nm - 100 nm. In specific cases and where 

warranted by concerns for the environment, health, safety or competitiveness the 

number size distribution threshold of 50% may be replaced by a threshold between 

1 and 50%.”  

Size is the only relevant criterion in the definition because it is considered to 

be the only universally applicable and measurable characteristic. Furthermore, this 

definition is limited to nanoparticle systems and excludes non-particulate materials 

such as proteins, micelles, and nanostructured materials with an internal or external 

surface structure in the size range of 1 nm - 100 nm.[8] 

Once nanomaterials are identified developments in the fields of 

nanotechnology and processing of nanomaterials rely on reliable physico-chemical 

characterization. According to the Commission of the European Communities, among 

other fields, research is needed with respect to[9]: 

i) the development and validation of methods to asses relevant properties 

(e.g., particle size distribution, surface area) 

ii) the search for reference materials to underpin the development, 

validation, and quality assurance of these characterization methods 
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iii) the investigation of physico-chemical properties (surface characteristics, 

substances on particle surface, particle charging, agglomeration and 

de-agglomeration etc.). 

In this work, nanoparticles are produced using chemical vapor synthesis. 

Crystallite sizes are characterized by a combination of microscopy, diffraction, and 

gas sorption techniques. The nanoparticle ensembles are subjected to in-depth 

physico-chemical characterization using molecular spectroscopy measurements. The 

collected data for nanoparticle ensembles in this work describe size, shape, crystal 

structure, optical properties, characteristic of particle-particle interfaces, and 

distribution of chemical components (dopants) within a single nanoparticle or 

extended host material. 

1.2 Pioneer Investigations on Alkaline Earth Oxides  

“The chemistry of the alkaline earth monoxides is too well known to warrant 

extended discussion. It will suffice to say that they may readily be prepared by the 

thermal decomposition of their carbonates.”, stated in a publication by Schechter and 

Kleinberg published in 1947.[10] Nevertheless, research on alkaline earth oxides 

– MgO, CaO, SrO, and BaO – is continuing with respect to the development of 

synthesis protocols, spectroscopic characterization, and first-principles calculations 

till today.[11,12] 

In this section basic properties of alkaline earth oxides are introduced. Results 

from experimental pioneer investigations of optical absorption and 

photoluminescence emission properties of alkaline earth oxides are presented, which 

are providing a basis for experimental work in the last three decades. 

Alkaline earth oxides are ionic solids, crystallize in the cubic rock-salt 

structure, and their low index (100) surface faces are thermodynamically favorable.[13] 

There are a variety of vapor phase[14,15] and liquid-phase synthesis[16] routes to 

prepare these oxides with different shapes.[17,18] Due to its high thermal stability and 

consequently the possibility to dehydroxylate the surface, MgO is one of the best 

understood model systems for both theoretical[19,20–23] and experimental[11,24–28] 

surface studies on ionic oxide particles.  
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When alkaline earth oxides are produced as high surface area material, the 

relative concentration of low-coordinated surface elements i.e., ions in (100) 

faces (5C), edges (4C), and corners (3C) is considerably enhanced and become 

experimentally accessible using optical spectroscopy. In a work by Garrone et al. UV 

diffuse reflectance spectra for the set of microcrystalline alkaline earth oxides 

revealed absorption bands below the band gap of the material.[29] These absorption 

bands were attributed to surface excitons forming at specific low-coordinated surface 

sites (Table 1.1).  

Table 1.1: Energies of optical absorptions (in eV) of MgO, CaO, SrO, and BaO. Data 

taken from literature.[29] 

 MgO  CaO SrO BaO 

Eband gap 8.7 7.7 6.7 4.4 

  C
2 

 6.6 5.5 4.62 3.50 

  C
2 

 5.75 4.43 3.92 3.31 

  C
2 

 4.62 3.75 3.5 n / a 

Coluccia et al.[30] investigated high surface area alkaline earth oxides using 

photoluminescence spectroscopy and made several important observations. 

i) Photoluminescence emission was detected when excitation light of a much lower 

energy than that related to the optical band gaps of the bulk oxides was used. ii) All 

the alkaline earth oxides studied, showed a characteristic luminescent spectrum 

when excited by light in the near UV. iii) Luminescence emission was found 

exclusively for high surface area alkaline earth oxide materials (20–150 m2·g−1) but 

not for pure single crystals. iv) The photoluminescence emission is quenched by 

oxygen. These points lead them to the conclusion that the observed 

photoluminescence emission and corresponding excitation spectra are associated 

with low-coordinated ions at the surface. Since the seminal work of Coluccia et al., a 

variety of spectroscopic techniques[11,26–28] and first-principles theoretical 

calculations[19–23] have been used to investigate the electronic properties of alkaline 

earth oxides of different particle size.[31–33] 
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Starting point for the here presented work was a comparison of the 

photoluminescence emission properties of pure MgO, CaO, and SrO nanoparticle 

powders, which were produced by chemical vapor synthesis and subsequent vacuum 

annealing at 1173 K. After taking into account different powder densities and specific 

surface areas of the alkaline earth oxides, an emission intensity increase by more 

than two orders of magnitude was detected.[34] The applicability of alkaline earth 

oxides and mixtures thereof as materials used in optical applications like photoactive 

sensing devices, solid-state emitters or as optoelectronic parts should be 

investigated. To carry out this investigation further development of functionalization 

approaches of MgO surfaces, the measurement of figures of merit like the quantum 

yield of excitation-emission couples, the characterization of particle-particle interface, 

and the immobilization of particles are highly important. 

1.3 From Model Particle Systems to Optical Materials 

The reliable assessment of structure-property relationships of nanoparticle 

model systems, investigated in this work, is related to the determination of particle 

size and shape and corresponding optical fingerprint. For the characterization of 

particle size and shape transmission electron (TEM) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM), N2-sorption, and powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) are 

employed.[35,36] Structural elements relevant for this work are, for example, corner 

and edge elements of MgO nanocubes, interfaces between MgO nanocubes, and 

interfaces between particles of different chemical composition like BaO and MgO. 

Distinct optical fingerprints, which are measured with UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy, should be assigned to one structural element. 

Microscopic techniques, especially TEM, allow direct observation of particle 

sizes in the nanometer range. However, microscopic measurements are highly local, 

and investigate only small amounts of the nanoparticle sample. Additionally, 

N2-sorption and XRD measurements are indispensable because these approaches 

sample over a representative powder volume. Applying the BET-model[37] 

(Brunnauer, Emmett, and Teller) on N2-sorption isotherms, the specific surface area 

of a powder sample can be calculated, which is related to the average particle size of 

the powder. For a polycrystalline powder sample consisting of large, strain-free and 

perfect crystallites, the diffraction peaks of the powder pattern would be extremely 
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narrow. Due to instrumental factors and finite size of the coherent scattering volume 

of crystallites diffraction lines get broadened. Additional facts for line broadening are 

stress, strain, dislocations, and twinning and stacking faults.[35] All these facts can be 

excluded or neglected in the case of MgO nanocubes. Broadening is therefore 

attributed mainly to size effects and allows for a straightforward determination of the 

crystallite size using the Scherrer equation.[38] 

The particle size and shape of MgO nanoparticles, which were produced by 

chemical vapor synthesis followed by vacuum annealing at 1173 K, were determined 

using three methods TEM, XRD, and N2-sorption. TEM measurements reveal MgO 

particles of cubic shape, preferentially exposing low-index (100) faces and exhibit a 

large proportion of edge and corner sites. The average particle size using TEM is 

around 6 nm. This value is supported by N2-sorption measurements giving a specific 

surface area value of 300 m2·g−1 corresponding to a particle size of 5.5 nm. From 

reflex broadening in X-ray diffraction powder patterns, a crystallite size of around 

7 nm is determined. One can summarize that MgO powders produced by CVS and 

subjected to oxidation (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing 

(T = 1173 K, p < 5∙10−6 mbar) thereafter, results in cubic particles with an average 

edge length of 6 nm ± 1 nm. Due to the fact that particle size and crystallite size are 

equal, MgO nanocubes can be considered monocrystalline. 

UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence spectroscopy are used to 

determine the optical properties of MgO nanocubes. UV / Vis measurements reveal 

two absorption bands at energies far below the bulk absorption threshold of MgO 

(7.8 eV). The absorption bands have been attributed to low-coordinated corner 

(4.6 eV ≙ 270 nm) and edge sites (5.2 eV ≙ 240 nm).[24] Two closely spaced 

emission bands at 380 nm and 370 nm result from photoexcitation of corners and 

edge sites, respectively.[39] This structure-property relationship between 

low-coordinated surface sites and spectroscopic fingerprints is supported by 

first-principles theoretical calculations[21–23] and demonstrated that MgO nanocubes 

are a perfect nanoparticle model system to study surface processes on ionic oxides. 

Furthermore, these results are the basis for the rationalization of functionalization 

processes that are necessary to drive the development of alkaline earth oxides as 

materials for optical applications. 
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Characterization and quantification of light absorbing and emitting entities in 

nanoparticle ensembles is vital to the development of functional particle  

systems.[40–42] Nanoparticle ensembles represent strongly scattering media and the 

determination of quantum yield and the number of active sites with respect to 

absorption and emission of light is demanding.[43] Such figures of merit are, however, 

necessary for the sustainable development of optical materials. The emission bands 

of MgO nanocubes are in the UV range of the spectrum. For the fabrication of 

inorganic phosphors for sensing and solid-state lighting applications 

photoluminescence emissions in the visible range are desirable. This can be 

achieved by functionalization of the MgO surface to combine, for example, the 

thermal stability of MgO with a second functional component or even create 

synergistic effects between the MgO surface and a surface dopant.[44] 

Functionalizing MgO surfaces with a dopant increases the complexity of the 

nanoparticle system. Consequently, the establishment of structure-property 

relationships becomes more challenging. One can think about two ways to 

functionalize the surfaces of MgO nanocubes with edge lengths of 6 nm. First, it is 

possible to directly functionalize the MgO surface by adsorption of atoms (e.g., Ba) or 

molecules (e.g., CS2). Second, chemical vapor synthesis can be used to produce a 

mixed oxide, for example, BaxMg1−xO (x denotes the concentration of the dopant in 

at.%), with Ba2+ statistically distributed within the MgO matrix. During vacuum 

annealing the dopant is expected to segregate into the particle surface.[25] 

Both functionalization approaches have pros and cons with respect to 

synthesis and characterization of the functionalized nanoparticle ensembles. In post 

functionalization approaches i.e., the adsorption of an atom or molecule on the MgO 

surface, homogeneous concentration of the dopant over the nanoparticle surface and 

reproducibility are major issues. One has to guarantee constant exposure time of the 

entire surface area of MgO nanocubes towards the adsorbing gaseous species. 

However, one can be sure that the dopant is located at the surface of MgO 

nanocubes. The second approach starts from a statistical distribution of the dopant in 

the MgO matrix, meaning that there is also a distribution between occupied bulk and 

surface sites. Vacuum annealing leads to the segregation of the dopant out of the 

material’s bulk into the surface. The final distribution of the dopant between surface 

and bulk of MgO is hard to assess. The distribution will depend on the chemical 
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nature of the dopant and vacuum annealing temperature and time. Both approaches 

share a challenge, which is the determination of the location of the dopant on the 

surface of a MgO particle with an edge length of 6 nm. Sophisticated TEM techniques 

would allow a direct characterizing of the spatial distribution of a dopant on such a 

small particle.[45],[46] UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence 

spectroscopy are valuable tools to indirectly determine the dopant distribution. As a 

matter of fact the spectroscopic properties of low-coordinated surface sites on pure 

MgO nanocubes are well understood. Their depletion or the appearance of a new 

spectroscopic feature can be interpreted in terms of a change of the electronic 

structure at a distinct low-coordinated surface site. The conclusion that such surface 

sites are occupied and thus modified by the dopant is plausible. First-principles 

theoretical calculations determining segregation energies, local distribution of 

dopants, and equilibrium shapes of dopant morphologies (e.g., BaO structures 

supported on MgO surfaces) can deliver highly important information supporting 

experimental results. 

In most applications, one deals with an ensemble of nanoparticles, which may 

exhibit properties that are quite different from those of individual nanoparticles.[19,47,48] 

An important factor for these different properties may be the presence of interfaces 

between nanoparticles, which can modify functionality.[49–51] Therefore, MgO 

nanoparticles that exhibit a narrow distribution of size, shape, and morphology are an 

ideal model system to test the effect of solid-solid interface concentration on the 

overall electronic properties of a nanoparticle ensemble. Understanding solid-solid 

interfaces between MgO nanoparticles is necessary before immobilization 

approaches of nanoparticles in host materials are carried out. The immobilization of 

nanoparticles and consequently their connection to the macroscopic world is 

necessary to utilize novel properties of nanoparticles in optical applications. 

Immobilization is, however, linked to the formation of a heterointerface between host 

and nanoparticle, which can influence the overall material properties.  

The knowledge-based development of metal oxide nanostructures requires 

several steps, which built on each other. Size, shape, and spectroscopic properties of 

the base material have to be understood very well. Changes of spectroscopic 

fingerprints arising upon functionalization can be interpreted in the light of depletion 

or appearance of known spectroscopic signals. An in-depth characterization of 
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solid-solid interfaces between nanoparticles is a prerequisite to understand properties 

of nanoparticles connected to a host material, which inevitably leads to the formation 

of interfaces. The properties of the final macroscopic device then may be a 

synergistic combination of properties of the individual nanoparticle, the interface 

between the nanoparticle and the host, and the host itself.  

1.4 Scope and Structure of this Work 

This study consists of three parts. In the first part, optical properties of pure 

and surface functionalized MgO nanoparticles are characterized. Surface 

photoluminescence processes are quantitatively described for pure and with traces of 

BaO functionalized MgO nanocubes (Chapter 4). Admixture of dopants (Ba2+, Zn2+) 

into the MgO matrix with regard to particle morphology and optical properties are 

investigated (Chapter 5 and 6). In order to study adsorption processes and 

subsequent surface reactions on MgO nanocube surfaces, MgO powder samples are 

exposed to CS2-vapor followed by oxidation and vacuum annealing (Chapter 7). In 

the second part, the experimental focus is on the characterization of solid-solid 

interfaces between MgO nanocubes. Upon compression of a loose MgO nanocube 

powder the powder density and thus the concentration of solid-solid interfaces can be 

adjusted. This enables one to study the optical properties of MgO nanocubes as a 

function of solid-solid interface concentration. In the third part, the immobilization of 

MgO and CaO nanoparticles in porous SiO2 hosts is studied, aiming at the 

connection of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles to the macroscopic world under 

preservation of their surface-dependent optical properties (Chapter 9).  

Therefore, the objectives tackled in this work investigate the properties of MgO 

nanocubes from different viewpoints. On the one hand, MgO nanocubes are used as 

a model particle system to investigate structure-property relationships of distinct 

surface elements and interfaces applying optical spectroscopy. On the other hand, 

the potential of pure and surface functionalized MgO nanocubes for applications as 

inorganic phosphors is evaluated.  

The main spectroscopic techniques applied in this work to characterize 

nanoparticle ensembles are photoluminescence and UV / Vis diffuse reflectance 

spectroscopy. Additionally, results obtained by Fourier transform infrared and X-ray 
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photoelectron spectroscopy are discussed. Microscopic techniques (transmission 

electron and scanning electron microscopy) and powder X-ray diffraction are used to 

characterize particle size, shape, and crystallinity to correlate them with 

spectroscopic fingerprints to establish structure-property relationships. Wherever 

available, the experimental results are supported by first-principles theoretical 

calculations from cooperation partners.  
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2 Spectroscopic Techniques 

2.1 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy  

2.1.1 Principles 

Photoluminescence (PL) is the spontaneous emission of light from any 

substance under UV / Vis excitation which, therefore, occurs from electronically 

excited states. It is a contact less and non-destructive method for probing the 

electronic structure of materials. Light is directed onto a sample, where it is absorbed 

and imparts excess energy into the material in a process called photoexcitation. One 

way this energy can be dissipated by the sample is through the emission of light, or 

luminescence.[52,261] 

More specifically, photoexcitation causes the transfer of electrons into excited 

states. When these electrons return to their ground states, the excess energy is 

released and may include the emission of light (a radiative process) or may not 

(a non-radiative process). Photoluminescence is divided into two categories, 

fluorescence and phosphorescence, depending on the nature of the excited state. 

Fluorescence characterizes electron transitions between singlet states. The electron 

in the excited orbital is paired to the second electron in the ground-state orbital and 

has an opposite spin. As transition to the ground state is spin-allowed, the emission 

of a photon occurs rapidly. A typical fluorescence lifetime () is around 

10 nanoseconds. The emission of light from triplet excited states is called 

phosphorescence. In this case the electron in the excited orbital has the same spin 

orientation as the ground-state electron. Therefore, the transition to the ground state 

is spin-forbidden and the phosphorescence lifetime is typically in the range of 

milliseconds to seconds. Figure 2.1 shows a diagram illustrating absorption and 

emission of light in a diatomic molecule as the most simple model system. S0 and S1 

depict the ground and the first excited state, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1: Potential energy curves for the ground (S0) and excited states (S1) which 

account for an absorption spectrum with a vibrational structure.[53,54] 

At each of these electronic energy states the molecules can exist in a number 

of vibrational energy levels, indexed as 0, 1, 2 etc. In order to illustrate the 

instantaneous nature of light absorption, transitions between states are shown as 

vertical lines. Transitions occur in about 10−15 s, a time which is too short for 

significant displacement of nuclei. This approximation is called Franck-Condon 

principle. 

Molecules are usually excited to some higher vibrational level of either S1 or 

S2. Afterwards they rapidly relax into the lowest vibrational level of S1 in a process 

called internal conversion which typically occurs in 10−12 s or less. Therefore, 

fluorescence generally results from a thermally equilibrated excited state, i.e. from 

the lowest vibrational energy state of S1. A spin conversion to a triplet state, T, is also 

possible when S1 and T are sufficiently closely spaced. This conversion is called 

intersystem crossing. Transition from triplet to the singlet ground state is in principle 

forbidden so that the rate constants for triplet emission are several orders of 

magnitude smaller than those for fluorescence.[261] 

It is obvious from the diagram shown in Figure 2.2 that the energy of emission 

is typically less than that from absorption. Hence, fluorescence typically occurs at 
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lower energies (Stokes shift). One common cause for the Stokes shift is the rapid 

decay to the lowest vibrational level of S1. Further loss of excitation energy is due to 

the fact that molecules generally decay to higher vibrational levels of S0. In addition 

to these effects, processes such as, excited-state reactions, solvent effects, complex 

formation, and / or energy transfer can also contribute to the excitation energy 

loss.[261] 

 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram showing the origin of absorption (a), fluorescence (b), 

and phosphorescence (c) spectra. The absorption spectrum (a) shows a vibrational 

structure characteristic of the upper excited state (S1). The fluorescence spectrum (b) 

shows a structure characteristic of the lower ground state (S0); it is also displaced to 

lower frequencies and resembles a mirror image of the absorption.[53] 
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2.1.2 Fluorescence Lifetime and Quantum Yield 

The most important characteristics of a fluorophore are the fluorescence 

lifetime and the quantum yield.[52] The lifetime () of the fluorophore is the average 

time between time of excitation and its return to the ground state. The quantum yield 

is the number of emitted photons relative to the number of absorbed photons. 

The meaning of the quantum yield and lifetime is best represented by a 

simplified Jablonski diagram (Figure 2.3) where the attention is focused only on those 

processes responsible for the return to the ground state.[261] 

 

Figure 2.3: A simplified Jablonski diagram. 

The fluorescence quantum yield  is the ratio of the number of photons 

emitted to the number absorbed. The processes governed by the rate constants  

and knr (emissive rate of the fluorophore and its rate of nonradiative decay to S0, 

respectively) both depopulate the excited state. The fraction of fluorophores which 

decay through the emission, and hence the quantum yield is given by: 

                  Equation 2.1 

Because of Stokes´ loss, the energy yield is always less than unity.  

The lifetime of the excited state is defined by the average time the molecule spends 

in excited state prior to return to the ground state. For the fluorophore illustrated in 

Figure 2.3, the lifetime is: 

                  Equation 2.2 
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It should be mentioned that fluorescence emission is a random process, and a 

few molecules emit their photons at precisely t = . For a single exponential decay, 

63% of the molecules have decayed prior to t =  and 37% decay at t > .[261] 

2.1.3 Fluorescence Quenching 

A wide variety of processes can induce a decrease of fluorescence intensity. 

In one of them, the quencher molecules (Q) reduce the luminescence quantum yield. 

This phenomenon is called quenching. The absorption process remains unaffected 

but the energy of the excited state is dissipated to the quencher molecules. The 

process of photoluminescence quenching may occur via two mechanisms:  

1. The dynamic mechanism: By collisional quenching the molecules Q interact with 

the active emitting sites and are taking over the excitation energy.  

2. The static mechanism: Quenching occurs on the basis of the formation of an 

adsorbed complex between adsorptive and the excited active emitting sites (even 

in their ground state).  

These mechanisms result in a nonradiative deactivation pathway and the 

destruction of the radiative pathway through blocking of the emitting sites by 

adsorbed complexes such as  2
 

(O2 is used as the quencher molecule). The 

efficiency of the two processes depends on the concentration of the quencher 

molecules.[261] 

A quantitative description of collisional quenching is given by the Stern-Volmer 

equation:  

              [ ]       Equation 2.3 

where I0 and I denote the fluorescence intensity in the absence and the 

presence of the quencher, respectively. q is the bimolecular quenching constant, [Q] 

is concentration of the quencher molecules, and 0 the lifetime of the fluorophore in 

absence of the quencher.[261] 

In principle, static fluorescence quenching of a molecule X by the quencher 

molecule Q can be described by the following mechanism:  
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1:                Complex formation 

2:                       Fluorescence 

3:                           Quenching by the complex 

where h1 and h2 are the excitation and emission energy, respectively. In this 

case the quenching process is described by the following equation:  

   ⁄      [ ] Equation 2.4 

where the    represents the association constant for complex formation. 

In both cases, dynamic and static quenching, the dependence of I0/I on [Q] is 

linear. No discrimination is thus possible on the basis of fluorescence quenching data 

obtained by intensity measurements alone. The most definite method for 

determination of the quenching mechanism is provided by measurement of 

fluorescence lifetimes. Static quenching does not alter the fluorescence lifetime, but 

only removes a part of the fluorophores from observation. Their lifetime 0 is 

unchanged. For collisional quenching the lifetime  is reduced according to /0 = I/I0 

(see equation 2.3). Additionally, the temperature dependence of the quenching yields 

information about the mechanism. Faster diffusion is caused by higher temperatures, 

which results in higher amounts of collisional quenching. Static quenching is 

generally reduced with increased temperature as the stability of the weakly bound 

complexes is diminished. 

It should be mentioned that the classification between these two mechanisms 

is in principle just a question of the lifetime of the formed complex. In collisional 

fluorescence quenching the lifetime of the complex is much shorter (in ps range) than 

the lifetime of the excited molecule (e.g., ns to ms range). In the static quenching the 

lifetime of the complex is significantly longer than the lifetime of the excited molecule. 

The former mechanism, i.e. the collisional interaction, is predominant for the alkaline 

earth metal oxides since it has been found that in their case the quenching process 

with O2 is reversible.[261] 
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2.2 UV / Vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy 

Reflectance spectroscopy, in general, is based on the analysis of the spectrum 

of light, which is reflected from a sample in a specific direction.[55] Two fundamentally 

different reflection modes may be distinguished: regular reflectance is observed on 

an ideal flat surface, whereas rough surfaces and powder samples give rise to diffuse 

reflectance. 

Single scattering on particles is observed, if the distance between the 

scattering centers is at least twice the diameter of the particles. In this case, the 

angular dispersion of the remittance is anisotropic. In nanoparticle powders, however, 

the condition for single scattering is not fulfilled and the particles may not be seen as 

independent scattering centers any more. As a consequence, multiple scattering 

phenomena occur and an isotropic angular distribution of the remitted radiation is 

observed. 

In a diffuse reflectance experiment, the phenomena of absorption and 

scattering are always observed at the same time. However, a phenomenological 

theory developed by Kubelka and Munk[55] shows that the remittance of a sample 

depends only on the ratio between the coefficients of absorbance and scattering, but 

not on their absolute values. By assuming the scattering coefficients to be constant in 

a given energy range, the Kubelka-Munk model allows to derive an absorbance 

spectrum from the respective reflectance spectrum. The positions of reflectance 

minima correspond to the maxima of absorption of the sample.[261] 
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3 Experimental Details 

3.1 Chemical Vapor Synthesis of MgO and MgO-Based Nanoparticles 

Chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) is a well suited technique for the production 

of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles (MgO, CaO, SrO, BaO) and mixtures thereof 

(CaxMg1−xO, SrxMg1−xO, BaxMg1−xO). Due to the absence of solvents or surface 

active species and the operation at reduced pressures CVS is a particular clean 

approach and the resulting particles and consequently particle surface properties 

remain essentially unmodified. However, transferring CVS-grown particles from the 

closed reactor system into spectroscopy cells contact with ambient air occurs, 

leading to surface contamination. Thus, powder activation under high vacuum 

condition is required before experiments aiming at the exploration of 

surface / interface properties of pristine alkaline earth oxide nanoparticle surfaces 

can be carried out.  

For the synthesis of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles we use a CVS-reactor 

as shown in Figure 3.1. The setup allows for the controlled evaporation and 

subsequent oxidation of alkaline earth metals under reduced pressures. Stable 

process conditions are guaranteed by separating evaporation and oxidation zone 

spatially. For this purpose the reactor consists of two quartz glass tubes, which are 

placed inside a cylindrical furnace. The inner tube hosts two ceramic ships with metal 

pieces, which are heated to a temperature guaranteeing sufficient metal vapor 

pressure. An inert argon stream carries the metal vapor away from the evaporation 

zone to the end of the inner glass tube. There the Ar / metal vapor mixture meets the 

oxidizing agent, which is flowing through the outer glass tube. The exothermic 

oxidation reaction leads to a bright stable flame in the reactor and alkaline earth 

oxide nanoparticles are formed as a result of homogeneous nucleation in the gas 

phase. Because of continuous Ar flow and pumping at the reactor end, the residence 

time of nuclei within the flame remains short enough (< 2ms) to prevent substantial 

coarsening and coalescence.[56] 
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the CVS-reactor setup that is used for the production of 

alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles. (P1: pirani pressure gauge; P2: absolute pressure 

gauge; V1, V2, V4: valves V3: butterfly valve; W1: window; F1: furnace) 

The synthesis process of MgO nanoparticles starts with placing 2 ceramic 

ships containing approximately 2 g of Mg pieces (99.98%, Aldrich) into the inner 

glass tube and evacuating the CVS flow reactor system to a base pressure of 

p < 4·10−1 mbar. Then oxygen (0.9 slm) and argon (1 slm) gas flows are adjusted 

using mass flow controllers (MFC). The furnace is heated up to 913 K with a rate of 

30 K·min−1. The temperature of 913 K corresponds to a Mg-vapor pressure of 1 mm 

Hg column (1.33 mbar). A by-pass system allows avoiding particle collection during 

uncontrolled process conditions, i.e. heating and cooling phase. The total pressure in 

the CVS-reactor is kept constant at 50 ± 3 mbar over the whole heating (23 minutes) 

and production phase (27 minutes). To finish particle collection the furnace is turned 

off and cooled with pressured air, which is blown through the spacing between 

furnace and outer glass tube. The MgO nanoparticle powder is transferred from the 

CVS-reactor into quartz glass cells (Figure 3.2a).  
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Figure 3.2: a) Quartz glass cell used for oxidation (p = 10 mbar O2, T = 1123 K) and 

vacuum annealing (p < 10−5 mbar, T = 1173 K) as well as for photoluminescence and 

UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopic measurements. b) and c) Transmission 

electron microscopy images of MgO nanocubes, which were grown by chemical 

vapor synthesis and subjected to vacuum annealing and oxygen treatment thereafter. 

These cells allow on the one hand carrying out spectroscopic experiments and 

on the other hand thermal activation both in defined gas atmospheres. To obtain 

well-defined MgO nanocubes (Figure 3.2b, c) the, as formed, MgO powder is cleaned 

of organic contaminants by heating to 1123 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposing to 

molecular oxygen at this temperature. Next, the sample temperature was raised to 

1173 K at pressures p < 5·10−6
 mbar and kept at this temperature for 1–2 h until full 

dehydroxylation of the sample surface was achieved. 

MgO nanocubes preferentially expose low-index (100) faces and exhibit a 

large proportion of edge and corner sites. Due to their well-defined cubic morphology 
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these powders constitute a model particle system for surface functionalization 

studies. In this work, two experimental approaches were applied for the post surface 

functionalization of MgO nanocubes.  

First, metallic Ba was used as a precursor to deposit BaO clusters on the 

surface of MgO nanocubes (Chapter 4). To achieve this, the dehydroxylated MgO 

nanoparticle ensemble was subjected to metal vapor at a background pressure of 

p < 10−5 mbar and T = 890 K.[44,56] As a result, the white MgO powder turned blue, 

which is indicative of electron transfer from Ba atoms to the MgO surface upon 

surface-color center formation.[57,58] After addition of 1 mbar oxygen at T > 298 K the 

Ba adsorbates were converted into BaO, which is supported by MgO nanocubes. 

With this process a maximum concentration of 0.2 at.% BaO is achievable. The 

physical reason for this limit may be due to a) a kinetic limitation during the 

adsorption of the large Ba atom (rBa = 0.1354 nm, rMg = 0.072 nm)[59] on the MgO 

nanocube surface or b) the amount of suitable adsorption sites (e.g., defects, steps, 

kinks) for Ba. 

Second, carbon disulfide (CS2), with a vapor pressure of 400 mbar at 293 K, 

was used as a precursor to functionalize the MgO surface with sulfite and 

sulfate-groups (Chapter 7). Prior to adsorption of CS2 on MgO nanocubes, the CS2 is 

cleaned employing the freeze-pump-thaw method. The adsorption experiments are 

carried out at a base pressure of  ∙10−5 mbar. In a typical experiment MgO 

nanocubes are exposed to a partial pressure of 60 mbar CS2-vapor for 10 seconds. 

After evacuation to a pressure below  ∙10−6 mbar the powder is again subjected to 

oxidation (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, 

p <  ∙10−6 mbar). 

In addition to functionalization of MgO nanocubes in a second step i.e., after 

nanocube formation, the CVS process allows producing mixed alkaline earth oxide 

nanoparticles. Mixtures of Mg and a second metal vapor (Zn or Ba) are 

co-combusted using molecular O2 as an oxidizing agent. As a result of homogeneous 

nucleation ZnxMg1−xO or BaxMg1−xO nanoparticles are formed. Due to the reaction 

conditions Zn2+- or Ba2+-ions are statistically distributed within the MgO matrix. In the 

case of mixed metal oxides, vacuum annealing at 1173 K leads to the segregation of 

Ba2+ or Zn2+ into the surface of the MgO-based nanoparticles. Ba2+ functionalization 

leads to the formation of hemispherically shaped BaO structures supported on MgO 
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surfaces (Chapter 5). Admixture of 10 at.% Zn2+ leads to monocrystalline ZnMgO 

nanocubes of exceptional regular cubic shape with chains of Zn2+–O2− occupying 

edge sites (Chapter 6). 

3.2 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

The successful application of photoluminescence (PL) requires considerable 

attention to experimental details and a good understanding of the instrumentation. 

For photoluminescence experiments presented in this work, three types of 

photoluminescence spectrometers, a Perkin Elmer LS50B, an Edinburgh Instruments 

FSP920, and a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3, were used. Main common features as 

well as differences, which are considered to measure reliable photoluminescence 

spectra with these different spectrometers, are discussed in this section. 

In Table 3.1 technical specifications of the photoluminescence spectrometers 

are listed. The LS50B uses a pulsed Xenon discharge lamp as excitation source for 

steady state luminescence measurements. In emission and excitation it has a single 

grating monochromator system. The FSP920 and the Fluorolog 3 have a 450 watt 

continuous wave Xenon lamp for excitation. Excitation as well as emission sites of 

both spectrometers are equipped with a double grating monochromator system.  
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Table 3.1: Selection of technical specifications for three PL-spectrometers, which 

were used to measure luminescence spectra. 

 

Perkin Elmer 
LS50B 

Edinburgh Instruments 
FSP920 

Horiba Jobin Yvon 
Fluorolog 3 

Light source 
pulsed Xenon 

discharge lamp 
450 watt continuous 
wave Xenon lamp 

450 watt continuous 
wave Xenon lamp 

Excitation monochromator single grating double grating double grating 

Emission monochromator single grating double grating double grating 

Wavelength accuracy ± 1 nm ± 0.2 nm ± 0.5 nm 

Wavelength reproducibility ± 0.5 nm ± 0.1 nm ± 0.2 nm 

Signal to Noise Ratio  
(water Raman band) 

500 : 1 6000 : 1 5000 : 1 

Sample detector 
Photomultiplier 

R928 
Photomultiplier 

R928P 
Photomultiplier 

R928P 

Wavelength range to 
collect emission spectra 

200 nm–850 nm 200 nm–850 nm 200 nm–850 nm 

Lower wavelength limit for 
excitation spectra 

230 nm 230 nm 250 nm 

Xenon excitation sources emit from the ultra violet (UV) to the infrared (IR) 

spectral range. The photon output intensity strongly depends on the excitation 

wavelength (Figure 3.3). Therefore, the use of Xenon lamps makes spectral 

correction of the excitation source necessary. The correction is obtained by using a 

built-in calibrated reference detector that monitors a fraction of the excitation light. 

The issue of excitation correction is technically solved in a similar way for all three 

types of spectrometers. 
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Figure 3.3: Lamp profile of a 450 watt continuous wave Xenon excitation source from 

a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3 spectrometer system.  

Application of single grating compared to double grating monochromators in 

excitation and emission reveals a main difference between the three types of 

spectrometers. Wavelength accuracy and reproducibility are strongly reduced in a 

single monochromator system. To measure photoluminescence emission from solid 

particle systems these figures are, however, of minor importance. Excitation and 

emission bands are in general characterized by broad full widths at half maximum. As 

a result of double grating monochromators the signal to noise ratio is strongly 

enhanced compared to single grating monochromators. This fact is very important 

when highly scattering particle systems, like alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles, are 

investigated. For the double grating monochromator systems (FSP920 and 

Fluorolog 3) it is not necessary to use filters in excitation and emission to reject 

stray-light. For reliable emission spectra measured with the LS50B spectrometer 

system optical filter are mandatory. Bandpass filters are inserted into the optical path 

after the excitation monochromator to reduced stray-light coming from the excitation 

site. Before the emitted light is entering the emission monochromator long-pass filters 

are placed in the optical path. They prevent stray-light generated at the highly 

scattering nanoparticle sample, from entering the emission monochromator site.  

Similarly, to corrections used on the excitation site, emission spectra are 

affected by the monochromator efficiency and the spectral response of the detector. 
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Correction files, which are recorded using calibrated light sources, allow measuring 

corrected emission spectra.  

All three photoluminescence spectrometer systems use the photomultiplier 

R928 as sample detector. The detectable emission range is 200 nm–850 nm. For the 

measurement of excitation spectra the lower wavelength limit is determined by the 

calibration function of the reference detector. For the LS50B and the FSP920 the 

calibration is starting from 230 nm and for the Fluorolog 3 from 250 nm. Due to the 

low signal to noise ratio of the LS50B compared to the other PL-systems (Table 3.1), 

it was not possible to measure reliable excitation spectra of highly scattering powder 

samples.  

3.3 UV / Vis Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy 

UV / Vis diffuse reflectance measurements were carried out on three types of 

Perkin Elmer spectrometers. A Perkin Elmer Lambda 15, a Lambda 750, and a 

Lambda 950 spectrometer, all equipped with an integrating sphere, were used to 

determine the reflectivity of powder samples. An integrating sphere with an inner 

diameter of 75 mm coated with BaSO4 was used in combination with the Lambda 15. 

The Lambda 750 and 950 have integrating spheres with inner diameters of 60 mm 

and 150 mm, respectively. In both cases the sphere is coated with Spectralon, a 

fluoropolymer, which has the highest diffuse reflectance of any known material over 

the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared region of the spectrum. The 60 mm 

integrating sphere is suited to the routine analysis of diffusely scattering samples. 

The 150 mm integrating sphere is recommended for absolute reflectance 

measurements or color analysis following CIE (International Commission on 

Illumination) guidelines.  

For qualitative measurements of reflectance minima of diffusely scattering 

powders all three types of spectrometers in combination with the corresponding 

integrating sphere deliver reliable and reproducible spectra. Powders were placed in 

a high vacuum tight quartz cell with optical windows made of Suprasil (Figure 3.2a) 

and positioned at the reflectance port of the integrating sphere. The respective 

sphere material (BaSO4 or Spectralon) was used as a reference. 
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4 BaO Clusters on MgO Nanocubes: a 

Quantitative Analysis of Optical Powder 

Properties 

4.1 Abstract 

Uniformly sized and shaped nanoparticles are well-suited for the quantitative 

characterization of optical powder properties. For the first time, we measure quantum 

yields related to photoluminescence emissions that originate from the photoexcitation 

of MgO nanocube corners and edges. In addition, the surface of these nanoparticles 

has been doped with sub-monolayer barium, which oxidizes during adsorption onto 

the MgO nanocrystal surfaces and transforms in O2 atmosphere into BaO. We 

employ UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence spectroscopy to explore 

whether 10−3 monolayer equivalents of these dopants affect the MgO specific optical 

properties. In fact, surface admixed BaO produces additional absorption and 

photoluminescence emission features but does not significantly affect those specific 

to MgO nanocubes. On this basis we estimated the number of optically active sites 

which can be sampled inside a powder of alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles using a 

standard spectrometer system.[60] 

4.2 Introduction 

The characterization and quantification of light absorbing and / or light emitting 

entities in nanoparticle ensembles is vital to the development of functional particle 

systems.[40–42] Control over the respective behavior of these materials lies at the heart 

of many technologies spanning illumination, sensing and solar cells. It requires 

detailed knowledge about the material specific factors that can be used in the course 

of synthesis and particle processing to alter the properties of nanoscale materials in 

desirable and controllable ways. The term photoluminescent nanoparticles is 

commonly related either to doped and undoped semiconducting nanocrystals or to 
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quantum dots in colloidal dispersions.[40,61,62] While their optical properties are 

determined by the bulk electronic structure, the particle surfaces of highly dispersed 

alkaline earth oxides MgO, CaO, SrO and BaO as ionic insulators are susceptible to 

excitation with sub band gap light and under these conditions produce bright 

photoluminescence emission in the range of visible light.[34,60] 

Nanoparticle ensembles represent strongly scattering media and the 

determination of photon absorption rate, and quantum yields is extremely 

demanding.[43,63] As part of the many attempts to understand, and hence to 

maximize, a particular photon driven surface process, there are few studies that 

focus on the actual concentration of optically or photo-catalytically relevant sites. 

Examples for those studies that have been made, are online catalytic activity 

measurements on supported transition metal oxide clusters,[64] the investigation of 

the dependence of photocatalytic activity on dispersion of metal oxide slurries[63,65] or 

a systematic study on the amplification of photochemistry by employing slow 

photons.[60,66,67] 

In heterogeneous catalysis the description of reactive sites by spectroscopy 

represents an indispensable approach for the characterization of particle  

surfaces.[68–71] Doping a host oxide with impurities that do not alter the bulk structure 

but have a profound effect on its surface properties provides a base for quantifying 

the number of reactive sites present on undoped particles. In a recent study we have 

learned that admixtures of Li+ traces to MgO nanoparticles effectively alter MgO 

specific spectroscopic fingerprints,[57,72,73] such as IR active hydroxyls and hydrides, 

surface trapped electrons, and adsorbed oxygen radicals.[72] On this basis, the 

maximum concentration of reactive and spectroscopically accessible sites on 

undoped MgO nanocrystals, with an average edge length of 6 nm, was concluded to 

be 3% of a nanocrystal monolayer.[60,73] 

This study seeks to quantify the number of optical active sites on MgO 

nanocubes, related quantum yields, as well as approximate numbers of nanoparticles 

that are actually sampled in diffuse reflectance or photoluminescence spectroscopy. 

Via the gas phase we doped the MgO nanoparticle surfaces with traces of optically 

active BaO clusters which strongly enhance the quantum yields compared to 

undoped MgO. Aside from the generation or enhancement of unexpected chemical 

or optical properties, such functionalization approaches are critical to surface studies 
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on powders that need to contain a sufficient number of particularly active surface 

elements to be probed with ensemble averaging spectroscopic techniques.[33,44,74] 

Corresponding insights are also important with respect to our atomic-level 

understanding of the underlying photoexcitation process. Light emission 

spectroscopy with the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) was employed to 

measure the optical properties of a atomically clean sample surface with nanometer 

spatial resolution.[75,76] In contrast to classical absorption / emission spectroscopy, 

this technique allows a direct correlation between the optical characteristics and the 

structural properties of the emitting entity. With respect to a more general description 

of oxide surfaces, a quantitative comparison between sites characterized on plane 

single crystal surfaces and those of unsupported nanoparticles will provide new 

insights into interfacial influences, such as the electronic structure of particle-particle 

interfaces or antiphase boundaries.[19,60,77] 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 MgO Nanocubes: Determination of Quantum Yields  

When highly dispersed alkaline earth oxides are photoexcited with energies 

below the bandgap of the bulk material, excitons exclusively form at low-coordinated 

surface sites.[11,34] MgO nanoparticles, which were grown by chemical vapor 

synthesis and subjected to vacuum annealing thereafter, can be characterized as 

ensembles of isolated cubically shaped nanocrystals having an average edge length 

of 6 nm. Due to the well-defined shape and the large proportion of edges and corners 

sites, two characteristic topological surface features – namely oxygen-terminated 

MgO corners and O2−-ions in edge-elements – can be identified on the basis of 

characteristic absorption and photoluminescence emission features.[11,29,33,39,78,79] As 

schematized by Figure 4.1, exciting corners (A) and edges (B) with monochromatic 

light of hEXC = 4.6 eV (λEXC = 270 nm) and hEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) produces 

emission bands with maxima at hEM = 3.2 eV (λEXC = 382 nm) and hEXC = 3.4 eV 

(λEXC = 370 nm), respectively.[11,21,24,60]  
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of characteristic surface topological features 

that can be selectively excited with monochromatic UV light on MgO nanocubes. 

Photoexcitation of corners (A) and edges (B) gives rise to photoluminescence 

emissions with quantum yields of 5% and 20%, respectively. It needs to be 

emphasized that the Φ values plotted in Figure 4.1 relate to the number of photons 

emitted and absorbed by the entire nanoparticle ensemble rather than to one 

particular particle. As outlined in a recent study,[21] the 4.6 eV absorption band should 

be assigned not to three-coordinated ions alone but due to a significant contribution 

of the adjacent O4C-ions (indicated as spheres) to the corner topological feature as a 

whole.[60] 

The absolute luminescence quantum yield corresponds to the probability of 

the test sample to emit a single photon through radiative decay after it is excited by a 

single photon. In other words, it is the number of emitted photons divided by the 

number of absorbed excitation photons (equation 4.1).[60] 

  
 

 
 

∫          

∫            ∫       
 Equation 4.1 

Where:  is the quantum yield,  is the number of photons emitted by the 

sample,  is the number of excitation photons absorbed by the sample, Lemission the 

integral intensity of the luminescence emission band of the sample, Ereference is the 

excitation spectrum of light incident on the sample. Ereference was measured with an 

empty suprasil glass cell in place to guarantee the same geometry as during the 

sample measurement. Esample is the excitation spectrum of light scattered by the 

sample, i.e. light not absorbed. On the basis of this procedure, we determined for the 

first time quantum yields associated with the photoexcitation of O2−-anions in corner- 

and edge-elements of MgO nanocubes at T = 298 K and under high vacuum 
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conditions (p < 10−5 mbar) (Figure 4.1). On a powder sample containing 

approximately 1015 dehydroxylated MgO nanocrystals we determined values of 5% 

and 20%, for these two types of surface defects, respectively.[60] 

4.3.2 Addition of Traces of BaO to MgO Nanocubes and Resulting 

Optical Properties 

The excitation and emission energies of CaO, SrO and BaO are significantly 

red-shifted in comparison to MgO and cover a substantial part of the visible light 

region. In addition, an increase in emission intensity by more than two orders of 

magnitude has been observed going from MgO to BaO.[34] BaO has a significantly 

smaller optical band gap (EBg = 4.1 eV) than MgO (EBg = 7.8 eV) and the resonance 

energies for surface exciton formation are in the range 3.9 eV ≥ h ≥ 3.2 eV. Since 

pure BaO is not available as a highly dispersed powder,[11,29,34] we employed 

dehydroxylated MgO nanocubes to support traces of thermally labile BaO using a 

procedure that has been described previously.[44] The integral concentration of BaO, 

as determined with atomic absorption spectroscopy, corresponds to 0.03 at.% BaO 

or a surface coverage of 1. ∙10−3 monolayer equivalents (MLE). Electron microscopy 

measurements carried out on pure and surface doped MgO nanoparticles did not 

reveal any difference in terms of particle size distribution, particle morphology as well 

as the state of particle agglomeration (Figure 4.2a). Consequently, neither the 

deposition process itself nor the presence of BaO dopants has affected structure and 

dispersion of particles in the course of subsequent thermal activation. Pure MgO as 

well as the BaO functionalized particles preferentially expose low-index (100) faces 

and exhibit a large proportion of edge and corner sites. On this basis, a 

homogeneous distribution of BaO over the entire MgO nanoparticle ensemble would 

correspond to a surface concentration of approximately three [BaO]-units per MgO 

nanocube.[60] 
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Figure 4.2: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of MgO nanocubes that 

were previously functionalized with traces of BaO (0.03 at.%) after vacuum annealing 

(T = 1173 K, p < 10−5 mbar) and oxygen treatment (a and b) and the particle size 

distribution (panel c). UV diffuse reflectance spectra (T = 298 K, p = 10 mbar O2) of 

pure MgO nanocubes and those surface functionalized with BaO (0.03 at.%) are 

shown in d).[60] 

Both types of powders are comparable in terms of powder density 

(ρ = 0.03 g·cm−³), specific surface area (SBET = 300 m2·g−1) as well as refractive index 

of the materials. For this reason they display comparable scattering properties.[34] In 

comparison to undoped MgO, the diffuse reflectance curve of BaO surface 

functionalized MgO (Figure 4.2d) shows additional absorptions in the range between 

5.3 eV and 4.0 eV (grey area) which results from the presence of BaO dopants and is 

ascribed to mixed Ba–O–Mg surface structures at the interface between the two 
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oxides. On the other hand, the spectral region below 4.0 eV where low-coordinated 

and BaO related surface elements absorb[34] is exempt from any spectral feature.[60] 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is the far more sensitive technique and 

reveals more substantial changes. The MgO specific emissions at h = 3.2 eV 

(λEM = 382 nm) and h = 3.4 eV (λEM = 370 nm) are induced by photoexcitation of 

O2−-anions associated with MgO corner- and edge-elements, respectively 

(Figure 4.1).[11,21,24] As demonstrated by means of Figure 4.3, surface admixed traces 

of BaO produce new and red-shifted emission features that – on the basis of band 

fitting analysis (Chapter 4.6, Figure S4.1 and Table S4.1) – center at h = 2.7 eV 

(λEM = 450 nm). Changes of the MgO specific contributions are within 10% and 

– accounting for the uncertainties related to experiment (adjustment of powder 

densities, etc.) as well as to the simulation procedure – are considered to be 

insignificant. Gaseous O2 perfectly quenches the observed effects which prove that 

all emission processes occur at the surface of the oxide particles.[60] 

 

Figure 4.3: Photoluminescence emission spectra of MgO nanocubes and MgO 

surface doped with BaO after excitation with a) hνEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) and 

b) hνEXC = 4.6 eV (λEXC = 270 nm) corresponding to the excitation of edge and 

corner-elements in MgO, respectively. (* scattering feature) The spectra were 

acquired at T = 298 K and at pressures p < 10−5 mbar.[60] 

Low-coordinated BaO surface sites are addressed with photon energies that 

are significantly below hνEXC = 4.6 eV (λEXC = 270 nm).[11,29,34] It is well accepted for 
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pure and mixed alkaline earth oxides, that surface-excitons can move across the 

particle surface, which is equivalent to energy transfer between distinct excitation and 

emission sites.[11,33,53,80] We therefore consider the BaO deposits as sinks for surface 

excitons which are originally generated at MgO sites and then radiatively deactivate 

at BaO sites. Based on the negligible absorptions of BaO-sites at energies of 

hEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) and hEXC = 4.6 eV (λEXC = 270 nm) (Figure 4.2) the 

quantum yields for the BaO doped MgO nanocubes can be directly determined. As a 

result, surface doping of MgO nanocubes with traces of BaO (0.03 at.%) was found 

to increase the quantum yield related to the photoexcitation of O2−-anions at corner 

and edge-elements on MgO nanocubes from Ф = 0.05 and 0.20 to values of 

Ф = 0.12 and 0.30, respectively.[60] 

The BaO induced substantial quantitative and qualitative changes in the 

photoluminescence properties of the powder underlines the great potential of highly 

dispersed alkaline earth oxides as materials with tunable optical properties. The 

reported effects can also be employed to estimate the number of BaO surface sites 

which are actually probed.[81] A uniform distribution of 0.03 at.% BaO over the MgO 

nanocube powder, corresponds to an average surface coverage of 1.3·10−3 

monolayer equivalents or approximately three [Ba–O]-units per MgO nanocube 

having a mean edge length of 6 nm. Realistically, we must expect a much more 

inhomogeneous BaO distribution assuming that three-dimensional Ba-clusters form 

at MgO nanocube surface sites where Ba adsorption did originally occur. At this BaO 

level, electron microscopy does not provide information about structure and 

morphology of the supported BaO-clusters. To the best of our knowledge there are 

no experimental or theoretical data about Ba nucleation on MgO surfaces available at 

the present. For the adsorption of Ca on MgO(100), however, it has been shown that 

Ca binds only transiently to MgO(100) terraces, due to its fast diffusion to stronger 

binding sites like steps and step-edges, where three-dimensional Ca clusters are 

formed.[82] Although MgO nanocubes provide an exceptional regular particle support 

(Figure 4.1), we are still dealing with defective surfaces. These display a statistical 

distribution of steps and step-edges which potentially serve as nucleation sites for 

Ba-atoms. After contact with molecular oxygen these adsorbed Ba atoms transform 

into oxide deposits. Much more is known about the electronic and geometric structure 

of unsupported BaO clusters in the gas phase. Both theoretical[83] as well as 

experimental[84] work have revealed for stoichiometric (BaO)n-clusters (2 < n < 9) that 
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cubic-like structures exhibit highest stability. Furthermore, clusters as small as (BaO)2 

display ionization potentials consistent with that of bulk BaO.[13] We therefore assume 

ionic and cubically-shaped BaO-clusters with sizes equal to or larger than three 

[BaO]-units per particle. The powder density of the undoped as well the BaO surface 

functionalized MgO amounts to 0.03 g·cm−3, while the spectroscopically probed 

powder volume in the sample cell was determined to be 0.042 cm³ and thus is 

comprised of approximately 2·1015 nanocubes (Figure 4.4).[60] 

 

Figure 4.4: Schematic representation of the powder volume containing 

MgO-nanocubes which support BaO-clusters and are probed by photoluminescence 

spectroscopy.[60] 

On this basis, the total number of supported BaO-clusters contributing to the 

photoemission features at h = 2.7 eV (λEM = 460 nm) (Figure 4.3) must be of the 

order of N ≤ 1015 (Figure 4.4). The BaO-induced fingerprints, which exclusively 

originate from surface features, are distinct from those related to topological surface 

elements on undoped MgO nanocubes. Figure 4.5 shows the number of surface 

O2−-ions as a function of the BaO cluster / particle size. This plot clearly 

demonstrates that the numbers range between 1 to 5 ∙ 1015, provided that the 

diameters of the BaO deposits are not larger than 3 nm.[60] 
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of BaO-clusters (left coordinate) and BaO-related 

O2−-surface ions (right ordinate) on size and consequently the number of 

[Ba–O]-units comprising the cluster. For this estimate we assumed that larger BaO 

deposits adopt a cubic shape.[60] 

The number of relevant BaO surface-sites, on the one hand, and the very 

well-defined morphology of the MgO nanocubes, on the other hand, allows the 

quantitative description of the BaO-induced enhancement for the radiative exciton 

deactivation probability. A powder volume of 1015 ideal MgO nanocubes with 6 nm 

edge lengths contains 7∙1017 and 5∙1016 surface O2−-anions which are subject to 

photoexcitation with hEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) and hEXC = 4.6 eV 

(λEM = 270 nm) light (Figure 4.1). In comparison to the undoped powder, the integral 

emission intensity of the powder with approximately 1015 optically active BaO sites 

(Figure 4.5) is doubled (Figure 4.3) and indicates that BaO enhances the cross 

section for radiative surface exciton deactivation by two orders of magnitude. With 

regard to changes in the oscillator strengths when going from MgO to BaO,[34] this 

estimate represents a lower limit because the underlying processes only involve 

emission sites on BaO, while the excitation sites are associated with MgO nanocube 

surfaces. Apart from its importance of materials’ characterization, the quantitative 

assessment of cross sections for photoemission as well as the geometric dimensions 
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of light penetration provides a base for identifying the influence of processing induced 

particle aggregation (formation of particle-particle interfaces)[19,77] and sintering on the 

photoelectronic properties of nanoparticle powders.[60] 

4.3.3 Excitation Properties of BaO-Doped MgO Nanocubes 

We furthermore acquired excitation spectra associated with the 

photoluminescence emission band at h = 2.8 eV λEM = 450 nm) and observed 

two maxima at 4.8 eV (260 nm) and 4.6 eV (270 nm) which are in fair agreement with 

the BaO-induced absorption features (Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.2d). The position of a 

shoulder at 3.6 eV (340 nm), which is beyond the MgO specific resonance energies, 

is consistent with that of the electronic excitation of 4-fold-coordinated anions in BaO 

edges.[11,29] On BaO-doped MgO nanocubes it produces a broad photoluminescence 

emission feature at hEM = 2.5 eV λEM = 495 nm) (Figure 4.6b). The strong optical 

effects related to smallest amounts of BaO dopants is very promising with respect to 

the development of optical active nanomaterials.[34] Optical inactive high surface area 

materials can be doped with smallest amounts of CaO, SrO and BaO via the 

gasphase leading to a new class of photoluminescent composites that display 

interesting surface sensitive properties. From another point of perspective, the site 

dependent excitation and emission properties of BaO derived surface elements in 

combination with the enhanced quantum yield as compared to MgO also discloses 

the potential of photoluminescence spectroscopy for the investigation of surface 

processes that are relevant for heterogeneous catalysis.[13,53,85–87] 
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Figure 4.6: a) Photoluminescence excitation spectrum (T = 77 K, p < 10−5 mbar) of 

BaO surface functionalized MgO at hνEM = 2.8 eV (λEM = 450 nm) and 

b) photoluminescence emission spectra (T = 298 K, p < 10−5 mbar) after excitation 

with hνEXC = 3.6 eV (λEXC = 340 nm) of MgO nanocubes and those surface doped with 

BaO.[60] 

4.4 Conclusions 

Powders of highly dispersed alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles are widely 

available and versatile materials with interesting and so far unnoticed optical 

properties in the visible light region. For the first time we quantitatively determined the 

photoluminescence quantum yields associated with the photoexcitation of 

corner- and edge-elements on MgO nanocube surfaces. We furthermore learned that 

the dispersion of smallest amounts of higher alkaline earth metal oxides such as BaO 

on a high surface area substrate such as MgO nanocubes leads to dramatically 

enhanced photoluminescence emission yields of  ≥ 0.25. Research on the optical 

surface properties of highly dispersed ionic materials and in particular their 

quantitative description has been scarce compared to research on the bulk properties 

of semiconducting nanoparticles. Considering the wide spectrum of potential 

applications for highly dispersed alkaline earth oxides, spanning photoactive sensing 

devices to solid-state white light emitters, further characterization work as well as the 

development of immobilization techniques belong to the exciting challenges in the 

field of nanomaterials’ engineering.[60] 
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4.5 Experimental Section 

Materials synthesis: Undoped MgO nanoparticles were prepared by the 

chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) technique which is based on metal vapor 

combustion with oxygen within a flow reactor system. The details of the technique are 

given elsewhere.[24,39,88] MgO particles of perfect crystallinity were subjected to 

vacuum annealing which guarantees their transformation into cubically shaped 

nanocrystals. A maximum temperature of 1173 K was effective for surface cleaning 

via complete adsorbate removal as judged by FT-IR spectroscopy. To deposit BaO 

clusters on the surface of MgO nanoparticles, the dehydroxylated MgO nanoparticle 

ensemble was subjected to Ba-vapor at a background pressure of p < 10−5 mbar and 

T = 890 K. As a result, the white MgO powder turns blue, which is indicative of 

electron transfer from Ba atoms to the MgO surface upon surface color center 

formation.[57,58] After oxygen addition at T > 298 K the Ba-adsorbates are converted 

into BaO, which is supported by the MgO nanocubes. The details of this method are 

described elsewhere.[44] If the quartz glass cell contains no MgO nanoparticle powder 

during Ba-vapor exposure, Ba condensation exclusively occurs on the quartz glass 

walls producing a metallic film (rather than a coating of bluish color). This evidence 

strongly supports the expected scenario that heterogeneous nucleation of Ba atoms 

essentially occurs on the MgO nanoparticles. Homogeneous Ba nucleation in the 

gasphase, on the other hand, is very unlikely under the experimental conditions 

applied. The respective Ba2+ and Mg2+ concentrations were determined with atomic 

absorption spectroscopy (Perkin-Elmer model 2280 using hollow cathode lamps). 

The powder sample was subjected to thermal treatment under high vacuum 

conditions. First, the sample was cleaned of organic contaminants by heating it to 

1123 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposing it to molecular oxygen at this temperature. 

Then, the sample temperature was raised to 1173 K at pressures p < 5·10−6 mbar 

and kept at this temperature for 1-2 hours until full dehydroxylation of the sample 

surface was achieved.[60] 

Spectroscopy and microscopy measurements: Photoluminescence and UV 

diffuse reflectance measurements were carried out at room temperature using quartz 

glass cells which guarantee vacuum conditions better than p < 10−5 mbar. The UV 

diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired in the presence of 10 mbar O2 using a 

Perkin Elmer Lambda 15 spectrophotometer, equipped with an integrating sphere, 
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and then converted to absorption spectra via the Kubelka-Munk transform procedure. 

A pulsed Xe discharge lamp served as excitation light source in a Perkin Elmer LS 

50B system for qualitative photoluminescence measurements. Measurements at 

T = 77 K were carried out using a commercially available low-temperature 

luminescence accessory in which the sample was held by a high-purity copper rod 

that was immersed in liquid nitrogen. After spectroscopy experiments, small amounts 

of the metal oxide powders were casted on a holey carbon grid for Transmission 

Electron Microscopy analysis. The TEM images were obtained using a TECNAI F20 

analytical microscope equipped with a S-Twin objective lens and a field emission 

source operating at 200 kV and were recorded with a Gatan Orius SC600 CCD 

camera.[60] 

Absolute fluorescence quantum yields were measured using Edinburgh 

Instruments spectrometer system FSP900 equipped with an integrating sphere. The 

basic architecture of an Edinburgh Instruments spectrometer has the emission and 

excitation arms orientated around the sample chamber in an L-geometry. The 

integrating sphere is positioned in the center of the sample chamber between the 

emission and excitation arms. The sphere has 150 mm internal diameter and the 

inside surface is coated with Barium Sulfate (BaSO4). The sphere has two 

perpendicular 25 mm diameter ports, one for the excitation beam and the second to 

allow the collection of scattered / emitted light. The test sample is placed in the center 

of the sphere and a lens ensures that the excitation beam is focused onto the 

sample. There is a BaSO4 coated baffle screen between the sample and emission 

port at 45o to the beam path. For quantum yield measurements a spectral correction 

file is used to account for system specific spectral effects such as the detector 

sensitivity, monochromator efficiency and BaSO4 coating. This file is applied by 

software during the collection of the spectral information.[60] 
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4.6 Supporting Information 

Band fitting analysis of the experimentally observed photoemission curves 

(Figure 4.3). 

 

Figure S4.1: Experimental photoluminescence emission spectra acquired on pure 

(a and b) as well as on BaO doped (c and d) MgO nanoparticle powders. In addition, 

we analysed the shape as well as the intensities of the curves (band parameters are 

plotted in Table S4.1), in order to check whether BaO addition significantly affects the 

intensity of MgO specific photoluminescence emissions, or not. There is a 

discrepancy between experiment and simulation which applies for undoped MgO in 

the lower energy region (i.e., the low-energy tail at λEM ≥ 450 nm, Figure S4.1a 

and b). It results from an additional photoemission feature that is related to 

H2 splitting.[21,60] 
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Accounting for the uncertainties related to experiment (adjustment of powder 

densities, etc.) as well as to the simulation procedure, we consider deviations of less 

than 20% as insignificant (* scattering feature). 

Table S4.1: Band parameters related to spectrum simulation shown in 

Figure S4.1.[60] 

 
Emission band 

maximum / FWHM 

[eV] 

Integral 

Area 

[a.u.] 

Emission band 

maximum / FWHM 

[eV] 

Integral 

Area 

[a.u.] 

hEXC = 5.2 eV     

(a) MgO 3.4 / 0.8 7076 2.7 0 

(c) MgO + BaO 3.4 / 0.8 6702 2.7 / 0.6 4804 

hEXC = 4.6 eV     

(b) MgO 3.2 / 0.8 4353 2.7 0 

(d) MgO + BaO 3.2 / 0.8 4036 2.7 / 0.7 12719 
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5 Phase Separation at the Nanoscale: Structural 

Properties of BaO Segregates on MgO-Based 

Nanoparticles 

5.1 Abstract 

Composite BaO / MgO nanoparticles have been prepared by chemical vapor 

synthesis and subsequent annealing in controlled gas atmospheres. High resolution 

transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction reveal that a part of the 

obtained nanoparticles can be characterized as support particles with hemispherical 

BaO phases. The structural and energetic properties of BaO units dissolved inside 

the MgO host and adsorbed on MgO(100) were investigated by density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations. Moreover, ab initio thermodynamics was used to explore 

the shape of BaO and MgO particles in a water environment as a function of 

temperature. The calculations suggest that the spherical shapes of the segregates 

result from the growth process and become thermodynamically stabilized by surface 

hydroxylation.[89] 

5.2 Introduction 

Supported BaO nanoparticles have attracted considerable attention thanks to 

their importance as catalyst components.[90–92] Substantial efforts have been devoted 

to their stabilization on high surface area materials as well as to their adsorption 

properties toward molecular oxygen and NOx.
[93–95] Although previous studies on 

model surfaces such as ultrathin Al2O3 films or yttrium stabilized zirconia YSZ(111) 

report on size, reactivity, and electronic structure,[96] there is almost no information 

available on the morphology of such nanometer-sized particles.[97] Equilibrium 

shapes of supported BaO particles are essentially unknown and so is how different 

chemical environments affect particle shapes. Like MgO, BaO crystallizes in a rock 

salt structure and cubes represent the equilibrium shape for nanoparticles in an inert 
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gas atmosphere. Studies of powder samples obtained by precipitation from aqueous 

solutions have shown that CaO, SrO, and BaO exhibit a lower thermal stability than 

does MgO.[11] Chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) is a solvent free synthesis technique 

that is particularly well-suited for the fabrication of small metal oxide nanocrystals 

with a narrow size distribution.[98,99] Morphologically well-defined MgO nanocubes in 

the size range from 3 to 20 nm can serve as model systems for surface chemistry 

and photochemistry studies.[24] It should be noted that the low thermal stability 

observed for metal oxide powder samples produced via controlled precipitation in 

solution also applies for CVS-grown nanoparticles.[34] In variance with MgO 

nanocubes, nanoparticles of the more basic oxides CaO and SrO undergo 

temperature-induced coalescence into larger polycrystalline grains. The mutual 

attachment of randomly oriented nanocrystals during vacuum annealing give rise to 

morphologically less-well-defined particles with high surface concentrations of 

terraces and step edges.[100] Sintering and / or coalescence of nanoparticles are 

generally driven by the reduction in total energy of the system through a decrease in 

surface area. However, opposite to the trend in thermal stability along the series from 

MgO to BaO,[34] the corresponding surface energies of the most abundant surface 

terminations i.e., the (100) and (110) planes have been predicted to decrease.[13] As 

a consequence, BaO nanoparticles with high dispersion have as to yet not been 

accessible for structure and morphology characterization.[89] 

In addition to pure metal oxides, CVS allows for the generation of 

nonequilibrium mixtures.[25,101] After combustion and immediate quenching of the 

resulting metal oxide particles to room temperature, they are characterized by a 

statistical distribution of the components inside the nanocrystal.[102] Differences in 

ionic radii and / or charge have been found to drive the annealing induced 

segregation of the admixed cations to the particle surface.[39,73,101,103] These effects 

can be utilized to generate composite surface structures and, consequently, to 

produce materials with dramatically altered chemical and optical surface 

properties.[25,101,104–108] 

In this study, we address the structural inhomogeneity of BaO / MgO 

nanocomposites and employ a combination of experimental and theoretical 

techniques to characterize structure and stability of supported BaO clusters of 

unprecedented high dispersion. Because of the large lattice mismatch between BaO 
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(5.52 Å) and MgO (4.21 Å), the corresponding phase diagram has a perfect 

miscibility gap between these two oxides (Chapter 5.8, Figure S5.3).[109] As will be 

shown below, the admixture of only a few percent of Ba2+ is sufficient for 

annealing-induced phase separation effects to a level that can be resolved by 

electron microscopy measurements. For a detailed and complementary analysis of 

the structural data, ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 

performed to determine particle shapes, segregation energies, guest cation diffusion 

barriers, and effects of hydroxylation. The computational results in combination with 

the particulate model system employed for experiments allows us to gain 

unprecedented and comprehensive insight into dewetting of BaO segregates on 

MgO-based surfaces as well as to the nature of the resulting BaO structures, which 

become supported by nanoparticles.[89] 

5.3 Results 

In comparison with pure MgO nanocubes (Figure 5.1a, b), we observed 

profound changes in particle size and morphology for the composite BaO / MgO 

particles with a Ba concentration from integral elemental analysis of x = 6 at.% 

(Ba0.06Mg0.94O). The associated distribution functions were found to be rather broad. 

Significantly larger than MgO nanocubes, a considerable number of particles exhibit 

cubic shape. These are indicated with circles in Figures 5.1c, d and will be 

designated hereinafter as particles of type A. A second fraction of particles can be 

identified by the characteristic feature that they support significantly smaller 

segregates of different z-contrast (see arrows in Figures 5.1c, d). We will refer to this 

fraction as particles of type B.[89] 
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Figure 5.1: Transmission electron micrographs of MgO (left column, a and b) and 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles (right column, c and d). Whereas MgO nanoparticles 

adopt a well-defined cubic morphology with an average edge length of 6 nm, 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles are morphologically less distinct. Some adopt cubic 

shape but have larger size than pure MgO particles (circles in Figure 5.1c, type 

A particles) others support rounded segregates as indicated by arrows in 

Figure 5.1c, d (type B particles).[89] 

As in the case of MgO, the X-ray diffraction patterns of Ba0.06Mg0.94O 

nanoparticle powders (Chapter 5.8, Figure S5.1) revealed their cubic rock salt phase 

(98.3 wt.%). The existence of a small amount of Ba(OH)2xH2O (1.7 wt.%) originates 

from the unavoidable contact of the sample powder with the ambient atmosphere 

during the XRD measurement.[110] X-ray diffraction line profiles show broadening 

effects due to small crystallite size, on the one hand, and to lattice distortions, on the 

other. With the values for full widths at half-maximum (fwhm) we i) determined the 

crystalline domain size using the Scherrer formula[38,111] and ii) explored potential 
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microstrain using the Willamson-Hall model.[112] We did not obtain evidence for 

microstrain inside the host particle for any type of the BaxMg1−xO particle powders 

after annealing, which points to the fact that the observed peak broadening effects 

exclusively stem from the limited coherent scattering volume i.e., from size effects. 

On this basis, crystalline domain sizes were found to be 6.5 nm for pure MgO and 

25 nm and 24 nm for the MgO phase and the Ba(OH)2xH2O phase of the 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticle samples, respectively. In the following discussion, we will 

concentrate on composite type B particles with their hemispherical segregates of 

higher z-contrast (arrows in Figures 5.1c, d).[89] 

 

Figure 5.2: (a) Representative transmission electron micrographs showing 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles after annealing in high vacuum. (b) Segregate size 

distribution deduced from TEM micrographs. (c) Applying high resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) in combination with (d) energy filtering 

transmission electron microscopy reveals that these segregates are rich in Ba (bright 

area in the energy filtered Ba-map). (e) HR-TEM image of the Ba-rich segregates 

revealing lattice spacings consistent with those of BaO.[89] 
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TEM images were analyzed to get a rough estimate of the sizes of the 

hemispherical segregates, which were found to be in the range between 4 nm and 

20 nm (Figure 5.2b). No corresponding features with dimensions larger than those 

reported in Figure 5.2b were observed. By recording the BaM4,5 edge at 781 eV, 

energy filtering transmission electron microscopy was employed for analysis of the 

composition of the segregates. As visualized with the bright area in Figure 5.2d, they 

were found to be rich in Ba and, on the basis of sample history i.e., vacuum 

annealing in conjunction with high temperature treatment in oxygen, were attributed 

to BaO phases. Lattice planes on these surface segregates were resolved with 

HR-TEM (Figure 5.2e) and revealed lattice spacings of 0.32 ± 0.03 nm. The 

maximum values associated with the (111) lattice of BaO and MgO are 0.32 nm and 

0.24 nm, respectively, indicating that the measured spacings are consistent with 

those of the BaO lattice. At this point, we speculate that the composite type B 

particles contain BaO rich surface segregates that originate from annealing induced 

and ion mismatch driven phase separation. Owing to the high tendency of Ba2+-ions 

to segregate into the surface of MgO particles the host particles are expected to be 

either pure or only slightly Ba2+ doped MgO. There is no significant difference in the 

average particle size between the particles of type A and type B. Apparently some 

particles (type B) have higher Ba2+ concentrations than others and are subject to 

segregative separation into two phases (Figure 5.2b, d). Due to the chaotic particle 

formation process in the combustion flame we expect for the length scale of few 

hundreds of nanometers significantly larger compositional inhomogeneities than 

those of integral elemental analysis.[89] 

The three main conclusions from the experimental study are as follows: i) Heat 

treatment of CVS grown BaxMg1−xO nanoparticles leads to a broad distribution of 

particle properties in terms of size, morphology, and composition. ii) Ba0.06Mg0.94O 

nanoparticles exhibit a significantly broader size distribution than pure MgO 

nanocubes. The distribution centers at an average value of 30 nm. iii) Some of the 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles are decorated with Ba rich surface segregates that are 

attributed to pure BaO. The segregates adopt a hemispherical shape rather than a 

cubic morphology as measured for unsupported MgO crystals of comparable size 

(Figures 5.1a and b).[89] 
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The experimental findings are consistent with the first principles calculations. 

In Table 5.1, the segregation energies are collected for BaO dissolved in the MgO 

bulk. The energetic cost to replace one MgO unit in the bulk with a BaO unit is 

computed to be 5.64 eV. Some additional local relaxation is allowed if a second BaO 

unit is placed in close vicinity to the first unit. However, the energetic penalty is still 

high: 5.33 eV per BaO unit. Separating the two BaO units as far as possible within 

the MgO supercell restores the energetics from the case with one unit in the 

super-cell. The substantial cost related to BaO dissolution can be attributed to a 

compression of the BaO bond; from 2.82 Å in BaO bulk to 2.44 Å when dissolved in 

MgO. The results show that dissolution is thermodynamically very unfavorable. 

Another measure of the thermodynamically unstable situation with Ba guest atoms in 

MgO is the different in diffusion barriers. One path for diffusion of guest atoms in the 

MgO matrix is vacancy diffusion. Computational models to study the adiabatic 

diffusion of a guest ion were generated by removing a nearest neighbor Mg atom to 

the Ba atom. The barrier for Ba diffusion was calculated to be 0.54 eV. In fact, this 

value is smaller than the diffusion barrier for Mg in bulk MgO, which was calculated to 

be 2.02 eV. The low barrier for Ba can be understood from the fact that the system 

with Ba in the MgO matrix is highly unstable; a considerable part of the required O–O 

expansion in the diffusion event is already present in the initial configuration. The 

guest atom diffusion barrier in MgO shows an interesting trend for the alkali earth 

metals: 2.02, 2.20, 1.63, and 0.54 eV for Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba, respectively. The 

calculated values for Mg and Ca diffusion are in good agreement with experimental 

reports of 2.23 ± 0.19 eV (Mg)[113,114] and 2.11 eV (Ca).[115] As the barriers for Sr and 

Ba (with the investigated mechanism) are lower than that of Mg, Mg diffusion is the 

rate limiting process also for these elements. We speculate that this could be one 

reason for the high experimental barriers reported for Sr and Ba.[113,114] The low 

stability in conjunction with the low diffusion barrier shows that Ba guest ion 

segregation to the surfaces of the MgO host particles is preferred and facile.[89] 
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Table 5.1: Calculated segregation and adhesion energies for BaO structures 

dissolved in MgO bulk and adsorbed on MgO(100).[89] 

MgO system BaO structures Eseg (eV) Eadh (eV) 

(3x3x3) bulk 1 BaO unit 5.64 - 

(3x3x3) bulk 2 BaO unit (close) 5.33 - 

(3x3x3) bulk 2 BaO unit (far) 5.65 - 

c (4x4) (100) c (3x3) (100), 1ML 0.83 −5.31 

c (4x4) (100) c (3x3) (100), 2ML 0.31 −1.89 

c (4x4) (100) (BaO)9 0.79 −2.13 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Top and side views of one (a) and two (b) monolayers of BaO supported 

on MgO(100). (c) Supported (BaO)9 cluster. Atomic color codes: Mg (green), Ba 

(blue) and O (red). The white line indicates the computational surface cell.[89] 

As Ba guest atoms preferably segregate to the surface, structures of BaO 

systems on MgO(100) were considered, see Figure 5.3. With 1 ML of BaO(100) 

supported on MgO(100), a substantial structural relaxation is observed in the BaO 

layer. The Ba- and O-ions are arranged so as to match the underlying MgO lattice. 
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The average segregation energy is in this case 0.83 eV per BaO unit. Thus, loss of 

Ba–O cohesion is to a certain extent compensated for by gain in adhesion to the 

MgO(100) surface; −5.31 eV. Addition of a second BaO layer almost completely 

eliminates the distortion in the lattice; BaO(100) is in this case close to unaffected by 

the MgO(100) substrate. Direct cation-anion bonds are formed in surface regions 

where the two lattices fit. The segregation energy is reduced to 0.31 eV. The higher 

internal stability of the 2 ML BaO slab is also reflected by a marked lowering of the 

adhesion. Lateral periodicity is lost in the case of small clusters. Here (BaO)9 is 

investigated as an example. The stable structure has the small cluster facet adhered 

to MgO(100). This configuration is preferred by 0.78 eV with respect to having the 

large cluster surface rich in O attached to MgO(100) and by 0.49 eV with respect to 

the hexagonal isomer[116] of (BaO)9 deposited on MgO(100). The calculations of the 

supported BaO systems demonstrate that the large lattice mismatch drives the metal 

oxides to segregation; the gain by internal mono-oxide cohesion is higher than the 

cost of interface formation and strongly favors BaO dewetting from the surface of the 

MgO-based nanoparticles. Large structural distortions should only be anticipated at 

the periphery of BaO segregates on MgO(100).[89] 

To shed light on hydroxylation effects on the shapes of the BaO segregates, 

the surface energies for clean and hydroxylated (100), (110) and (111) surfaces of 

MgO and BaO were calculated (Table 5.2). Hydroxylation was considered with one 

water molecule per cation (1 ML). MgO(100) is calculated to have a surface energy of 

0.93 J·m−2. This value is substantially lower than those for the (110) and (111) 

directions. The trend for the BaO surfaces is similar; the (100) surface is the stable 

facet (0.37 J·m−2), whereas the (110) and (111) orientations have surface energies of 

0.82 and 0.83 J·m−2, respectively. For both metal oxides, the adsorption energies of 

H2O are considerably higher for the high index surfaces as compared to (100). By the 

use of ab initio thermodynamics, the surface energy as a function of temperature is 

shown for an H2O atmosphere in Figure 5.4. For MgO (solid lines), the three surfaces 

are calculated to have comparable stabilities at low temperatures (T < 200 K), 

whereas the (111) facet is dominant in the range 200 K–500 K. High temperature 

leads to dehydroxylation. The large differences between the surface energies are 

consistent with the TEM evidence of MgO nanocubes in dry conditions that expose 

predominantly (100) facets. BaO, on the other hand (dashed lines), has comparable 

surface energies for the three facets throughout the considered temperature range. 
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Just as for MgO, however, the (100) facet is the stable facet in the dehydroxylated 

regime.[89] 

Table 5.2: Γ0 denotes the surface energy of the clean surface. Eads is the H2O 

adsorption energy (per H2O molecule) at monolayer coverage. E’ads is the H2O 

adsorption energy per unit area.[89] 

  (100) (110) (111) 

MgO 

Γ0 (J·m−2) 0.93 2.25 2.21 

Eads (eV) −0.73 −2.03 −2.46 

E’ads (J·m−2) 1.26 2.81 4.50 

BaO 

Γ0 (J·m−2) 0.37 0.82 0.83 

Eads (eV) −1.36 −2.02 −2.62 

E’ads (J·m−2) 1.37 1.44 3.04 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Left: Evolution of surface energies as a function of temperature for MgO 

(full lines) and BaO (broken lines) surfaces. Right: Wulff equilibrium constructions of 

MgO (left column) and BaO (right column) crystallites at different temperatures. Color 

codes: light / dark blue – hydroxylated / clean (100); green – hydroxylated (110); 

red – hydroxylated (111). The partial pressure of water is 10−3 atm (= 100 Pa).[89] 
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Figure 5.4 also shows the calculated equilibrium Wulff constructions for MgO 

and BaO crystallites at four different temperatures with a constant partial water 

pressure of 10−3 atm (= 100 Pa). There is a clear trend for the evolution of the 

equilibrium structure for MgO particles as the temperature is lowered. At 750 K, the 

initial MgO crystallite structure is dominated by (100) orientations. A temperature 

decrease (600 K) leads to hydroxylation and subsequent emergence of hydroxyl 

covered (111) orientations. Upon further cooling, the structures change into a 

hydroxyl covered truncated octahedron as the stable shape at room temperature. In 

the case of BaO, the trend within the studied temperature interval is not as obvious. 

At high temperatures (750 K) truncation of the perfect cube, with hydrated (111) 

facets, is predicted. A temperature reduction allows for further hydration, which yields 

a truncated octahedral structure with bare (100) and hydroxyl covered (110) facets at 

600 K. Further cooling hydrates the small (100) patches that grow larger and become 

dominant at room temperature (300 K).[89] 

5.4 Discussion 

Supported nanostructures with specific chemical and optical properties are an 

important research topic in surface chemistry and heterogeneous catalysis.[117–126] 

High surface area solids of sufficient stability against annealing induced coarsening 

and coalescence are usually employed as substrates. Ultimately, when thermally 

stable nanoparticles are used, their decoration with clusters, islands or thin 

overlayers can lead to the maximum enrichment and dispersion of a supported 

material which otherwise undergoes substantial sintering during high temperature 

exposure. In the present study, structural properties of composite BaO / MgO 

nanoparticles have been investigated by HR-TEM, XRD and DFT calculations. 

Chemical vapor synthesis in conjunction with vacuum annealing and oxygen 

treatment yields powders of composite Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles. Some of them 

support hemispherical Ba-rich segregates the bulk structure of which is consistent 

with the cubic BaO phase. In fact, XRD revealed also a small fraction of crystalline 

Ba(OH)2xH2O. The broadening of the corresponding reflection peaks indicates an 

average crystallite size of dXRD = 25 nm[127], a value which is above the dimensions of 

the BaO rich segregates (Figure 5.2b). Given the broad distribution of sizes and 

particle qualities inside the composite nanoparticle powder, we assume that the XRD 
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active Ba(OH)2xH2O phase has not been covered by our TEM measurements, and 

that the total number of supported BaO structures characterized along with 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 is below the detection limit of XRD and therefore escapes 

detection. On the other hand, BaO is a highly unstable phase under ambient 

conditions and transforms readily to Ba(OH)2xH2O.[128–131] During sample transfer 

from the vacuum activation cell into the vacuum of the TEM – an unavoidable 

procedure which typically takes less than 5 minutes – the BaO segregates most likely 

undergo surface hydroxylation. Whether adsorption induced morphology 

transformation from cubic BaO segregates into rounded surface structures would 

occur at room temperature during particle powder exposure to air remains open at 

this point. The HR-TEM observation of BaO related lattice fringes on the segregates 

(Figure 5.2e) suggests that the volume phase retains the cubic rock salt structure.[89] 

The emerging picture for the formation process of the segregates is sketched 

in Figure 5.5. The chemical vapor technique yields MgO particles with incorporated 

Ba2+-ions. The thermodynamic driving force for Ba2+-ion segregation into the surface 

is large, and the calculated low barrier for diffusion favors this process already at 

room temperature. Due to the high interfacial energies between the segregates and 

the MgO-based support (Figure 5.3), surface segregated BaO units exhibit 

substantial dewetting and form small clusters after diffusion that coalescence. The 

hemispherical shapes of the segregates can to largest degree be attributed to the 

growth process. However, we note that hydroxylation of the BaO surfaces will occur 

in ambient atmosphere, which would favor the thermodynamically driven 

transformation into rounder particles.[89] 
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Figure 5.5: Scheme illustrating the formation process of hemispherical BaO surface 

segregates. Chemical vapor synthesis leads to Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles with a 

statistical distribution of Ba2+-ions within the MgO-based particles. Vacuum annealing 

leads to segregation of Ba2+ into the nanoparticle surface releasing stress and strain. 

The high mobility of Ba2+ on the particle surface leads to nucleation and clustering 

and the formation of BaO segregates. The hemispherical segregate shape is 

determined by the growth process rather than by thermodynamics.[89] 

In general, nanoparticles stand for confined volumes of solid matter and 

spatially limited surface area of the individual objects. The confined particle volume 

implies an upper limit for the absolute number of segregating species per particle and 

– in consequence – for the size of the supported cluster that results from surface 

segregation and dewetting. If nanoparticles are grown in the gas phase and display 

only low concentrations of solid bridges that can serve as pathways for surface 

diffusion of atoms, they provide an important playground for the investigation of 

interfacial phenomena like segregative phase separation, wetting and cluster growth. 

Related knowledge is increasingly important for our quantitative understanding of 

size-dependent interface properties of metal oxide in different chemical 

environments.[19,132,133] From the here characterized particle systems, it becomes 

clear that with respect to BaxMg1−xO nanoparticle preparation the employed CVS 

approach needs to be improved toward more uniform property distributions in terms 

of grain size and chemical composition.[134] On the other hand, the exploration of 

“case particles” in conjunction with modeling of shape and interfacial properties have 

revealed so far unexplored target structures, which are expected to display 

interesting chemical and catalytic activities.[89] 
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5.5 Conclusions 

BaO / MgO composite nanoparticles were produced as nonequilibrium solids 

by chemical vapor synthesis. At integral Ba2+ concentrations above 4 at.%, extensive 

phase separation and the formation of hemispherically shaped BaO structures 

supported on MgO-based nanoparticles was observed. The experimental results are 

consistent with DFT calculations. BaO segregation is thermodynamically favorable, 

which in combination with a low diffusion barrier for Ba2+ in MgO is expected to occur 

at the applied vacuum annealing procedure. Surface energies of the most abundant 

facets and thereof deduced Wulff constructions predict cubic shapes. However, the 

hemispherical shape of the BaO segregates can be explained by the growth 

mechanism and gains stability by surface hydroxylation. Knowledge about interface 

energies and diffusion coefficients including the defined differences in the ionic radii 

enables identification of relevant materials’ combinations, which can lead to thermally 

stable but thermodynamically metastable BaO structures at unprecedented high 

dispersion. In the field of heterogeneous catalysis such composites represent a novel 

class of model systems that are close to applied catalysts but easier to describe. 

Moreover, the exploitation of solid-solid interface effects at the nanoscale as well as 

phenomena at the three phase boundary will substantially benefit from such synthetic 

procedures.[89] 

5.6 Experimental Section 

5.6.1 Materials Synthesis 

For the production of MgO and BaxMg1−xO nanoparticles we used a chemical 

vapor synthesis (CVS) approach which allows for the controlled evaporation and 

subsequent oxidation of alkaline earth metals under reduced pressures.[14] Stable 

process conditions are guaranteed by separating evaporation and oxidation zone 

spatially. For this purpose, the reactor consists of two quartz glass tubes, which are 

placed inside a cylindrical furnace with two heating zones. The inner tube hosts two 

ceramic ships with metal pieces each placed in one of the heating zones (T1 (Mg), 

T2 (Ba)). The temperatures adjusted at the heating zones to produce MgO and 
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BaxMg1−xO nanoparticles with an integral Ba2+ content of 2, 4 or 6 at.% are 

summarized in Table 5.3.[89] 

Table 5.3: Temperatures in Kelvin used for CVS production of MgO and BaxMg1−xO 

nanoparticles (x = 2, 4 or 6 at.%).[89] 

 T1 / K T2 / K 

MgO 910 - 

Ba0.02Mg0.98O 870 970 

Ba0.04Mg0.96O 870 980 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O 870 1000 

An inert argon stream carries the metal vapor away from the evaporation zone 

to the end of the inner glass tube. There the Ar / metal vapor mixture meets the 

oxidizing agent, which is flowing through the outer glass tube. The exothermic 

oxidation reaction leads to a bright stable flame in the reactor and MgO or BaxMg1−xO 

nanoparticles are formed as a result of homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase. 

Thanks to continuous pumping, the residence time of nuclei within the flame remains 

short enough to prevent substantial coarsening and coalescence. After synthesis, the 

obtained powders are cleaned of organic contaminants by heating to 1123 K at a rate 

of 5 K·min−1 under exposure to molecular oxygen. Thereafter, the sample 

temperature was raised to 1173 K at pressures p < 5·10−6 mbar (1 mbar = 100 Pa) 

and kept at this temperature for 1–2 h.[89]  

For integral elemental analysis, atomic absorption spectroscopy 

measurements (PerkinElmer model 2280 using hollow cathode lamps) were 

performed in such a way that five samples (each 10 mg) were taken from each 

preparation charge (typical 300-500 mg powder). From this type of analysis, a Ba2+ 

concentration of 6.0 ± 1.5% was determined for the Ba0.06Mg0.94O samples, which – 

as demonstrated below – show segregative phase separation evidenced by 

transmission electron microscopy. In case of samples with a nominal Ba2+ content 

x ≤ 0.04, the admixture of Ba2+-ions leads to a slight average particle size increase 

from dTEM = 6 nm (MgO) to dTEM = 7 nm (Ba0.02Mg0.98O) and dTEM = 8 nm 

(Ba0.04Mg0.96O). In addition, we also observed broadening of particle size distribution 
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(Chapter 5.8, Figure S5.1) and realized a loss of the high morphological definition 

that is specific to MgO nanocubes. However, in none of these samples we were able 

to identify phase separation effects with transmission electron microscopy.[89] 

5.6.2 Microscopy Measurements 

Small amounts of the metal oxide powders were cast on a carbon grid for 

investigation with a TECNAI F20 analytical transmission electron microscope 

equipped with a field emission gun and an S-twin objective lens. For energy filtering 

transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM) investigations, areas located on the 

carbon support were selected in order to reduce sample drift and thus to avoid drift 

artefacts in the energy filtered signal. The Ba M45 edge at 781 eV was selected for Ba 

detection using the three window method. During all TEM investigations and in 

particular in the course of the EFTEM measurements we carefully checked for 

potential electron-beam degradation effects of our materials.[135] In fact, we did not 

observe any significant change of the investigated nanostructures, such as thinning 

or hole drilling effects or any other types of changes in size and morphology of our 

composite nanoparticles.[89] 

5.7 Computational Methods 

DFT was used with the exchange-correlation (xc) functional according to 

Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE).[136] The one-electron Kohn-Sham orbitals were 

expanded in a local numerical basis set. The basis functions were centered on the 

atoms and stored on a radial grid.[137,138] A semicore pseudo potential (5s25p26s2 in 

the valence) was applied for Ba in order to describe the interaction between the 

valence electrons and the core. The Kohn-Sham equations were solved with an 

integration technique based on weighted overlapping spheres centered at each atom. 

Projecting the charge density onto angular dependent weighting functions (also 

centered at each atom) yields the direct Coulomb potential. Finally, the Poisson 

equation was solved by means of one-dimensional integration. Structural optimization 

was performed until a convergence criteria of 0.002 eV / Å was met for the largest 

element of the gradient. Bulk and surface structures were calculated by the use of 

periodic boundary conditions and integration over the Brillouin zone was 
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approximated by finite sampling. The calculated lattice constants for MgO (4.26 Å) 

and BaO (5.64 Å) are slight overestimations (~2%) of the experimental values.[89] 

To investigate the energetic and structural properties of BaO dissolution in 

MgO bulk, a (3x3x3) cell, containing 216 atoms (108 MgO units) was used for MgO. 

The segregation energy (per BaO unit) was calculated by: 

      
(              

          
    )

 
 Equation 5.1 

where EBaO@MgO is the total energy of N bulk MgO units and n BaO substitutes, 

respectively. EMg 
bulk

 and E a 
bulk

 are the total energies of the metal oxide units in their 

corresponding bulk environment. MgO and BaO segregation is preferred when Eseg is 

positive.[89] 

The MgO / BaO interface was investigated by adhesion of BaO onto 

MgO(100). A c(4x4) MgO(100) surface cell was considered with three atomic layers. 

The surface contains 192 atoms. The c(4x4) surface cell has been chosen in order to 

model the BaO(100) / MgO(100) interface with small lattice mismatch; the mismatch 

between c(4x4) MgO(100) and c(3x3) BaO(100) is only 3%. This should be 

compared with the lattice mismatch of 32.5% for the primitive cells. For the surface, 

the segregation energy (per BaO unit) was calculated according to: 

     
(                               

    )

 
 Equation 5.2 

where EBaO/MgO(100) is the energy of the combined system and EMgO(100) is the 

energy of the clean MgO(100) surface.[89]The adhesion energy of BaO structures to 

the MgO surface was given by: 

                                   Equation 5.3 

where EBaO is the total energy of the BaO deposit relaxed in the gas-phase.[89] 

Ab initio thermodynamics[139] provides a possibility to investigate the relative 

stability of surfaces in the presence of an external gas-phase. The surface free 

energy, as a function of temperature (T) and partial gas pressure (p) of the gas phase 

components, was calculated by: 
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   Equation 5.4 

where 0 is the surface free energy of the clean surface, n is the number of 

adsorbed molecules, A is the surface area, and G is the Gibbs free energy.[89] For 

the hydroxylated metal oxide (MO) systems, G is given by: 

            
                   Equation 5.5 

with the calculated adsorption energy, Eads
 2 

, and chemical potential, 

µH2O (T, p), of water.[89] The chemical potential is given by: 

    
          

       (
 

  
)  Equation 5.6 

where ’H2O is obtained from thermodynamical tables.[140] Consequently, 

energy contributions from translational, vibrational, and rotational motion of water in 

the gas-phase were included. The surface energy 0 of the clean metal oxide surface 

was calculated by: 

                        Equation 5.7 

Here, Eslab is the calculated total energy of the MO slab, Ebulk the total energy 

of geometry optimized bulk, N the number of MO units. The factor 2 enters as the 

slab has two surfaces.[89] 

To explore how water affects the shapes of MgO and BaO particles, 

equilibrium Wulff-particle structures (considering (100), (110) and (111) facets) have 

been constructed as a function of temperature and water vapor pressure for 

adsorption of 1 ML water. A partial water pressure of 10−3 atm (= 100 Pa) was 

considered throughout the calculations. All calculations were done with p(1x1) 

surface cells except the hydroxylated MgO(100) and the clean MO(111) surfaces. 

Because the hydroxylated MgO(100) surface has been measured[141] to have a (3x2) 

superstructure with a mixed H2O-OH monolayer it was modeled accordingly. 

Moreover, the clean MO(111) facets were, due to polarity, modeled in a (2x2) 

O-terminated octopole structure.[142] 
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5.8 Supporting Information 

5.8.1 Particle Size Distributions 

 

Figure S5.1: Particle size distribution of pure MgO and BaO / MgO composite 

nanoparticles with a nominal concentration of x = 2 at.% (Ba0.02Mg0.98O) and 

x = 4 at.% Ba2+ (Ba0.04Mg0.96O). The corresponding size distributions were deduced 

from analysis of TEM images.[89] 

5.8.2 X-ray Diffraction Patterns 

 

Figure S5.2: a) Particle size distribution from MgO and Ba0.06Mg0.94O, respectively, 

derived from TEM micrographs. b) XRD powder patterns of Ba0.06Mg0.94O and MgO, 

respectively. According to Rietveld refinement the Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticles 

consist of Ba-doped MgO (98.3 wt.%) and a small fraction of Ba(OH)2xH2O 

(1.7 wt.%). For both phases the average crystallite size (coherence length) is 

determined to be 25 nm by using the Scherrer equation.[89] 
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X-ray diffraction patterns of MgO and Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticle powders 

(Figure S5.2) revealed for the MgO sample exclusively cubic MgO phase and for 

Ba0.06Mg0.94O nanoparticle powders the cubic MgO phase (98.3 wt.%). The existence 

of a small amount of Ba(OH)2xH2O (1.7 wt.%) is attributed to the unavoidable contact 

of the sample powder with the ambient during the XRD measurement. X-ray 

diffraction line profiles show broadening effects due to small crystallite size, on the 

one hand, and / or to lattice distortions, on the other. With the values for full widths at 

half maximum (FWHM) we derived i) the crystalline domain size using the Scherrer 

formula[38,111] and ii) explored potential microstrain using the Willamson-Hall 

model.[112] No significant evidence of microstrain inside the MgO host particle was 

observed for any type of the BaxMg1−xO particle powders after annealing, which leads 

us to the conclusion that the observed peak broadening effects exclusively stem from 

the limited coherent scattering volume, in other words, from size effects. On this 

basis crystalline domain sizes were found to be 6.5 nm for pure MgO and 25 nm and 

24 nm for the MgO phase and the Ba(OH)2xH2O phase of the Ba0.06Mg0.94O 

nanoparticle samples, respectively.[89] 

5.8.3 Phase Diagram BaO - MgO 

 

Figure S5.3: Phase diagram of BaO - MgO showing a perfect miscibility gap 

between these two oxides.[109] 
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6 Zinc Oxide Scaffold on MgO Nanocubes 

6.1 Abstract 

Powders of isolated and well-dispersed oxide nanocubes are promising 

components for photoelectronic applications that benefit from tunable optical 

properties, surface reactivity and the ease of realization of their controlled assembly. 

Here, we demonstrate that combustion of zinc and magnesium metal vapors at 

reduced pressures followed by vacuum annealing of the resulting nanoparticle 

powders yields single crystalline ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes of exceptional regular cubic 

shape and edge lengths below 25 nm. In line with ab initio calculations, which predict 

preferential Zn2+ segregation into low-coordinated surface elements of the MgO 

nanocubes, we track the occupation of edge sites by chains of Zn2+–O2− units 

through their spectroscopic signatures. As a method to generate composite 

nanostructures with controlled spatial distribution of the chemical components, the 

annealing induced ion segregation can be extended to other well dispersed 

metastable nanoparticles. We expect that the energy of segregation mainly depends 

on the site coordination number, which can promote controlled demixing within the 

nanoparticles.[101] 

6.2 Introduction 

Morphologically well-defined nanocrystals have the potential to serve as model 

systems for the detailed exploration of chemical surface and bulk processes.[24,143–147] 

Nanocrystals are also interesting for the synthesis and engineering of functional 

materials: they can be utilized as building blocks for the orientation dependent growth 

of hierarchically organized nanostructures. The availability of materials made of 

small, regularly shaped and composite solid structures has imposed another major 

challenge in the field of nanotechnology, namely the control over the spatial 

distribution of chemical constituents. The incorporation of Co or Ni atoms into 

supported triangular MoS2 nanostructures belongs to the impressive examples, 
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where added heteroelements are distributed in a controlled way over qualitatively 

different surface topological features.[148] On the other hand, nanowire-based 

heterostructures of modulated composition can be accomplished on various 

substrates during catalytic growth conditions.[149–151] For unsupported particles inside 

powders, however, the organized arrangement of the components in particular 

regions of the solid is particularly challenging: indeed, the deposition of a second 

component on the selected core material often involves particle aggregates,[152–154] 

which leads to the uncontrolled distribution of the added component between the 

particle surfaces and sinter necks associated with particle-particle interfaces.[48,155] 

Therefore, the feasibility of material immanent self-organization principles, which 

become directly active within the primary building block, needs to be explored for the 

development of functional particle systems.[101,156] 

As a narrow bandgap oxide (Ebg ~ 3.37 eV), ZnO has attracted much attention 

due to its great potential for UV-light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and lasers.[42,157,158] Its 

admixture to the wide band gap oxide MgO (Ebg ~ 7.6 eV) provides means for 

engineering the bulk electronic structure and therefore to generate tunable band gap 

materials[159,160] with a broad spectrum of potential applications ranging from 

optoelectronics to display devices.[161] Another promising aspect of the ternary 

system ZnxMg1−xO relates to the existence of a metastable cubic ZnO phase[162] that 

is expected to be suitable for p-type doping.[163,164] However, the cubic phase in the 

pure ZnO bulk is generally stabilized under high pressures. A wide arsenal of 

synthesis methods including the sequential implantation of Zn+- and O−-ions in single 

crystalline MgO[165], the calcination of polymer / metals salt complexes[166] or reactive 

electron beam evaporation[167], as examples, have been employed so far for the 

generation of cubic oxide structures. However, detailed investigations of the gas-solid 

interface on powders of well-dispersed ZnxMg1−xO nanocrystals have not been 

possible up to now due to the lack of appropriate preparation techniques and reliable 

surface characterization approaches.[101] 

In this combined experimental and theoretical study, we choose for the 

production of ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticles the controlled combustion of metal vapor 

mixtures within a chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) system. The synthesis approach 

and the thermal treatment employed thereafter yields single-crystalline nanocubes 

with clearly facetted edges and associated edge lengths in the range between 3 nm 
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and 25 nm. Surface energies and the preferential occupation of selected surface 

elements by Zn2+-ions were determined by ab initio calculations. In agreement with 

these predictions, the segregation of Zn2+-ions into MgO nanocube edges was 

confirmed by different spectroscopic techniques.[101] 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

MgO and ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticles were prepared by the chemical vapor 

synthesis (CVS) approach based on the controlled combustion of metal vapor 

mixtures with oxygen inside a flow reactor system.[25] After synthesis the powder 

samples were subjected to thermal treatment up to 1173 K and at pressures 

p < 5·10−6 mbar. Transmission electron micrographs of ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes with 

integral concentrations of 5 at.% and 10 at.% Zn, respectively, are shown in 

Figure 6.1. Irrespective of the concentration of admixed Zn2+, particles of both 

samples exhibit cubic morphology of exceptional regularity.[101] 

 

Figure 6.1: Transmission electron micrographs and particle size distributions of 

Zn0.05Mg0.95O (a) and Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocubes (b), which were produced by 

chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) and subjected to vacuum annealing 

(p < 5·10−6 mbar) at T = 1173 K thereafter.[101] 
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X-ray diffraction patterns of ZnxMg1−xO nanocube powders were found to be 

exempt from any diffraction peaks related to the ZnO wurtzite modification 

(Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.1) and suggest that the composite oxide structures entirely 

crystallize in the cubic rocksalt structure. This is consistent with the phase diagram 

for the ternary MgxZn1−xO system, which reveals a solid solution of ZnO in MgO up to 

40 at.% ZnO (Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.2).[163] 

For the synthesis of ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticles we applied identical production 

and thermal processing protocols as for pure MgO nanocubes with an average 

particle size of 6 nm.[24] However, for the composite materials we observed a 

significant increase in the particle size, i.e. dav = 8 nm and dav = 16 nm for 

Zn0.05Mg0.95O and Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocube powders, respectively. These dimensions 

are consistent with the measured specific surface areas of SBET = 215 m2·g−1 for 

Zn0.05Mg0.95O and SBET = 150 m2·g−1 for Zn0.10Mg0.90O. The Zn2+ induced coarsening 

of the MgO-based nanocrystals can be attributed (a) to variable kinetic limitations of 

particle growth (the mobility of ions as well as of ion vacancies in the associated 

anionic sublattice were found to be substantially different at elevated 

temperatures[168,169]) or (b) to Zn2+ related changes in surface energy that drive the 

annealing induced decrease in the surface to volume ratio.[101] 

We carried out ab initio calculations of ZnxMg1−xO surface structures within the 

Density Functional Theory (DFT) to address the latter type of explanation (b) and 

considered various distinct structural models, which differ in terms of surface 

termination as well in the concentration and distribution of Zn2+-ions within the 

cationic sublattice. For all configurations that have been investigated (see also 

Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.3), the computed Zn2+–O2− bond lengths were found to be 

2 - 5% larger than those of the Mg2+–O2− bonds. This is consistent with the 

differences of the Shannon’s ionic radii (0.7  Å and 0.72 Å for Zn2+ and Mg2+ in 

octahedral sites, respectively). Beyond the consideration of the ionic radii, the relative 

electronegativity of the cations plays a role in Zn segregation at the surface. As Zn is 

less electropositive than Mg, the Zn2+–O2− bond is less ionic. This constitutes an 

important driving force towards the segregation of Zn2+-ions from the bulk into sites at 

the surface of the nanoparticles, where the electrostatic (Madelung) potential is 

weaker. However, irrespectively of the complexity of surface configurations, we found 

that the enthalpy of segregation Hsegr
[170] is a piecewise function of the site 
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coordination number C, which varies by about −20 kJ·mol−1 when passing from C to 

C−1 (Figure 6.2). This non trivial result was checked against variations in the 

concentration and distribution of Zn2+-ions across the nanocube surfaces as well as 

changes in the medium-range order (second neighbors and beyond); all the previous 

changes yield contributions of less than 4 kJ·mol−1 and thus have little influence on 

Hsegr. In Figure 6.2, the free enthalpy of Zn segregation Gsegr is plotted as a 

function of the coordination number C; the error bars include entropy contributions 

(see Chapter 6.7) and variations due to changes in medium-range order and Zn2+ 

concentration.[101] 

 

Figure 6.2: Mean free Enthalpy for Zn2+ segregation as a function of the Zn2+ 

coordination number C within the ZnxMg1−xO nanocube; The scheme visualizes the 

expected distribution of Zn2+–O2− moieties (indicated in red) after preferential 

segregation of Zn2+-ions into corners and edges of the MgO-based cubes.[101] 

Using the obtained values for Gsegr(C), the Zn occupancy xC of sites with 

distinct coordination numbers C has been determined on the basis of the chemical 

equilibrium: Zn(bulk, C = 6) + Mg(C = 5, 4, 3) ↔ Mg(bulk, C = 6) + Zn(C = 5, 4, 3). At thermodynamic 

equilibrium, xC obeys the following equation: 

  

    
 

     

       
  

          

    Equation 6.1 

Given that the Zn2+-site occupancy xC sums up to the total Zn2+ atomic 

concentration, xC can be computed for ensembles of cubic particles as a function of 

T and particle size (Table 6.1). From these systematic simulations, we conclude that 

the substitution of low-coordinated surface Mg2+- by Zn2+-ions is more and more 
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favored as the site coordination number decreases, provided that there is no kinetic 

limitation.[101,171] 

A similar analysis, which is based on ab initio thermodynamics of segregation, 

can be conducted for oxide particles with arbitrary concentration of surface defects, 

such as nanowires and nanorods. In all these systems, the local structure of the 

defect is expected to play the key role for Zn segregation.[101] 

Table 6.1: Fractional occupation of surface sites corners (C = 3), edges (C = 4), 

terrace sites (C = 5) as well as bulk sites (C = 6) by Zn2+-ions as a function of the 

nominal Zn2+ concentration x and edge length of the ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes at 

T = 1200 K.[101] 

x Edge length / nm C = 3 C = 4 C = 5 C = 6 

0.05 8 94% 70% 16% 2.4% 

0.10 16 98% 88% 38% 7.5% 

As an outcome, almost all low-coordinated surface cations (corners C = 3 and 

edges C = 4) of a Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocube are replaced by Zn2+-ions. This statement 

holds within ± 10% also for less regular cubes with higher relative abundances of 

low-coordinated sites such as kinks and step edges. Thus, ab initio calculations 

reveal that the energies of Zn2+–O2− containing surface elements are lower than 

undoped MgO surface structures. This quantitative result rules out that the annealing 

induced coarsening observed for the composite nanocubes could be driven by 

differences in surface energy. Pure and Zn2+ admixed MgO nanoparticle powders 

were exposed to the same annealing protocols and consequently to identical thermal 

stress. Therefore, we relate the coarsening of the composite nanoparticles to the 

enhanced mobility of ions and / or ion vacancies inside the Zn2+ doped lattice.[168] 

Such effects would favor at the same time the preferential segregation of Zn2+-ions 

into low-coordinated surface sites (Figure 6.2).[101] 

Due to the small nanoparticles’ size, on the one hand, and the energy position 

of the Zn specific absorption edge, on the other, both EDX and energy filtering TEM 

fail to validate the theoretically predicted spatial distributions of Zn2+–O2− moieties 
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over the cubic MgO host particles. Therefore, we investigated the electronic structure 

of low-coordinated surface elements by means of UV absorption and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy. These techniques turned out to be extremely 

valuable for probing the chemical composition of selected surface topological 

features, such as corners and edges related to alkaline earth oxide 

nanoparticles.[21,34,44] Due to the well-defined shape and the large proportion of edge 

and corner sites, these characteristic topological surface features can be identified on 

the basis of characteristic absorption and photoluminescence emission bands.[60] 

Selective excitation of corners and edges with light of hEXC = 4.6 eV (λEXC = 270 nm) 

and hEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) produces emission bands with maxima at 

h = 3.2 eV λ = 382 nm) and h = 3.4 eV (λ = 370 nm), respectively. UV 

Diffuse reflectance (optical absorption) and photoluminescence data acquired on 

MgO and composite ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes are presented in Figure 6.3.[101] 
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Figure 6.3: (a) Schematic presentation illustrating the synthesis of pure MgO and 

composite ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes with average edge lengths in the range between 

3 nm ≤ d ≤ 25 nm. The schematic also includes the prediction derived from ab initio 

calculations that Zn2+–O2− moieties preferentially segregate upon vacuum annealing 

into edge elements of the MgO based cubes (Table 6.1, Figure 6.2). Experimentally 

obtained UV diffuse reflectance data (optical absorption) (b) as well as luminescence 

emission spectra induced by UV light of hEXC = 5.2 eV (λEXC = 240 nm) at room 

temperature (c) and at T = 77 K (d) substantiate these findings. (The asterisks in (d) 

designate artifacts related to the second order diffraction of the emission bands at 

hEM = 3.8 eV and hEM = 3.4 eV).[101] 

In comparison to ensembles of MgO nanoparticles with an average particle 

size of 10 nm (Figure 6.3b)[172], slightly larger ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticles exhibit UV 

absorption tails that significantly extend into the energy range below 5.0 eV indicating 

substantial changes in the electronic structure induced by the admixture of Zn2+-ions. 

The absorption spectra of ZnxMg1−xO nanocube samples (Figure 6.3b)[173] exhibit one 
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band with a maximum at h = 5.2 eV in the range of energies where electronic 

transitions associated with pure MgO nanocube edges occur.[44] Using this energy for 

excitation of the ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticle ensemble the resulting photoemission 

spectra reveal profound differences with respect to MgO: while photoexcitation of 

edge sites in MgO nanocubes leads to an emission band at hEM = 3.4 eV 

(λ = 370 nm), the intensity of this MgO-specific band is reduced by a factor of three 

for Zn0.05Mg0.95O and entirely depleted in case of the Zn0.10Mg0.90O sample. 

Moreover, Zn0.10Mg0.90O shows completely new emission bands: one at 

hEM = 3.8 eV (λ = 330 nm) and two additional features centered at hEM = 3.4 eV 

(λ = 370 nm) and hEM = 2.4 eV (λ = 520 nm). All bands are perfectly quenched 

upon exposure to gaseous oxygen which clearly demonstrates that corresponding 

excitation and subsequent radiative deactivation processes are directly linked to 

excitons formed at the surface of the composite nanocubes.[21,23,174] Thus, we 

conclude for the Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocubes that chains of Zn2+–O2− moieties replace 

MgO nanocube edges (rather than forming undiluted bulk inclusions displaying a ZnO 

specific electronic structure). The curious observation that ZnxMg1−xO nanocube 

powders exhibit photo-emission bands at energies which are identical to those 

measured on pure ZnO nanomaterials[42,175–178] is subject of further studies.[101] 

The functionalization of MgO particle surfaces with Zn2+-ions has also a strong 

impact on chemical reactivity. At MgO surfaces hydrogen splitting 

(Mg2+–O2− + H2  Mg2+H−–O2−H+) proceeds via two different heterolytic 

pathways.[88,179] Indeed, the corresponding FT-IR spectrum related to MgO 

(Figure 6.4, bottom) clearly reveals two pairs of OH and MgH stretching bands, which 

are associated with irreversible (3712 cm−1 and 1130 cm−1) and a reversible 

(3462 cm−1 and 1325 cm−1) H2-splitting process. Profound spectral changes observed 

for Zn0.05Mg0.95O (Figure 6.4, top) clearly indicate that the thermally induced 

segregation of Zn2+ into reactive MgO surface sites has led to the substitution of 

Mg2+-ions in such a way that all MgO specific H2 splitting sites become entirely 

depleted. At the same time, new bands with dramatically higher integral intensities 

appear and point to a modified and enhanced surface reactivity of ZnxMg1−xO 

nanocubes (Figure 6.4, top).[101] 
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Figure 6.4: Room temperature FT-IR spectra of chemisorbed hydrogen species on 

ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes. The spectra shown were obtained by subtracting the sample 

spectra before admission of 10 mbar H2 – that were exempt from any adsorbate 

induced absorption bands – from those recorded thereafter. For the sake of 

comparison, the ordinate scale for the MgO spectrum was magnified by a factor of 

three.[101] 

This is consistent with results from preliminary DFT simulations which indicate 

that Zn–H bonds in ZnxMg1−xO can be by a factor of 4 stronger than Mg–H bonds. 

Moreover, 3C and 4C Zn sites in ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes are able to effectively split H2 

upon formation of several types of Zn2+–H− species which are stable at room 

temperature; this is at odds with pure MgO nanocubes, where the most stable 

adsorption configuration consists of H− at inverse corners and O2−H+-groups at 

corners[179] (see also Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.4). The nature of the newly found OH 

and zinc hydride bands and associated surface groups, which are inconsistent with 

that reported for wurtzite-ZnO[180], constitutes an issue; more experimental and 

theoretical work provide a better description of hydrogen adsorption at selected Zn2+ 

sites is currently underway. Finally, we want to note that the surface concentration of 

H2 splitting sites on pure Mg  nanocubes was found to be ≤ 0.03 monolayer 

equivalents of the nanoparticle surface.[73] This number roughly corresponds to the 

fraction of surface cations located in edges and is consistent with the expected 

spatial distribution Zn2+-ions across the surface of the composite cubes.[101] 
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6.4 Conclusions 

Using chemical vapor synthesis, surface spectroscopy and ab initio 

calculations, we have developed an approach to fabricate MgO nanocubes with 

Zn2+–O2− edges. Such particles may be seen as insulating cubes with 

semiconducting scaffold-like structures. Due to their defined shape and tunable 

optical and chemical surface properties, these nanoparticle powders may find 

applications in areas such as gas sensing, optoelectronics and catalysis and – at the 

same time – represent novel building blocks for the growth of cubic ZnO 

nanostructures. The demonstrated approach to distribute the chemical constituents of 

the nanostructure over the unsupported nanoparticle in a controlled and uniform way 

is applicable to a wider range of materials where surface energy differences drive 

surface segregation.[101] 

6.5 Experimental Section 

MgO and ZnxMg1−xO nanoparticles were prepared by the chemical vapor 

synthesis (CVS) technique based on metal vapor combustion with oxygen within a 

flow reactor system. The details of this technique are given elsewhere.[14,24] The Zn2+ 

and Mg2+ concentrations were determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy 

(PerkinElmer model 2280). After synthesis the powder samples were subjected to 

controlled annealing procedures under high vacuum conditions. First, organic 

contaminants were eliminated by heating it at a rate of 5 K·min−1 to 873 K and 

exposing it to oxygen at this temperature. Then the sample temperature was raised 

to 1173 K at pressures p < 5·10−6 mbar and kept at this temperature for 1–2 h until 

full dehydroxylation of the sample surface was achieved, as judged by IR 

spectroscopy.[101]  

Spectroscopy and microscopy measurements: The FT-IR experiments were 

performed in a cell that allows for sample activation at high-vacuum conditions with a 

base pressure below 5·10−6 mbar. Samples in the form of hand-pressed, 

self-supporting wavers were measured in the IR transmission mode with a Bruker 

113v spectrometer. A total of 300 scans were accumulated for one spectrum to 

obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio with a spectral resolution of 3 cm−1. 

Photoluminescence and UV diffuse reflectance measurements were carried out at 
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room temperature using quartz glass cells, which guarantee vacuum conditions 

better than p < 10−5 mbar. The UV diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired in the 

presence of 10 mbar O2 using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 15 spectrophotometer, 

equipped with an integrating sphere, and then converted to absorption spectra by the 

Kubelka-Munk transform procedure. A pulsed Xe discharge lamp served as excitation 

light source in a PerkinElmer LS 50B system for photoluminescence measurements. 

Measurements at T = 77 K were carried out using a commercially available 

low-temperature luminescence accessory in which the sample was held by a 

high-purity copper rod that was immersed in liquid nitrogen. After spectroscopy 

experiments, small amounts of the metal oxide powders were cast on a holey carbon 

grid for investigation with a TECNAI F20 analytical transmission electron microscope 

equipped with a field emission gun and an S-twin objective lens.[101] 

6.6 Computational Method 

The calculations were performed by using the VASP code within the 

Perdew-Wang approximation to the exchange-correlation functional and ultra-soft 

pseudo-potentials for Mg, O and Zn. The following systems were investigated (see 

also Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.3)[101]: 

1. Rock-salt MgO, which consists of 216 atoms in a cubic supercell. Up to four 

Zn atoms that replace Mg were considered. In the latter case, the Zn impurities were 

placed either on second-neighbor sites or at the allowed largest distance in the 

supercell. All these systems were simulated at the theoretical equilibrium lattice 

parameter, which was found to be 4.243 Å, to be compared with the experimental 

value of 4.21 Å. 

2. Pure wurtzite ZnO. The computed theoretical lattice parameters are 

a = 3.275 Å and c = 5.280 Å. 

3. Rock-salt (100) slabs, consisting of 160 atoms on five atomic layers and a 

lateral (4x4) supercell. One, two, four or eight Zn atoms as substitution impurities 

were considered, either at the surface or in the two layers beneath. Several 

distributions were simulated, either maximizing or minimizing the relative distance 

between Zn atoms. In all cases, we found that homogeneous distributions of ZnMg 

were slightly favored. The enthalpy of segregation decreases little as a function of the 
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Zn concentration x, passing from −0.17 kJ·mol−1 for x = 0.01 to −0.15 kJ·mol−1 for 

x = 0.05. 

4. (510) vicinal surfaces of the rock-salt structure are obtained from (100) 

slabs by an appropriate choice of the basis lattice vectors (Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.3). 

Zn impurities substitute either Mg atoms in the bulk or on the terrace, or on the step 

edge, for the same concentrations that were considered for the (100) slabs. As in that 

case, the enthalpy of segregation decreases very slightly as a function of the Zn 

concentration. 

5. (510) vicinal surfaces with kinks, which are obtained by enlarging the unit 

cell along the third direction while removing selected atoms from the step edges 

(Chapter 6.7, Figure S6.2). We consider distinct cation sites for substitutional Zn: at 

the kink (3C), on the step edge (4C), at the terrace (5C) or in the bulk (6C). The 

corresponding Zn densities range from 1 / 156 up to 1 / 39, with several distributions 

for Zn in 3C, 4C, 5C and 6C sites. 

6. 3-layer thick MgO(111) (4x4) slab, consisting of 144 atoms, with pyramids 

that expose (100) faces on both sides of the slab. Several nonequivalent 

configurations for Mg substitution with Zn were considered, for 2, 4 and 8 Zn atoms 

per slab. 

For the largest supercells investigated, only the  point was used to sample 

the Brillouin zone. Finer k-points grids were employed for the smallest supercells, 

such as in the case of wurtzite ZnO. The energy cutoff was set up at 396 eV in order 

to obtain total energies converged within 10 meV / unit formula.[101] 
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6.7 Supporting Information 

6.7.1 Experimental 

6.7.1.1 X-ray Powder Diffraction: Bulk Structure of ZnxMg1−xO Nanocubes 

 

Figure S6.1: X-ray powder diffraction patterns of MgO, Zn0.05Mg0.95O, and 

Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocube powder samples. The diffractograms are exempt from any 

diffraction peaks related to the ZnO wurtzite structure and suggest that the composite 

oxide structures entirely crystallize in the cubic rocksalt structure. X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) patterns were acquired with a PANalytical X’Pert PR  diffractometer system 

using Cu K radiation.[101] 
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6.7.1.2 Phase Diagram of MgO and ZnO 

 

Figure S6.2: Phase diagram for the ternary system MgxZn1−xO adapted from 

reference [163] and showing a solid solution of ZnO in MgO up to a solubility limit of 

40 at.% ZnO.[101] 

6.7.1.3 Photoluminescence Emission Properties of Zn0.10Mg0.90O Nanocubes 

Despite the substantially lower abundance of oxygen terminated MgO corners 

inside a specified powder volume of Zn0.10Mg0.90O nanocubes as compared to that of 

smaller undoped MgO nanocubes,[24,39,100] excitation with hEXC = 4.6 eV produces 

photoluminescence emission the spectral distribution of which resembles the profile 

shown in Figure 6.3d produced by photoexcitation with hEXC = 5.2 eV light. The latter 

photoemission feature, which was also observed after photoexcitation of Zn2+–O2− 

chains (Figure 6.3d), is attributed to a PL-process that originates from photoexcitation 

of MgO nanocube edges. With increasing Zn2+ concentration the intensities of the 

measured emission profiles originating from photoexcitation of Zn0.05Mg0.95O 

nanocubes with hEXC = 4.6 eV follow the same trend as demonstrated in Figure 6.3c 

for hEXC = 5.2 eV: the photoluminescence emission centered at hEM = 3.2 eV, which 

is related to MgO specific corners, is reduced by a factor of 2 in intensity for the 

Zn0.05Mg0.95O sample.[101] 
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6.7.2 Computational Method 

 

Figure S6.3: Schematic presentation of the slabs used in the simulations. (a) From 

top: MgO(100) terraces, MgO(510) vicinal surfaces with monatomic steps, either 

straight (middle) or with kinks (bottom). The lattice vectors a1, a2 and a3 are included 

in the schemes. In (b) MgO(111) (4x4) slabs, which terminate with corners are 

shown.[101] 

6.7.2.1 Determination of Entropy Contributions to   segr 

At sufficiently low temperatures and far from phase transitions, the entropy 

contribution to the free enthalpy of segregation Gsegr = Hsegr – TSsegr can be 

approximated as the sum of the entropy of mixing −TSmix  and the entropy variation 

−TSvib
[181] that is due to the modification of the vibrational modes upon Zn inclusion 

as: 

                          Equation S6.1 
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The entropy of mixing Smix is generally estimated from its ideal-gas 

counterpart, that is, by neglecting the effect of the mutual interaction between ZnMg 

impurities, as: 

           ∑   [                     ]   Equation S6.2 

Where nC is the number of sites with C coordination number. A rough estimate 

of Smix shows that its absolute value lies well below 1 J·mol−1·K−1 for the site 

occupancy xC in Table 6.1. Svib is neglected, since, at the Zn concentrations that are 

considered here (x < 10%), the vibrational spectrum of bulk MgO is little changed by 

the Zn impurities. Although the surface modes are affected by the Zn2+ impurities, 

their contribution to the total entropy is small and therefore neglected.[101]  

6.7.2.2 Hydrogen Chemisorption at MgO and Zn1−xMgxO Nanocube Surfaces 

In agreement with the experimental evidence for enforced H2 adsorption at 

surface sites of ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes, preliminary DFT simulations show that Zn–H 

bonds in ZnxMg1−xO are stronger in comparison to Mg–H bonds. Moreover, 3C and 

4C Zn sites nanocubes are able to split H2 effectively upon formation of different 

types of stable Zn2+–H−-groups; this is at odds with pure MgO nanocrystals, where 

the most stable adsorption configuration consists of H− at inverse corners and 

(OH)−-groups at corners (Figure S6.4). The newly found OH and MeH stretching 

vibrations (Me = Mg, Zn, Figure 6.4) are inconsistent with those observed on ZnO 

particles of the wurtzite structure.[180] Their characterization in greater detail is topic of 

ongoing work.[101] 
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Figure S6.4: Schematic view of two particular surface structures present on pure and 

Zn2+ admixed MgO particle surfaces showing also computed adsorption energies 

associated with two particular adsorption complexes.[101] 
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7 CS2 Adsorption and Surface Reactions on MgO 

Nanocubes: Characterization of Structural and 

Optical Properties 

7.1 Abstract 

The interaction of small molecules with nanostructured solids is of 

fundamental interest in many fields like heterogeneous catalysis and sensing 

technology. Due to their defined cubic morphology and high proportion of 

low-coordinated surface sites MgO nanocubes constitute a unique model particle 

system to study adsorption processes. In this work, MgO nanocubes are exposed to 

carbon disulfide (CS2) gas followed by oxidation and vacuum annealing. Structural 

and surface characterization (X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared 

spectroscopy) in conjunction with optical spectroscopic measurements 

(UV absorption, photoluminescence spectroscopy) point to the fact that 

low-coordinated surfaces sites are decorated with (SOx)
2−-groups, which are stable 

up to 1173 K at high vacuum conditions. On the basis of these results one can 

conclude that sulfates and sulfites are attached irreversibly to lowest coordination 

surface sites of basic oxides, which may influence the performance of catalysts or of 

devices that consist of oxide components. 

7.2 Introduction 

A great deal of research has focused on adsorption of small molecules on 

metallic or oxide materials and subsequent chemical reactions.[182,183] Corresponding 

experiments are often carried out in defined gas atmospheres (e.g. ultra-high 

vacuum) and on material systems available in the form of single crystals or thin 

films.[184–188] This situation allows supporting experimental results with theoretical 

calculations which render the interpretation of obtained results possible. However, 

many applications in heterogeneous catalysis or sensing technology are based on 
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the interaction of molecules with real surfaces under ambient conditions. Powders, 

which consist of isolated and well-defined nanoparticles, have the potential to 

overcome the gap between model systems and those used in applications. To reduce 

complexities in examining and understanding adsorption processes, it is desirable to 

have a system of crystals that exhibit narrow distributions of size, structure, and 

morphology. This is achieved for MgO by using a chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) 

procedure.[14] MgO nanoparticles formed in this way are cubic, exposing low index 

(001) facets with low-coordinated ions at edges, 4-fold coordinated (4C), and corners, 

3-fold coordinated (3C).[24,34] In previous work, a variety of spectroscopic 

techniques[11,25–28] as well as first-principles theoretical calculations[19–23] have been 

used to investigate the electronic properties of MgO nanoparticles. UV diffuse 

reflectance spectroscopy reveals two absorption bands below the bulk absorption 

threshold of MgO, which have been attributed to corner (4.6 eV) and edge sites 

(5.2 eV). Photoluminescence spectroscopy detects two closely spaced emission 

bands at 3.4 eV and 3.2 eV, which result from photoexcitation of edges and corners, 

respectively.[11,60] Recently, the influence of solid-solid interfaces inside the MgO 

powder on the electronic properties was studied systematically by combining 

experiment and theory.[189] Due to these numerous previous investigations MgO 

nanoparticles are perhaps one of the best understood ionic nanomaterials and 

therefore a suitable model system for adsorption studies.  

Previously, adsorption processes of small molecules (e.g., H2O, CO2, H2, SO2) 

on high surface area MgO nanoparticles have been investigated.[11,190] Diffuse 

reflectance UV / Vis spectroscopy allowed to probe the reactivity of low-coordinated 

surface sites towards, for example, H2O by the depletion of the corresponding 

absorption bands.[29] It was found that lowest coordinated surface elements i.e., 

corners, possess the highest reactivity and the related absorption band is vanishing 

first, followed by the absorption bands of 4-fold and 5-fold coordinated surface sites. 

Surface adsorbates can develop local electronic structures with interesting 

functionalities.[191–193] For example, the decoration of selected surface defects with 

hydroxyls like the UV induced protonation of oxygen-terminated MgO corners is 

altering the photoluminescence emission properties.[21] Efficient scrambling between 

MgO surface oxygen and oxygen of adsorbed CO2 molecules has been 

demonstrated by temperature-programmed desorption studies.[194,195] Interaction of 

MgO powders with carbon disulfide (CS2) leads to S-doped MgO surfaces where 
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sulfur atoms replace low-coordinated surface O2−-anions, which strongly influence 

the reactivity of the material as judged by infrared spectroscopy using CO as a probe 

molecule.[196] Employing anion exchange as a surface functionalization process has 

so far only been employed on microcrystalline MgO.  

In this work, a controlled adsorption process of CS2 on MgO nanocubes is 

carried out to explore the potential of exchanging surface O2− against S2−. The 

influence of high temperature oxidation and vacuum annealing after CS2 adsorption 

with respect to structural and electronic properties of MgO is investigated. As will be 

shown below, (SOx)
2−-groups, which are thermally stable up to 1173 K under high 

vacuum conditions are observed on MgO nanocube surfaces. Photoluminescence 

and UV diffuse reflectance spectroscopy results indicate that the MgO specific 

electronic structure of low-coordinated surface sites is changed completely. 

Therefore, (SOx)
2−-groups preferentially chemisorb at these low-coordinated surface 

sites. Taking a different perspective, one may say that (SOx)
2−-groups can be 

attached to low-coordinated surface sites, which then may serve as reactive centers 

to selectively bond molecules impinging from the gas phase on MgO surfaces. 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

MgO nanoparticles were prepared using a chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) 

procedure based on metal combustion within a flow reactor system.[14] In conjunction 

with vacuum annealing protocols this approach leads to MgO nanocubes, which 

preferentially expose their low index (100) faces with a high proportion of 

low-coordinated edge and corner surface elements.[24,34] These MgO particles were 

employed as model particle substrates for the adsorption of carbon disulfide (CS2). 

Prior to adsorption of CS2 on MgO nanocubes, the liquid CS2 is cleaned by the 

freeze-pump-thaw method. MgO nanocubes were kept in a quartz glass cuvette at a 

base pressure of 3∙10−5 mbar prior to exposure to 60 mbar CS2 gas for 

10 seconds.[197] The quartz glass cuvette was evacuated to p < 5∙10−6 mbar and the 

powder is heated to 1123 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposing to molecular oxygen 

at this temperature. Then, the sample temperature is raised to 1173 K at pressures 

p < 5∙10−6 mbar and kept at this temperature for 1 h. The structural and optical 

properties of the as treated sample (herein after called MgO / SOx) are compared to 

those of pure MgO nanocubes. 
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7.3.1 Structural Characterization 

The structure and surface composition of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx 

powders is investigated by means of powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Fourier 

transform infrared (FT / IR) spectroscopy. CS2 adsorption on MgO nanocubes and 

subsequent oxidation and vacuum annealing are carried out under retainment of the 

cubic particle morphology (Figure 7.1a and b). XRD confirms that both powders, MgO 

and MgO / SOx, crystallize in the cubic rock salt phase (Figure 7.1c). The powder 

pattern is devoid of reflexes related to crystalline magnesium-sulfur compounds such 

as MgS, MgSO3, and MgSO4. Using the Scherrer equation, the average 

nanocrystals’ size was estimated from reflex broadening in XRD powder 

patterns.[35,38] Domain sizes of 6.5 nm ± 1.0 nm were derived for pure MgO 

nanocubes and MgO / SOx powders. Therefore, CS2 adsorption and subsequent 

oxidation and vacuum annealing do not affect the cubic particle morphology, 

crystallite size, and phase composition of MgO nanocubes.  

 

Figure 7.1: a) and b) TEM images of MgO / SOx powders after oxidation and vacuum 

annealing at 1173 K, demonstrating that the cubic morphology is retained. c) XRD 

powder patterns of MgO and MgO / SOx demonstrating that both powders crystallize 

in the cubic rock salt phase. 
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X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to characterize the atomic 

composition as well as the chemical nature of surface adsorbates on MgO and 

MgO / SOx powders. In Figure 7.2a, a survey spectrum of a MgO / SOx sample is 

plotted, in which Mg and O regions are well visible (a survey spectrum of pure MgO 

nanocubes is showing the same features, data not shown). The presence of carbon 

can be ascribed to surface contaminations.[198] 

Due to its low concentration sulfur could not be evidenced in the survey scan 

(Figure 7.2a). Therefore, selected area scans of the S2p region (155 eV–175 eV) 

were measured. In the case of MgO / SOx powders a low but still detectable amount 

of sulfur is observed (Figure 7.2b). For pure MgO nanocubes no XPS signal related 

to sulfur compounds is measured. The binding energy of around 169 eV observed in 

the S2p region of the MgO / SOx sample (Figure 7.2b) is ascribed to sulfur with a 

positive oxidation state, i.e. sulfite (SO3)
2−- and sulfate (SO4)

2−-groups.[199,200] Sulfide 

(S2−) cannot be evidenced using XPS because such species are characterized by a 

lower binding energy of 160.0 eV–162.0 eV,[199] a region which is devoid of any XPS 

signal (Figure 7.2b). According to XPS measurements the process of CS2 adsorption 

on MgO nanocubes and subsequent oxidation and vacuum annealing yields (SO3)
2−- 

and (SO4)
2−-groups on the MgO surface. The possible replacement of O2−-ions in the 

anionic sublattice of MgO by S2−-ions can be excluded on the basis of XPS 

measurements (typical sensitivity 0.1%–0.5%).  

 

Figure 7.2: XPS survey spectrum (a) and selected area spectrum of the S2p region 

(b) of MgO / SOx powders, which were obtained after oxidation and vacuum 

annealing of MgO nanoparticles with adsorbed CS2. 
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Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is a well suited method to 

study surface adsorbates on alkaline earth oxides.[11,201] This IR investigation should 

support results from XPS aiming at the identification of surface groups, which are 

present after CS2 adsorption on MgO nanocubes followed by oxidation and vacuum 

annealing. 

FT-IR spectra between 4000 cm−1–800 cm−1 of MgO and MgO / SOx powders 

are shown in Figure 7.3a. Main differences between these two samples are observed 

in the wavenumber region 1000 cm−1–1350 cm−1 (Figure 7.3b). The MgO / SOx 

sample shows three very intensive absorption bands located at 1003 cm−1, 

1062 cm−1, and 1326 cm−1. Low intensity absorptions are observed at 1052 cm−1, 

1086 cm−1, and 1309 cm−1. Both samples have absorption bands at 3720 cm−1 and 

3707 cm−1, which are attributed to the presence of residual hydroxyl groups on the 

surface of MgO (Figure 7.3c).[21,202] As judged from the band positions the chemical 

nature of residual hydroxyls is identical for both types of samples. This indicates that 

hydroxylation is not affected by the process of CS2 adsorption on MgO followed by 

oxidation and vacuum annealing.  

 

Figure 7.3: Fourier transform infrared spectra of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx 

powders. Wavenumber ranges from a) 4000 cm−1–800 cm−1, b) 1400 cm−1–800 cm−1 

a region where absorption bands of (SOx)
2−-groups are expected, and c) 3800 cm−1–

3600 cm−1 specific for hydroxyl groups on MgO, are shown. FT-IR measurements are 

carried out at T = 298 K and p < 5∙10−6 mbar. 
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As reported in literature CS2 molecules in the gas phase show an infrared 

absorption band at 1533 cm−1, which is shifted to 1525 cm−1 for physisorbed CS2 on 

MgO.[196] Chemisorption species like [OCS2]
2− and [OCOS]2− forming on the surface 

of MgO absorb at 1125 cm−1–1025 cm−1 and 1480 cm−1, respectively and decompose 

at elevated temperatures upon undergoing an exchange reaction of S2− against 

O2−.[196] These chemisorption complexes are important intermediates at the oxidative 

formation of sulfate species on MgO surfaces.[203] Therefore [OCS2]
2− and [OCOS]2− 

species should not be present on the surface of MgO nanocubes after oxidation and 

vacuum annealing at elevated temperatures. During the oxidation procedure carbon 

containing species are reacting to gaseous COx that desorbs from MgO nanocube 

surfaces. Remaining surface groups, which show IR absorption in the range 

1000 cm−1–1350 cm−1 are therefore attributed to SOx-species chemisorbed at MgO 

nanocubes surfaces (Figure 7.3b). The interaction of SO2 with transition metals,[204] 

metal oxides,[205–207] and of (SO4)
2− with metal cations in solution[208] has been 

studied previously. Schoonheydt et al.[209] and Schneider et al.[210] investigated 

infrared absorption properties of SO2 adsorbed on MgO. Absorption bands in the 

region 950 cm−1–1400 cm−1 – as also observed in this work (Figure 7.3b) – were 

attributed to sulfite (SO3)
2−-and sulfate (SO4)

2−-groups. Due to similar IR band 

positions of (SO3)
2−- and (SO4)

2−-surface groups a clear assignment of the here 

observed IR absorption bands to one or the other species is challenging[205] and 

beyond the scope of this study. However, the presence of sulfur in a positive 

oxidation state, as determined with XPS, can be confirmed using IR spectroscopy. 

Summarizing results from structural and surface characterization, one can say 

that MgO nanocubes retain their cubic particle morphology, domain size of 6.5 nm, 

and crystal structure upon adsorption of CS2. Oxidation and vacuum annealing 

transforms sulfur containing adsorbates and surface elements to sulfite (SO3)
2−- and 

sulfate (SO4)
2−-surface groups as deduced from XPS and IR spectroscopy 

measurements. Evidence that S2−-ions were present in the anionic sublattice of MgO 

could not be found. However, S2− is expected to be an intermediate in the formation 

of sulfate species[203] and may be present in the particle’s surface directly after 

contact with CS2 from the gas phase.[196] Based on the obtained results and 

literature[196,203] one may explain the formation process of sulfite and sulfate species 

on MgO. First, CS2 molecules are adsorbing on MgO and form [OCS2]
2− and 

[OCOS]2− species. During vacuum annealing these chemisorption complexes 
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undergo a chemical reaction where surface O2− is exchanged against S2−. Upon 

oxidation with 10 mbar O2 at elevated temperatures S2− is oxidized to sulfite and 

sulfate species, which are evidenced applying XPS and IR spectroscopy. This may 

lead to (SO3)
2−- and (SO4)

2−-groups where the sulfur-cation is part of the MgO crystal 

lattice.  

7.3.2 Optical Characterization 

UV diffuse reflectance of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx powders are shown 

in Figure 7.4. For MgO nanocubes absorption bands at 4.6 eV, 5.2 eV, and 5.8 eV 

correspond to charge transfer excitations at corners, edges, and terrace elements 

(Figure 7.4, grey curve).[24,189] For MgO / SOx powders the shape of the absorption 

band is changed compared to pure MgO nanocubes (Figure 7.4, black curve). Bands 

with maxima at 4.0 eV, 5.0 eV, and 5.8 eV emerge. An assignment to distinct charge 

transfer excitations is due to the complex surface structure ((SO3)
2−- and 

(SO4)
2−-groups) challenging. O2−-anions with different coordination as well as oxygen 

anions bonding to sulfur-cations may be involved. In a previous work an absorption 

band around 4.2 eV was tentatively attributed to a charge transfer excitation involving 

S2−- and Mg2+-ions in four-fold-coordinated sites.[196] The origin of the here observed 

low intensity absorption band at 4.0 eV (Figure 7.4, black curve) cannot be related to 

S2−-anions in edge elements because their presence is excluded by XPS results 

(Figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.4: UV diffuse reflectance spectra of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx 

powders. Measurements are carried out at T = 298 K and p = 10 mbar O2. 

Further insights into the electronic surface structure upon CS2 adsorption on 

MgO nanocubes and subsequent oxidation and vacuum annealing are gained by 

employing photoluminescence spectroscopy. For pure MgO nanocubes two closely 

spaced emission bands at hνEM = 3.2 eV and hνEM = 3.4 eV result from excitation of 

oxygen-terminated corners (hνEXC = 4.6 eV) and from excitation of four-coordinated 

surface O4C
2−-anions in edges (hνEXC = 5.2 eV), respectively (Figure 7.5, grey 

curves).[60] With respect to pure MgO nanocubes profound differences in the 

photoluminescence emission properties are observed for MgO / SOx samples. New 

and red-shifted emission features of lower intensity and maxima at 2.8 eV and 2.5 eV 

are observed using excitation energies to address edge (hνEXC = 5.2 eV) and corner 

elements (hνEXC = 4.6 eV), respectively (Figure 7.5, black curves). All emission bands 

– of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx powders – are perfectly quenched upon 

exposure to gaseous oxygen. These facts clearly demonstrate that corresponding 

excitation and subsequent radiative deactivation processes are directly linked to 

excitons formed at the surface of the particles. Thus, one can conclude from 

photoluminescence measurements that all surface sites involved in excitation and 

emission processes on pure MgO nanocubes are modified with (SO3)
2−- and 

(SO4)
2−-surface groups and that the emitting sites connected to the new 

photoluminescence feature are still accessible to oxygen from the gas phase.  
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Figure 7.5: Photoluminescence emission spectra of MgO nanocubes and MgO / SOx 

powders using energies of a) hνEXC = 5.2 eV and b) hνEXC = 4.6 eV to excite 

four-coordinated surface O4C
2−-anions in edges and oxygen-terminated corners in 

pure MgO. Measurements are carried out at T = 298 K and p <  ∙10−6 mbar. 

UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence spectroscopy reveal that 

the optical properties of MgO / SOx powders are completely changed compared to 

pure MgO nanocubes. MgO / SOx powders have red-shifted absorption bands 

compared to pure MgO and band maxima at 4.0 eV, 5.0 eV, and 5.8 eV. Emission 

features detected employing photoluminescence spectroscopy are red-shifted and 

reduced in intensity as compared to pure MgO indicating that low-coordinated 

surface sites are modified by (SO3)
2−- and (SO4)

2−-groups. The photoluminescence 

emissions are sensitive to oxygen and therefore emitting sites are located at the 

particle surfaces. 

7.4 Summary  

Structural and optical properties of MgO nanocubes after adsorption of CS2 

and subsequent oxidation and vacuum annealing were studied. XRD and TEM reveal 

that the rock salt structure and the cubic particle morphology of MgO nanocubes 

remain unaltered upon CS2 adsorption and subsequent oxidation and vacuum 

annealing. XPS and IR spectroscopy results point to the fact that MgO surfaces are 

decorated with (SO3)
2−- or (SO4)

2−-groups, which show high thermal stability up to 
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1173 K at p < 5∙10−6 mbar. Absorption and photoluminescence properties of MgO 

nanocubes after contact with CS2 followed by vacuum annealing show profound 

changes compared to pure MgO nanocubes. MgO / SOx powders have red-shifted 

absorption bands compared to pure MgO and band maxima at 4.0 eV, 5.0 eV, and 

5.8 eV. Photoluminescence spectroscopy reveals new emission bands at 2.8 eV and 

2.5 eV, which are observed using excitation energies to address edge 

(hνEXC = 5.2 eV) and corner elements (hνEXC = 4.6 eV) in MgO. Due to the depletion 

of MgO specific emission bands one can conclude that surface sites involved in 

excitation-emission processes on pure MgO are completely modified by 

sulfur-containing groups. Such (SOx)
2−-groups can serve as preferential reaction 

centers for the attachment of molecules impinging from the gas phase on the surface 

of MgO.  

7.5 Experimental Section 

7.5.1 MgO Synthesis and CS2 Adsorption 

For the production of MgO nanoparticles we use a chemical vapor synthesis 

(CVS) procedure corresponding to the controlled evaporation and subsequent 

oxidation of alkaline earth metals under reduced pressure.[14] Stable processing 

conditions are guaranteed by separating the evaporation and oxidation zones 

spatially. The reactor system employed consists of two quartz glass tubes, which are 

placed inside a cylindrical furnace. The inner tube hosts ceramic ships with Mg grains 

(99.98%, Aldrich), which are heated to 913 K to guarantee a sufficiently high metal 

vapor pressure. An inert argon stream transports the metal vapor away from the 

evaporation zone to the end of the inner glass tube where the metal vapor meets the 

oxidizing agent coming from the outer glass tube. The exothermic oxidation reaction 

leads to a bright stable flame at the oxidation zone of the reactor and MgO 

nanoparticles are formed as a result of homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase. 

Due to continuous pumping the residence time of nuclei within the flame remains 

short enough (< 2 ms) to prevent substantial coarsening and coalescence. A by-pass 

system ensures nanoparticle collection only during the time of controlled process 

conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure, and flow rate). The total pressure in the 

CVS-reactor is kept constant at 50 ± 3 mbar over the entire production process. After 
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production, the MgO nanoparticles powder is transferred into quartz glass cells, 

which allow one to perform thermal activation of the nanoparticle powders in defined 

gas atmospheres. To obtain well-defined cubic MgO nanoparticles, the as-obtained 

MgO powder is cleaned of organic contaminants by heating to 1123 K at a rate of 

5 K·min−1 and exposing to molecular oxygen at this temperature. Then, the sample 

temperature is raised to 1173 K at pressures p < 5∙10−6 mbar and kept at this 

temperature for 1 h. 

Prior to adsorption of CS2 on MgO nanocubes, the CS2 is cleaned employing 

the freeze-pump-thaw method. The adsorption experiments are carried out at a base 

pressure of  ∙10−5 mbar using the set-up shown in Figure 7.6. In a typical experiment 

MgO nanocubes are exposed to a partial pressure of 60 mbar CS2 for 10 seconds. 

After evacuation to a pressure below  ∙10−6 mbar the powder is again subjected to 

oxidation (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, 

p <  ∙10−6 mbar).  

 

Figure 7.6: Schematic of the set-up used for the adsorption of CS2 on MgO 

nanocubes.  
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7.5.2 Spectroscopic Measurements 

X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out on a 

Perkin Elmer 5600ci spectrometer using standard Al radiation (1486.6 eV) working 

at 300 W. Samples were introduced, by a fast entry lock system, into the XPS 

analytical chamber. The working pressure was p < 510−10 mbar (510−8 Pa). The 

spectrometer was calibrated by assuming the binding energy (BE) of the Au4f7/2 line 

at 83.9 eV with respect to the Fermi level. The standard deviation for the binding 

energy values was 0.15 eV. The reported binding energies were corrected for 

charging effects with respect to the C1s line of carbon, which has a BE of 

284.6 eV.[199,211] Survey scans (187.85 pass energy, 1 eV / step, 25 ms per step) 

were obtained in the 0 eV–1300 eV range. Detailed scans (58.7 eV pass energy, 

1 eV / step, 25 ms per step) were recorded for the O1s, C1s, Mg2p, Mg1s, MgKLL, 

S2p, and S2s regions. Assignments of the peaks were carried out using the values 

reported in the Handbook of X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy[199] and in the NIST 

XPS database.[212] 

The IR experiments were performed in a cell that allows for sample activation 

at high-vacuum conditions with a base pressure below 5∙10−6 mbar. Samples in the 

form of hand-pressed, self-supporting pellets were measured in the IR transmission 

mode with a Bruker 113v spectrometer. A total of 300 scans were accumulated for 

one spectrum to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio with a spectral resolution of 

3 cm−1.  

Photoluminescence and UV diffuse reflectance measurements were carried 

out at room temperature using quartz glass cells that guarantee vacuum conditions 

better than p < 5∙10−6 mbar. UV diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired using a 

PerkinElmer Lambda 750 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere 

and then converted to absorption spectra by the Kubelka-Munk transform procedure. 

Diffuse reflectance measurements were carried out in the presence of 10 mbar O2 to 

quench surface photoluminescence emission, which would lead to too high 

reflectance values. Photoluminescence spectra were measured on an Edinburgh 

Instruments spectrometer system FSP920 using a CW 450 watt xenon arc lamp for 

excitation. The basic architecture of an Edinburgh Instruments spectrometer has the 

emission and excitation arms orientated around the sample chamber in an 
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L-geometry. The spectrometer is equipped with a double monochromator in emission 

and excitation to guarantee optimal stray light rejection. 

7.5.3 Structural Characterization  

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on a PANalytical X'Pert PRO 

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The average nanocrystal sizes were derived on 

the basis of the Scherrer equation with the assumption of cubically shaped 

nanocrystals. We used pseudo-Voigt functions to determine the full width at 

half-maximum of the three main reflexes to calculate an average nanocrystal size 

(dXRD). Small amounts of the metal oxide powders were cast on a holey carbon grid 

for investigation with a TECNAI F20 analytical TEM equipped with a field emission 

gun and an S-twin objective lens. 
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8 Exciton Formation at Solid-Solid Interfaces: a 

Systematic Experimental and Ab Initio Study on 

Compressed MgO Nanopowders  

8.1 Abstract 

An important and so far neglected class of structural elements affecting the 

overall properties of metal oxide nanopowders are interfaces between individual 

nanocrystals. In this work, we show experimentally that these defects inside a 

powder of compressed MgO nanocubes are subject to photoexcitation in the UV light 

range. In particular, we identify a so far unobserved photoluminescence emission 

process at 2.5 eV. First-principles calculations of the optical properties of nanocrystal 

interfaces provide plausible candidates for both light absorbing and emitting sites, 

which involve different types of interface features. It was found that edge dislocations 

that arise from interfaces between nanocube edges and terraces induce a significant 

electrostatic perturbation of the interfacial electronic states. This leads to exciton 

generation and luminescence at even lower energies than those related to corners 

and edges of MgO nanocubes.[189] 

8.2 Introduction 

A great deal of research on oxide nanocrystals has focused on 

structure-property relationships, which are framed in terms of the properties of 

individual nanocrystals.[213] However, in most practical applications, one deals with an 

ensemble of nanocrystals, which may exhibit properties that are quite different from 

those of individual nanocrystals. For example, oxide nanocrystal powders contain 

heterogeneous distributions of nanocrystal size, shape, and composition.[19,20,47,48] 

Heterogeneity is often cited as an important factor in determining the properties of 

such powders.[31,89] However, another important factor is the presence of interfaces 

between nanocrystals, which can also modify functionality.[49–51,214] In the context of 
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nanocrystalline ceramics, the critical role of interfaces (i.e., grain boundaries) for ionic 

and electronic conduction processes is well appreciated.[215,216] However, much less 

is known about the role of solid-solid interfaces inside nanocrystal networks of ionic 

insulators.[189,217] 

As well as being an important issue for catalysis, sensing, and solid state 

ionics, understanding the role of interfaces is important for materials 

characterization.[218–220] For example, to probe the electronic properties of oxide 

nanocrystals spectroscopically, as-formed powders are often pressed into 

pellets.[11,134,221,222] However, pressing nanopowders is also associated with the 

generation of additional solid-solid interfaces. In turn, these interface defects may 

introduce additional spectroscopic features, which may not be representative of the 

properties of the loose powder. Therefore, nanocrystal interfaces can complicate 

interpretation of the link between single nanocrystal structure and properties. In a 

recent letter, we highlighted these issues by demonstrating that compression of MgO 

powders to high density (~50% of the theoretical maximum) leads to changes in their 

optical absorption spectra, which can be attributed to interfaces between MgO 

nanocrystals.[20,189] 

To overcome the complexities in examining and understanding solid-solid 

interface effects, it is desirable to have a system of nanocrystals that exhibit narrow 

distributions of size, structure, and morphology. This allows one to test the effect of 

powder density and, thus, the concentration of solid-solid interfaces on the overall 

electronic, chemical, and optical ensemble properties. We achieve this using a 

chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) procedure.[14] The MgO nanocrystals formed in this 

way are cubic, exposing low index (001) facets with low-coordinated ions at edges, 

4-fold-coordinated (4C), and corners, 3-fold-coordinated (3C). MgO nanopowders 

have also been the subject of numerous previous investigations[11,16,24,223,224] and are 

perhaps one of the best understood ceramic nanomaterials.[50,98,225] In previous work, 

a variety of spectroscopic techniques[11,26–28,101] as well as first-principles theoretical 

calculations[19–23] have been used to investigate the electronic properties of MgO 

nanocrystals formed by CVS. UV diffuse reflectance spectroscopy reveals two 

absorption bands far below the bulk absorption threshold of MgO, which have been 

attributed to corner (4.6 eV) and edge sites (5.2 eV). Photoluminescence 

spectroscopy detects two closely spaced emission bands at 3.4 eV and 3.2 eV, which 
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result from photoexcitation of corners and edges, respectively.[60] On the basis of 

these results, it is usually assumed that photons with sub-band gap energy 

exclusively excite low-coordinated surface sites.[11,21,28,60,189] 

In this work, we build upon our previous work by investigating systematically 

how the optical absorption spectra of compressed MgO nanopowders change as the 

powder density is varied between less than 1% and 50%. For the first time, we report 

a so far unknown photoluminescence emission process that results from the 

photoexcitation of nanocrystal interfaces. Together with complementary theoretical 

calculations, this study provides a detailed picture of the electronic and optical 

properties of nanocrystal interfaces in MgO powders. Taking a different perspective, 

systematically increasing the density of a powder in a controlled way allows one to 

monitor changes in structure and properties as one transforms the system from a 

collection of loosely bound nanocrystals to a dense nanocrystalline ceramic. 

Therefore, this approach can provide insight into the structural and electronic 

properties of extended defects in such systems that are suspected to play an 

important role in electronic and ionic transport properties.[189] 

8.3 Results and Discussion 

8.3.1 Structural Characterization of MgO Powders 

MgO nanocubes prepared by chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) and subsequent 

thermal annealing in vacuum and in oxygen atmosphere can be characterized as a 

nanocrystal ensemble with a density < 1% of the bulk MgO density 

(ρMgO = 3580 kg·m−3). These powders consist of agglomerated nanocrystals of cubic 

morphology, an average edge length of approximately 6 nm, and of low 

concentrations of solid-solid interfaces, as determined with a combination of 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and N2 sorption 

analysis. Upon compaction of MgO, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis 

shows that pellets that are formed consist of polycrystalline aggregates with sizes up 

to 10 m (Figure 8.1a). They exhibit a rough surface structure and are further 

comprised of entities of several 100 nm in size (Figure 8.1b). TEM clearly 

demonstrates that cubic MgO nanocrystals are the primary building blocks of these 
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larger aggregates (Figure 8.1c, d). Analysis of the TEM images reveals typical edge 

lengths in the range between 8 nm and 12 nm.[20,189] 

 

Figure 8.1: Scanning electron microscopy (a and b) and transmission electron 

microscopy images (c and d) of compressed MgO nanocrystal powders (ρ = 50%) 

after oxidation and vacuum annealing. The MgO powder ensemble consists of larger 

aggregates with sizes up to 10 m. The primary building blocks of the powder are 

MgO nanocrystals of cubic morphology.[189] 

X-ray diffraction patterns confirm the cubic rock salt structure for MgO 

nanopowders of all powder densities (Figure 8.2a). Using the Scherrer equation, the 

average size of nanocrystals was determined from reflex broadening. With increasing 

density, we observe an increase of the average crystallite size from 7.6 nm ± 1.0 nm 

to 11.1 nm ± 1.0 nm for samples with a relative density of < 1% and 50%, 

respectively (Table 8.1). For MgO powders with a ρMgO < 1% and ρMgO = 15% we did 

not observe any significant difference in crystallite size, whereas for samples with 
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ρMgO = 30% and ρMgO = 50% crystallites were found to have grown to approximately 

11.0 nm ± 1.0 nm as a result of thermal treatment.[189] 

 

Figure 8.2: (a) XRD patterns and (b) pore size distribution plots derived from N2 

sorption analysis on MgO powders with relative densities in the range between < 1% 

and 50% and thus of different levels of aggregation. (c) Specific surface area 

determined using the BET model for the analysis of N2 sorption isotherms (SBET) or 

derived from the average nanocrystal sizes (SXRD). After normalization of the 

respective values (d), they reveal the amount of interface area.[189] 
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Table 8.1: Average nanocrystal sizes determined using the Scherrer equation (dXRD), 

specific surface area calculated from average nanocrystal sizes (SXRD), specific 

surface area determined from N2 adsorption (SBET), and the resulting interface 

area.[189] 

 ρMgO < 1% ρMgO = 15% ρMgO = 30% ρMgO = 50% 

dXRD / nm 7.6 ± 1.0 8.4 ± 1.0 12.0 ± 1.0 11.1 ± 1.0 

SXRD / m²·g−1 221 ± 29 200 ± 24 140 ± 12 151 ± 14 

Normalized SXRD / m²·g−1 303 ± 40 274 ± 33 191 ± 16 207 ± 19 

SBET / m²·g−1 303 ± 30 292 ± 29 163 ± 16 108 ± 10 

Interface area (SXRD − SBET) / m²·g−1 --- --- --- 99 

To determine pore size distribution and specific surface areas, we measured 

N2 sorption isotherms and applied the BJH-[226] and the BET-model,[37]respectively 

(Chapter 8.7, Figures S1a–d). For an uncompressed nanocrystal powder (ρMgO < 1%) 

we determined a broad pore size distribution, which is consistent with previous 

observations on nanocrystal agglomerates with low concentrations of solid-solid 

nanocrystal interfaces (Figure 8.2b). As the MgO density increases, the maxima of 

the pore size distributions shift to lower pore sizes. In the case of the compressed 

powders, this points to formation of a nanocrystalline network containing numerous 

interfaces. The analysis of the specific surface area (SBET) shows a reduction from 

303 m2·g−1 for MgO samples with ρMgO < 1% to 108 m2·g−1 for samples with 

ρMgO = 50%. Part of the specific surface area loss of 195 m2·g−1 results from the 

increase in nanocrystal size. Another contribution arises from interface area between 

nanocrystals, which increases at the expense of surface area. As concluded from the 

high porosity of the powder samples, the contribution from internal voids is expected 

to be small and will be neglected in the following analysis.[189] 

The following calculation was performed to discriminate between crystal 

coarsening and solid-solid interface formation as contributions to surface area loss: 

first, we used the values for the average crystallite domain sizes as determined by 

XRD (dXRD) and calculated the specific surface area (gray bars in Figure 8.2c). For 

this purpose, we assumed isolated cubic nanocrystals and used the following 

expression: SXRD = 6 / d ∙ MgO (Table 8.1). Direct comparison between the XRD- and 

BET-determined surface areas is difficult due to the different types of approximation 
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that are involved (for further discussions, see Chapter 8.7). However, because for 

MgO powders with a density < 1% we expect the presence of isolated cubic 

nanocrystals, we can obtain a normalizing factor by equating SXRD and SBET. In this 

way, the difference (SXRD - SBET) provides a proportional measure of the interface 

area. In this way, we obtained for MgO samples with a relative density of 50% an 

interface area of 99 m2·g−1. In other words, ∼50% of the nanocrystals surfaces in this 

powder are in direct contact with other nanocrystals. For compressed powders with a 

ρMgO = 15% and 30% no significant amount of interface area was determined. In 

addition to interface area, we also determined crystal / domain size using the 

combination of TEM, XRD, and N2-sorption analysis. Upon compaction of MgO, all 

three methods consistently indicate that the average crystallite size is increasing. 

Powders with ρMgO < 1% are associated with average crystallite sizes of 7.6 nm as 

compared to powders with ρMgO = 50% with 11.0 nm. The respective growth in 

average crystallite size corresponds to a crystal volume increase by a factor of 3. In 

other words, on increasing the relative density from < 1% to 50% on average three 

crystallites coalesce to form a single crystallite. Annealing induced mass transport is 

facilitated through pressing, which increases crystal contacts and enables diffusion 

along crystal interfaces.[189] 

8.3.2 UV Diffuse Reflectance Spectra of MgO Powders 

Figure 8.3a compares UV diffuse reflectance spectra of powders with relative 

densities of < 1% and 15%, respectively. Both samples consist of nanocrystals with 

comparable edge lengths and, consequently, with comparable ratios of corner to 

edge features (Table 8.1). For Mg  powders with ρMgO < 1% it has been shown that 

the 4.6 eV and 5.2 eV absorption bands are related to low-coordinated corner and 

edge elements, respectively.[39,60] Upon powder compression to ρMgO = 15% the 

relative intensities of the absorption bands are changed. This may indicate either a 

change in the relative concentration of absorbing features or the modification of their 

electronic structure. By examining the difference between the two spectra, one can 

separate out the contribution to the absorptions in the energy range 4.0 eV–5.5 eV 

due to interfaces (Chapter 8.7, Figure 8.3b, and reference. [20]). Crystallite size 

effects can be excluded as the origin of the emerging absorption bands because, 

with respect to powders with ρMgO < 1%, crystal size and specific surface area of the 
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powder with ρMgO = 15% are retained (Table 8.1). Apparently, changes in the 

electronic structure caused by microstructural modifications of the crystal ensemble 

can be tracked with UV diffuse reflectance spectroscopy but escape detection by 

X-ray diffraction or N2 sorption analysis. Moreover, it is shown that as the size of the 

nanocrystals increases, the concentration of corner ions is decreased. This is 

reflected by the observation that the absorption band at 4.6 eV is essentially absent 

for 10 nm MgO nanocube powders with a relative density of < 1%.[20] However, 

powders of slightly larger and compressed MgO nanocubes exhibit UV absorptions 

that extend significantly into the energy range below 5.0 eV, indicating substantial 

changes in the electronic structure induced by the introduction of nanocrystals 

interfaces (see Chapter 8.7, Figure S8.2, and reference [20]). Residual surface 

hydroxyls can be excluded as the source for the new absorption bands, because, if 

present, such adsorbates would decrease the sample absorption in this energy range 

rather than increasing it.[21] Some of the new bands introduced by interfaces overlap 

with bands that are associated with low-coordinated surface ions at undisturbed 

crystal surfaces.[189] 

 

Figure 8.3: (a) UV diffuse reflectance spectra for MgO powder samples with a 

relative density of < 1% and 15%. Average crystallite sizes were determined form 

reflex broadening using the Scherrer equation. (b) Difference between the spectra 

obtained for MgO powders with ρ < 1% and ρ = 15%.[189] 
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8.3.3 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is employed to explore the influence of 

solid-solid interfaces on the excitation and emission properties of MgO crystal 

ensembles. On MgO powders with ρ < 1% and pronounced corner and edge 

features, two closely spaced emission bands peak at 3.2 eV (380 nm) and 3.4 eV 

(370 nm) resulting from excitation of oxygen-terminated corners (hexc = 4.6 eV, 

quantum yield = 0.05 ± 0.02) and from excitation of 4-coordinated surface anions in 

edges (hexc = 5.2 eV, quantum yield = 0.20 ± 0.05), respectively (see Chapter 8.7, 

and reference [60]). Compressed Mg  powders with ρMgO = 50% display emission 

bands, which are consistent with those observed on uncompressed powders (see 

Chapter 8.7).[189] 

 

Figure 8.4: (a) Photoluminescence emission spectra acquired upon excitation at 

hEXC = 4.0 eV and (b) excitation spectra related to the PL-emission hEM = 2.4 eV. 

The spectra were recorded on Mg  powders with ρMgO < 1% and ρMgO = 50% at 

room temperature and p < 5·10−6 mbar.[189] 

A detailed comparison of photoluminescence emission and excitation 

properties between compressed and uncompressed powder samples (see 

Chapter 8.7) reveals that excitation in the energy range between 3.5 eV and 5.0 eV 

results in an emission feature at 2.5 eV (Figure 8.4a) that is exclusively observed in 

compressed samples. Uncompressed Mg  powders (ρMgO < 1%) do not show a 

corresponding photoluminescence emission at all (Figure 8.4a), which leads to the 
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conclusion that excitation at 4.0 eV and emission at 2.5 eV are directly linked to 

solid-solid interfaces (Figure 8.4b). Upon addition of 10 mbar of molecular oxygen, 

the observed emission process is completely quenched. This indicates that the 

emission site must be accessible to gas-phase species and therefore is attributed to 

the surface of the compressed powder. Residual hydroxyls can be excluded as the 

origin of the observed excitation-emission couple, because it was shown previously 

that hydroxylation of MgO nanocube corners leads to an emission feature at 

2.9 eV.[21] Furthermore, we performed control experiments with MgO powder samples 

that had been exposed to the ambient and annealed in vacuum to 873 K thereafter. 

On both samples, the corresponding procedure leads to surface hydroxyls that were 

characterized in detail in the past.[21,202] Monochromatic excitation at 4.0 eV produces 

emission bands with maxima at 2.7 eV for hydroxylated samples with ρMgO = 50% and 

2.8 eV for those with ρMgO < 1% (Chapter 8.7, Figure S8.6a).[189] 

8.3.4 Theoretical Models of MgO Nanocrystals and Interfaces 

The structural characterization discussed above indicates that the main effect 

of powder compression and annealing is to reduce the size of voids in the powder by 

forcing the nanocrystals to reorganize, forming a more dense nanocrystal network 

containing more interfaces (as shown schematically in Figure 8.5a). This 

transformation may involve a number of interrelated processes such as rotation and 

translation of nanocrystals, mass transfer between the nanocrystals resulting in size 

change, and growth of grain boundaries between nanocrystals. The TEM and XRD 

results show that the constituent nanocrystals remain cubic and crystalline, although 

there is an increase in their average size, indicating some degree of sintering.[189] 

It is difficult to deduce the precise structure of interfaces between the 

nanocrystals due to the projected nature of the images, which integrate over many 

nanocrystals as well as because of the small size. Previous TEM studies on larger 

MgO nanocrystals (d ~ 50–100 nm) have obtained images of individual interfaces, 

either between nanocrystals[227] or between nanocrystals and a crystalline 

substrate.[228] These results suggest that the most common type of interface between 

cubic MgO nanocrystals involves the commensurate contact between their (001) 

facets. This is consistent with the high stability of such interfaces. However, there are 

also a smaller number of interfaces between nanocrystals, which are rotated with 
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respect to each other as well as interfaces involving the contact of nanocrystals along 

edges or at corners.[189] 

 

Figure 8.5: (a) Model for changes in powder structure on compression. (b) Structural 

features at the interface between adjoined nanocrystals that are commensurate, 

(c) rotated about an axis perpendicular to the (001) interface plane (twist) and 

(d) rotated about an axis parallel to the (001) interface plane (tilt).[189] 

To provide atomistic models for interfaces in the MgO powders, we performed 

theoretical calculations of possible metastable configurations of two adjoined MgO 

nanocrystals. We consider interfaces between cubic nanocrystals, each containing 

1000 ions (~ 2 nm diameter), and describe the interionic interactions using the shell 

model potential (see Chapter 8.6). Adjoined nanocrystal configurations were obtained 

by initially orienting and translating nanocrystals with respect to each other before 

relaxing the structure into various local energy minima. Three representative types of 

interface are shown in Figure 8.5. The first and most stable is a commensurate 

interface between two nanocrystals contacting by their (001) facets (Figure 8.5b). 
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The second has one of the nanocrystals rotated by 36° about an axis perpendicular 

to the interfacial (001) plane (Figure 8.5c). The final interface has one of the 

nanocrystals rotated by 45° about an axis parallel to the interface (001) plane 

(Figure 8.5d). For this last interface, stability is enhanced by removing a column of 

ions from one of the nanocrystals near the region of contact. The resulting interface 

consists of an edge dislocation, which is aligned along the line of contact between 

the nanocrystals. We find all three interfaces represent stable local minimum in the 

potential energy surface with positive adhesion energy. The rotated interfaces are 

less strongly bound than the commensurate one; however, they may all be present in 

compressed powders where the free rotation of nanocrystals may be hindered by the 

presence of adjacent nanocrystals.[189] 

The two examples of interfaces between rotated nanocrystals (Figures 8.5c, d) 

are analogues of twist and tilt grain boundary defects. Grain boundaries are usually 

considered as extended two-dimensional defects.[229] However, analogous interfaces 

between nanocrystals may exhibit a range of zero-, one-, and two-dimensional (2D) 

defects due to their finite size and defined shape. For example, the 0D corner-terrace 

feature is formed at the contact point between the corner of one nanocrystal and the 

(001) terrace of another (Figure 8.5). 1D edge-terrace features are present in all 

three interfaces depicted in Figure 8.5, although their atomic scale structure is quite 

different in each case. In grain boundary terminology, the commensurate interface 

shown in Figure 8.5b is an example of a Σ1 interface, that is, as an extended defect, 

it would simply correspond to a perfect crystal. However, as an interface between 

finite nanocrystals, it introduces a number of interfacial features at the periphery of 

the nanocrystal region of contact. In addition to features formed at contact points 

between nanocrystals, the surface features of individual nanocrystals (i.e., the corner, 

edge, and terrace) are indicated in Figures 8.5b–d. While in general, the structure of 

nanopowders may be quite complicated, we expect they should be predominantly 

built from these fundamental structural features (although in a real nanopowder there 

will be a distribution of angles between adjacent nanocrystals). Therefore, these 

models form the basis for the first-principles calculations which are used to help 

interpret the experimentally determined absorption spectra.[189] 
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8.3.5 Calculation of Excitation Spectra 

To calculate the electronic and optical properties of the MgO nanocrystals, we 

employ the embedded cluster method (see Chapter 8.6) and calculate excitation 

spectra using time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT). To calculate 

excitation spectra for the various features identified in Figure 8.5b–d, quantum 

clusters were constructed that were sufficiently large to ensure accurate description 

of the surface and interface electronic states participating in the electronic transitions. 

Table 8.2 lists all of the features considered together with the size of the quantum 

cluster. The quantum clusters are embedded in a classical region, which contains all 

remaining atoms (2000 atoms in total). Prior to calculation of excitation energies, the 

structure of the entire system (including all quantum and classical ions) is optimized 

self-consistently (see Chapter 8.6). The largest quantum cluster we considered 

contained 73 atoms treated at an all electron level (730 electrons in total), spanning a 

region ∼1 nm3, which was described using 1723 basis functions. For this cluster, we 

computed 50 excited states using TD-DFT, a calculation that was only possible 

through the use of the highly parallelized NWCHEM code.[189] 
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Table 8.2: For each feature that is considered (Figure 8.5 b–d) using the embedded 

cluster method, the composition of the quantum cluster including interface Mg* ions is 

given, together with the characteristic dimensions of the quantum cluster.[189] 

Feature 
Composition of 

quantum cluster 

Characteristic dimensions 

of quantum cluster 

Features of individual nanocrystals (Fig. 8.5b) 

Mg Corner Mg32O32Mg*67* 6×6×6 Å 

O Corner Mg32O32Mg*66 6×6×6 Å 

Edge Mg24O24Mg*98 16×4×4 Å 

Terrace Mg16O16Mg*92 4×4×2 Å 

Interfaces between adjoined nanocrystals 

Commensurate Interfaces (Fig. 8.5b) 

Mg Corner-terrace Mg34O34Mg*130 8×8×8 Å 

O Corner-terrace Mg34O34Mg*139 8×8×8 Å 

Edge-intersection Mg36O36Mg*215 10×10×10 Å 

Edge-terrace Mg24O24Mg*117 6×6×6 Å 

Rotated about an axis perpendicular to the (001) interface plane (Fig. 

8.5c) Edge-terrace (twist) Mg36O34Mg*153 8×8×9 Å 

O Corner-terrace Mg36O37Mg*120 10×10×9 Å 

Rotated about an axis parallel to the (001) interface plane (Fig. 8.5d) 

Edge-terrace (tilt) Mg32O31Mg*95 10×8×4 Å 

The UV diffuse-reflection spectra of low density powders should be dominated 

by the excitation of corner, edge, and terrace features, that is, structural elements 

associated with individual nanocrystals rather than interfaces. Therefore, to simulate 

the absorption spectra, we sum the individual contributions weighted in proportion to 

the number of corner, edge, and terrace sites in the powder. One can either 

determine these weights from atomistic models, or use them as fitting parameters if 

comparing to an experimental spectrum.[24] Figure 8.6a shows the simulated spectra 

of an isolated 2 nm nanocrystal, where we used the proportion of various surface 
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sites appropriate for cubic nanocrystals. In these spectra, one can identify a very 

weak feature at 3.8 eV (not shown) and a more intense peak at 4.7 eV. Both of these 

features are associated with localized excitations at corner ions. At higher energies, 

contributions from edges in the range 5.0 eV–5.5 eV partly overlap with terrace 

excitations peaking near 5.8 eV. This simulated spectrum provides very good 

agreement with the measured spectra for MgO powders with ρMgO < 1%.[189] 

On increasing the density of the powder, the contribution from interface 

features to the UV absorption should increase. To test this hypothesis, we calculate 

the excitation spectra of various structural features formed at the interface between 

MgO nanocrystals, including corner-terrace, edge-terrace, and edge-intersection 

features (as shown in Figures 8.5c, d). All interfaces considered contribute 

excitations in the range 4.2 eV–5.4 eV (Figure 8.6b and Chapter 8.7, Figure S8.7), 

consistent with the experimental result. However, one should be careful in making a 

direct comparison between the experimental and calculated spectra in Figure 8.6a. 

This is because the quantum clusters for interface features also overlap to some 

extent with adjacent edge and terraces of the nanocrystals. Therefore, the calculated 

excitation energies for points of contact between nanocrystals include some 

electronic transitions; which are related to edge and terrace features. This adds 

additional weight to the calculated spectra at higher energies. The experimental 

subtraction procedure (Figure 8.3b) provides an elegant way to remove these 

contributions and obtain the excitations only due to interfaces. However, it is difficult 

to perform an analogous subtraction for the calculated spectra. The lowest energy 

interface excitation predicted theoretically is at 4.3 eV, which overlaps with the 

maximum in the experimental excitation spectra (Figure 8.6b). While we have 

considered a wide range of interface features theoretically, we cannot exclude the 

possibility that other types of interface may have even lower excitation energies. 

Nevertheless, the theoretical calculations are consistent with the interpretation that 

interfaces are responsible for the new absorption feature. Furthermore, as the density 

increases, the total area of free terrace is reduced (as shown by N2-sorption 

measurements); therefore, one should expect a reduction in the intensity associated 

with terraces. The calculations predict that this depression will occur at 5.8 eV (i.e., 

the position of the peak in absorption due to terraces, Figure 8.6a). Because detector 

sensitivity limits at these energies, however, this prediction cannot be unambiguously 

corroborated by experiment.[189] 
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Figure 8.6: (a) Experimental (dashed line) and theoretically simulated spectra (solid 

lines) for low density MgO powder with dominant contributions from corners, edges, 

and terraces. (b) Experimental excitation spectrum (dashed line) of the interfaces 

related emission feature at 2.5 eV in comparison to simulated excitation spectra 

(solid lines) for various interface features formed between commensurate and rotated 

nanocrystals (Figure 8.5b–d).[189] 

8.3.6 Model of Photoluminescence in Compressed MgO 

Nanopowders 

It is extremely challenging to calculate photoluminescence emission spectra 

theoretically.[21] This is because to do this reliably and accurately requires methods to 

describe the time evolution of excited electronic states, including coupling to lattice 

vibrations. The calculation of forces remains challenging for excited states and this is 

a serious obstacle to modeling photoluminescence processes. Furthermore, in many 

cases of interest, excitons may diffuse over relatively long distances, which is a 

problem for many quantum mechanical methods that are limited in how many atoms 

can be handled. For example, absorption of a photon by the edge of an MgO 

nanocrystal can create an electron-hole pair (exciton). The exciton may diffuse 

several nanometers before recombining radiatively, for example; at a corner, giving 

rise to photoluminescence. For complex nanostructured systems, such as powders, 

the number of potential photoluminescence processes following excitation is 

immense. However, by comparing experimental photoluminescence excitation 

spectra for particular emission energies with theoretically calculated excitation 
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spectra; it is possible to obtain some insight into to the structural features which play 

a role in photoluminescence processes.[189] 

Figure 8.7 shows a comparison between experimentally determined excitation 

spectra that correspond to the PL-emission spectra at 2.4 eV, 3.2 eV and 4.0 eV 

(solid lines) and those predicted by theory. The emission band at 2.4 eV is only 

observed in compressed powders (section 8.3.3), and one may expect the 

corresponding excitation spectra to be related to interface features. The theoretically 

calculated range of absorption due to interfaces (horizontal bar in Figure 8.7, top 

panel) is consistent with the experimentally observed excitation spectrum, which 

supports our model. The other two emission energies at 3.2 eV and 4.0 eV are 

observed in compressed as well as in uncompressed powder samples. From the 

good agreement between experiment and theoretical predictions (Figures 8.6a and 

8.7, middle panel), we conclude that the emission at 3.2 eV is related to the excitation 

of corner features. To leave out contributions from corner excitations, the emission 

energy of 4.0 eV was chosen for the acquisition of an excitation spectrum that is 

related to edges (Figure 8.7, bottom panel).[21,39] Prior to this study, it had been 

assumed the topological features with the lowest excitation energy are those of 

lowest coordination, that is, corners.[11,21,28,60] However, the excitation spectra on 

compressed powders indicate that there are interface related features that can be 

excited with photons of lower energy than that needed to excite corners (Figure 8.7, 

top panel).[189] 
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of experimentally and theoretically obtained excitation data 

for a MgO sample. The experimental data correspond to a MgO nanocrystals sample 

with a relative density of 50%.[189] 

The theoretically calculated excitation spectra provide some insight into the 

types of interface feature that may be responsible for the red-shifted absorption 

observed experimentally. While each topological feature has an associated spectrum 

of excitation energies (Figure 8.6), in the following we focus only on the lowest 

energy excitation. This permits a more straightforward comparison between the 

optical properties of different features because in all cases the lowest excitation is 

localized at the topological feature in question (e.g., corner or corner-terrace), 

whereas higher energy excitations may have contributions from neighboring 

topological features. Figure 8.8a shows the electron and hole components of the 

lowest energy exciton at the oxygen terminated corner (3.8 eV). The transition 

involves excitation of an electron from a state localized near the 3C oxygen ion to a 

diffuse electronic state localized near surface cations (see also Figure 8.8d). The O 

terminated corner-terrace feature (Figure 8.5b) results from bringing a second 

nanocrystal into contact with the corner feature. Figure 8.8b shows the lowest energy 

exciton for this feature. It is qualitatively similar to that of the free corner, with the hole 
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component localized on the corner site. However, the corner ion at this interface is 

coordinated to four cations. As a result, the exciton energy is increased by 1 eV to 

4.7 eV (which is mainly due to an increase in the energy of the unoccupied electron 

level; see Figure 8.8d).[189] 

The general trend predicted for most of the interfaces considered is that 

excitation energies increase on formation of an interface. However, the edge-terrace 

(tilt) feature formed at the interface shown in Figure 8.5d is one exception. Unlike the 

other interfaces, this one involves an edge dislocation. As a consequence, the 

electrostatic potential on ions near the dislocation core is significantly perturbed with 

respect to bulk-like ions. This effect is illustrated by examining the lowest energy 

exciton for this interface (Figure 8.8c). The hole component is localized on one of the 

oxygen ions near the dislocation in a qualitatively similar way to that seen for the free 

corner. However, this oxygen ion in this case is coordinated to four cations rather 

than three. It is the electrostatic perturbation near the dislocation that stabilizes the 

hole, rather than under-coordination. The excitation energy for this exciton is 4.3 eV 

(much lower than that of the terrace or edge feature in isolation).[189] 

While it is difficult to conclusively demonstrate which interface features are 

responsible for the observed red-shifted excitation and luminescence, we can make 

some qualitative conclusions based on these results. First, interfaces formed by 

joining two nanocrystals by their (001) facets (e.g., Figures 8.5b, c) expose a range of 

features that can contribute to absorption, mainly in the range 4.5 eV–5.5 eV. 

Interfaces between nanocrystals of the type shown in Figure 8.5d, which involve 

dislocation defects, induce a more significant electrostatic perturbation to the 

interfacial electronic states and as a result may allow exciton creation and 

luminescence at much lower energies.[189] 
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Figure 8.8: (a) Lowest energy exciton of the corner feature (oxygen terminated). 

Isosurfaces of the electron (blue) and hole (orange) components of the exciton 

wavefunction are shown. (b) Lowest energy exciton of the corner-terrace feature, 

which is qualitatively similar to the corner and localized at the point of contact. 

(c) Lowest energy exciton of the edge-terrace feature shown in Figure 8.5d. 

(d) Energies of the electron and hole states involved in the excitations shown in 

(a)–(c) relative to the vacuum level.[189] 

8.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this study, we have generated powders of compressed MgO nanocrystals 

with relative densities of up to 50% by application of uniaxial pressure. By varying the 

applied pressure, MgO nanocrystal networks with tailored average pore diameters 

can be produced (Figure 8.2b). We find that following compression, the cubic 

morphology of the primary building blocks, MgO nanocubes, is retained (Figure 8.1). 

MgO powders compressed to a relative density of 15% already display a new 

absorption band, which can be attributed to the presence of interfaces. However, 

combining X-ray diffraction and N2 sorption analysis, we do not detect a significant 
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increase in interface area. This suggests that most of the interfaces present in this 

powder involve line contacts between nanocrystals (like that shown in Figure 8.5d) or 

only small overlap of nanocrystal facets. Complementary theoretical calculations on 

these types of interface feature are consistent with the position of the new absorption 

band supporting this interpretation. For powders compressed to higher densities, 

X-ray diffraction and N2-sorption analysis reveals a substantial increase in interface 

area, consistent with the formation of interfaces between nanocrystals, which have 

large areas of overlap.[20,189] 

In addition to the changes in absorption spectra, we observe a new low energy 

photoluminescence feature, which is only present in compressed powders. This 

emission process is completely quenched upon addition of 10 mbar of molecular 

oxygen to the sample. Therefore, the light emitting sites must involve interface 

structures, which are accessible to molecular oxygen. However, the fact that the 

photoluminescence emission is red-shifted as compared to a MgO powder with 

ρ < 1% is at odds with the usual picture that the lowest energy excitons are related to 

low-coordination features at surfaces. Our theoretical calculations provide a possible 

model for this effect, which involves dislocation defects formed at the interface 

between nanocrystals. The strong electrostatic perturbation near the dislocation is 

sufficient to induce strong electron and hole trapping and a corresponding reduction 

in the exciton energy.[189] 

This study shows how interfaces between nanocrystals in powders can induce 

new electronic states leading to a qualitative modification of spectroscopic properties. 

While this is very important from the point of view of powder characterization, it also 

provides valuable information relevant for diverse oxide nanocrystal applications, 

where the transport of electrons, holes, and excitons is critical for achieving optimal 

performance. Another way to view compression of a powder is that it provides a 

different perspective on polycrystalline materials. By gradually compressing a 

powder, one gradually forms a polycrystalline material from well-defined precursor 

nanocrystals. The spectroscopic and structural characterization of such powders can 

provide useful insight into the electronic properties of grain boundaries, which have 

been implicated in many important effects in electronics and magnetism, but are 

difficult to probe using other techniques.[189] 
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8.5 Experimental Section 

8.5.1 MgO Nanocrystal Synthesis 

For the production of MgO nanocrystals, we use a chemical vapor synthesis 

(CVS) procedure corresponding to the controlled evaporation and subsequent 

oxidation of alkaline earth metals under reduced pressure.[14] Stable processing 

conditions are guaranteed by separating the evaporation and oxidation zones 

spatially. The reactor system employed consists of two quartz glass tubes, which are 

placed inside a cylindrical furnace. The inner tube hosts ceramic ships with Mg grains 

(99.98%, Aldrich), which are heated to 913 K to guarantee a sufficiently high metal 

vapor pressure. An inert argon stream transports the metal vapor away from the 

evaporation zone to the end of the inner glass tube where the metal vapor meets the 

oxidizing agent coming from the outer glass tube. The exothermic oxidation reaction 

leads to a bright stable flame at the oxidation zone of the reactor, and MgO 

nanocrystals are formed as a result of homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase. 

Because of continuous Ar flow and pumping at the rector end, the residence time of 

nuclei within the flame remains short enough (< 2 ms) to prevent substantial 

coarsening and coalescence. A bypass system ensures nanocrystal collection only 

during the time of controlled process conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure, and flow 

rate). The total pressure in the CVS-reactor is kept constant at 50 ± 3 mbar over the 

entire production process.[189] 

8.5.2 Powder Compression and Thermal Activation 

After production, the MgO nanocrystal powder is transferred into quartz glass 

cells, which allow one to perform thermal activation of the nanocrystal powders in 

defined gas atmospheres. To obtain well-defined cubic MgO nanocrystals, the 

as-obtained MgO powder is cleaned of organic contaminants by heating to 1123 K at 

a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposing to molecular oxygen at this temperature. Next, the 

sample temperature is raised to 1173 K at pressures p < 5∙10−6 mbar and kept at this 

temperature for 5 h until full dehydroxylation of the sample surface is achieved. This 

procedure forms low-density powders (less than 1% of the bulk MgO density, 

ρMgO = 3580 kg·m−3), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) demonstrates they 
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consist of agglomerated cubic nanocrystals. A defined mass of the powder is 

transferred into a 0.05 cm3 cavity, and a hydraulic press is used to compact the 

powder. By varying the pressure applied, compressed powders of densities up to 

50% can be obtained in a controlled and reproducible way (Table 8.3). After being 

pressed, the MgO pellets were subjected to oxidation in 10 mbar oxygen at 1123 K 

for 10 minutes and an additional vacuum annealing procedure at 1173 K for 5 h at 

pressures below  ∙10−6 mbar.[189] 

Table 8.3: Nanocrystalline MgO pellets produced by applying different uniaxial 

pressures. The relative density of the pellet (ρMgO) is given as a fraction of the density 

of a MgO single crystal (3580 kg·m−3).[189] 

Pressure / Pa ρMgO / % 

0 < 1 

 ∙107 15 

1∙108 30 

1.7∙108 50 

8.5.3 Structural Characterization of Powders 

X-ray diffraction patterns were collected on a PANalytical X'Pert PRO 

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The average nanocrystal sizes were derived on 

the basis of the Scherrer equation with the assumption of cubically shaped 

nanocrystals. We used pseudo-Voigt functions to determine the full width at 

half-maximum of the three main reflexes to calculate an average nanocrystal size 

(dXRD).[189] 

Nitrogen sorption isotherms were obtained at 77 K using an adsorption 

porosimeter (Micromeritics ASAP 2020). Samples were outgassed for 6 h in the 

degas unit of the adsorption apparatus at 473 K under vacuum prior to analysis. The 

BET surface area (SBET) was evaluated using adsorption data in a relative pressure 

range p / p0 of 0.05–0.2. Small amounts of the metal oxide powders were cast on a 

holey carbon grid for investigation with a TECNAI F20 analytical TEM equipped with 

a field emission gun and an S-twin objective lens.[189] 
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8.5.4 Photoluminescence and UV Diffuse Reflectance 

Photoluminescence and UV diffuse reflectance measurements were carried 

out at room temperature using quartz glass cells that guarantee vacuum conditions 

better than  ∙10−6 mbar. UV diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired in the 

presence of 10 mbar of O2 using a PerkinElmer Lambda 15 spectrophotometer, 

equipped with an integrating sphere and then converted to absorption spectra by the 

Kubelka-Munk transform procedure. There are differences in penetration depth of 

light into the powder due to the different densities of the samples; therefore, for a 

qualitative comparison of different absorption features, spectra shown below are 

normalized with respect to their maximum reflectance value. Photoluminescence 

spectra were measured on an Edinburgh Instruments spectrometer system FSP920 

using a CW 450 watt xenon arc lamp for excitation. The basic architecture of an 

Edinburgh Instruments spectrometer has the emission and excitation arms oriented 

around the sample chamber in an L-geometry. The spectrometer is equipped with a 

double monochromator in emission and excitation to guarantee optimal stray light 

rejection.[189] 

8.6 Computational Method 

We employ two complementary approaches to model the properties of MgO 

nanocrystals theoretically. To predict the atomic-scale structure of MgO nanocrystals 

and interfaces between nanocrystals, we employ empirical interatomic potentials. In 

particular, we describe the interionic interactions using the polarizable shell model 

potential, which has been shown to be reliable for modeling MgO defects, surfaces, 

and nanostructures in many previous studies.[230] The main advantage of interatomic 

potentials is that they are computationally inexpensive, allowing nanocrystals of 

realistic size (i.e., nanometers) to be modeled. However, they do not allow for 

prediction of electronic or optical properties.[189] 

To predict the electronic and optical properties of MgO nanocrystals, and to 

complement the interatomic potential calculations, we employ a quantum mechanical 

embedded cluster approach. The embedded cluster method consistently combines 

quantum-mechanical and empirical potential methods to enable large systems to be 

modeled (e.g., see references [19–21,23,230–232]). The essential idea is to divide a 
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complex system containing many atoms, for example, a nanocrystal, into two 

interacting subregions. A cluster of atoms centered on a particular region of interest 

(e.g., near a corner or an edge of a nanocrystal) is treated fully quantum 

mechanically. The remaining atoms are described using empirical pair potentials. The 

total energy of the quantum cluster, in the presence of the electrostatic potential 

produced by all surrounding classical ions, is obtained by solving the Kohn-Sham 

equations. The forces acting on all ions are then calculated, and the geometry of the 

entire system is optimized self-consistently using the BFGS algorithm. The energy 

minimization is carried out until the change in the total energy is less than 10−5 eV 

and forces on atoms are less than 0.01 eV·Å−1. Once the nanocrystals are fully 

optimized, electronic properties such as ionization potential and electron affinity can 

be calculated straightforwardly. Excitation energies can also be calculated by 

time-dependent density functional theory.[189] 

In our implementation, the quantum cluster is described at the all electron level 

using a Gaussian 6-311G* basis set and the B3LYP hybrid density functional.[233] The 

amount of exact exchange that is used in the B3LYP functional can affect the degree 

of electron and hole localization and the predicted excitation energies. The 

parametrization, which we have used (20% Hartree-Fock exchange), has previously 

been applied to calculate a wide range of MgO properties that are in good agreement 

with experiment. This gives us confidence that this scheme can accurately describe 

electronic excitations in MgO. To prevent spurious spilling of the wavefunction from 

the quantum cluster into the classically modeled regions, first and second nearest 

neighbor Mg are modeled using a semilocal effective core pseudopotential 

possessing no associated basis functions (denoted Mg*). This method is 

implemented in the GUESS code[231] interfaced with NWCHEM for the quantum 

mechanical part of the calculation.[189,232,234] 
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8.7 Supporting Information 

8.7.1 Nitrogen Sorption Isotherms 

Nitrogen sorption isotherms were obtained at 77 K using an adsorption 

porosimeter (Micromeritics ASAP 2020) (Figure S8.1). Samples were outgassed for 

6 h in the degas unit of the adsorption apparatus at 473 K under vacuum prior to 

analysis. The BET surface area SBET was evaluated using adsorption data in a 

relative pressure range p / p0 from 0.05–0.2.[189] 

 

Figure S8.1: Nitrogen sorption isotherms for MgO powders of a) ρMgO < 1% 

(dXRD = 7.6 nm), b) ρMgO = 15% (dXRD = 8.4 nm), c) ρMgO = 30% (dXRD = 12.0 nm), and 

d) ρMgO = 50% (dXRD = 11.1 nm).[189] 
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8.7.2 Optical Absorption Spectra 

 

Figure S8.2: UV diffuse reflectance spectra of compressed MgO powder samples 

with relative densities of ρMgO = 30% (a) and ρMgO = 50% (c) in comparison to 

uncompressed powders (ρMgO < 1%) of MgO nanocubes of comparable crystallite 

sizes. Figures S8.2b and d show difference spectra derived from 

Figures S8.2a and c, respectively.[189] 

8.7.3 Photoluminescence Emission Spectra 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy was employed to explore the influence of 

solid-solid interfaces on the emission properties of MgO nanocrystal ensembles. After 

vacuum annealing at 1173 K, an uncompressed MgO nanocube powder with 

ρMgO < 1% shows two closely spaced emission bands peak at 3.2 eV (380 nm) and 

3.4 eV (370 nm) which result from the excitation of oxygen-terminated corners 

(hexc = 4.6 eV, quantum yield = 0.05 ± 0.02) and of 4-coordinated surface anions in 
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edges (hexc = 5.2 eV, quantum yield = 0.20 ± 0.05), respectively.[60] Compressed 

powders (ρMgO = 50%) display emission features with similar maxima 

(Figure S8.3a and b). However, at hEXC = 4.6 eV the observed band shape was 

found to be different from Mg  powders with ρMgO = 50% (Figure S8.3b). At an 

excitation energy of 4.1 eV uncompressed Mg  powders (ρMgO < 1%) show no 

photoluminescence at all, while compressed samples with ρMgO = 50% display an 

emission feature which results from the superimposition of two bands with relative 

maxima at 3.2 eV (380 nm) and 2.6 eV (480 nm), respectively (Figure S8.3c). These 

observations suggest that the new radiative exciton deactivation channel originates 

from solid-solid interfaces in compressed MgO nanocube samples.[189] 

 

Figure S8.3: Room temperature PL-emission spectra of MgO powders with 

ρMgO < 1% and ρMgO = 50% after vacuum annealing to 1173 K and excited at 

a) hexc = 5.2 eV, b) hexc = 4.6 eV, and c) hexc = 4.1 eV.[189] 

8.7.4 Polychromatic Excitation and Analysis of Resulting Emission 

Profiles 

Due to the similarity of the emission energy maxima and large full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the photoluminescence bands related to highly dispersed 

alkaline earth oxides the following procedure was used to identify the influence of 

solid-solid interfaces on the photoluminescence properties of compressed MgO 

nanocube powders: powder samples with ρMgO of < 1% and 50% were irradiated 

using a polychromatic excitation profile in the energy range from 5.2 eV to 3.4 eV 

(Figure S8.4a). Technically this was done by collecting emission spectra from 

monochromatic excitation in the range λEXC = 240 nm (hEXC = 5.2 eV) to 340 nm 
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(hEXC = 3.6 eV) in steps of 5 nm. Instead of addressing specific surface elements 

with monochromatic light we expect to activate in this way all possible transitions 

involving four- and three-coordinated sites as well as solid-solid interfaces with 

polychromatic excitation at the same time. The resulting emission profile corresponds 

to the superimposition of all possible bands. As can be seen in Figure S8.4b a 

sample with a relative density ρMgO of 50% shows a red-shifted band in comparison 

to uncompressed powders (ρMgO < 1%).[189] 

 

Figure S8.4: (a) Polychromatic excitation profile, which was applied to MgO powder 

samples with ρMgO < 1% and ρMgO = 50%. (b) Corresponding emission profiles for 

samples after vacuum annealing at 1173 K and p <  ∙10−6 mbar. The marked 

energies in (b) were selected to record photoluminescence excitation spectra.[189] 

8.7.5 Photoluminescence Excitation Spectra 

For further analysis of the emission profile three energies 4.0 eV, 3.2 eV, and 

2.4 eV (circles in Figure S8.4b), respectively, were selected for the acquisition of 

excitation spectra. At 4.0 eV, there are no significant differences between 

compressed and uncompressed powders. One maximum around 5.3 eV is observed 

(Figure S8.5a).[189] 
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Figure S8.5: Photoluminescence excitation spectra recorded at (a) 4.0 eV, 

(b) 3.2 eV, and (c) 2.4 eV as emission energy for Mg  powders with ρMgO < 1% and 

ρMgO = 50%.[189] 

Excitation spectra corresponding to emission energy of 3.2 eV reveal for both 

powders two maxima at 4.6 eV and 5.3 eV (Figure S8.5b). The relative intensity of 

the band at 4.6 eV is increased for the compressed powder. This observation is 

perfectly consistent with UV diffuse reflectance data which reveal increased 

absorption in the energy range 4.0 eV to 5.5 eV for compressed MgO powders 

(Figures 8.2 and S8.2). At emission energy of 2.4 eV the excitation profiles of the two 

powders are completely different. A low intensity excitation shoulder at 4.5 eV is 

observed for uncompressed Mg  powders (ρMgO < 1%) while compressed samples 

(ρMgO = 50%) show a broad band at 4.3 eV (Figures 8.4 and S8.5c). On this basis we 

chose an excitation energy of 4.0 eV which exclusively excites structural elements in 

compressed MgO powders (ρMgO = 50%). The corresponding emission spectrum 

shows one band at 2.5 eV while there is no related effect in uncompressed MgO 

powders (Figure 8.4a). The fact, that the main difference between these powders is 

the absence or presence of solid-solid interfaces allows one to conclude that 

excitation at 4.0 eV is directly linked to them.[189] 

8.7.6 Photoluminescence Emission Spectra of Hydroxylated 

Samples 

It was previously shown that hydroxylation of MgO nanocube corners 

produces an emission feature at 2.9 eV,[21] which is significantly blue shifted with 

respect to the here observed effect. On this basis residual hydroxyls are rather 
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unlikely candidates as source of the here observed excitation / emission couple. 

Furthermore, we performed a control experiment where uncompressed and 

compressed MgO powder samples were exposed to the ambient and annealed in 

vacuum to 873 K thereafter. The corresponding procedure guarantees the presence 

of hydroxyls on both samples.[21,202] Monochromatic excitation at 4.0 eV produces 

emission spectra with maxima at 2.7 eV for hydroxylated samples with ρMgO = 50% 

and 2.8 eV for those with ρMgO < 1% (Figure S8.6a). These observations indicate that 

the excitation / emission processes on the powder samples are strongly determined 

by residual surface hydroxyls.[189] 

 

Figure S8.6: Control experiments addressing potential hydroxyl related PL-effects. 

(a) Emission spectra of samples that were annealed at 873 K after they had been 

exposed to ambient air. (b) Total emission profiles of compressed MgO powder 

samples (ρMgO = 50%) after annealing to the indicated temperatures at 

p < 5·10−6 mbar.[189]  

8.7.7 Errors Related to Specific Surface Area Determination from 

XRD Derived Crystallite Sizes  

The specific surface area is also calculated from the XRD derived average 

crystallite size. The main errors in the translation of average crystallite size into 

specific surface areas are: assumption of perfect, highly symmetric cubes (a cuboid 

has a higher surface area than a cube of the same volume) and neglecting surface 

roughness.[189] 
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8.7.8 Calculated Excitation Spectra of Interface Features 

 

Figure S8.7: Simulated excitation spectra for various interface features formed 

between commensurate and rotated nanocrystals (see Figure 8.5b–d).[189] 
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9 Infiltration of SiO2 Monoliths with Alkaline Earth 

Oxides 

9.1 Abstract 

A critical issue for the production of light emitting devices is the global 

shortcoming of currently indispensable resources like rare earth metals. Alkaline 

earth oxide (AEO) nanoparticles exhibit intensive and adsorption-dependent surface 

photoluminescence emissions and have the potential as materials for optical 

applications replacing rare earth metals. In this work, the possibility to immobilize 

AEO nanoparticles in porous SiO2 host materials is investigated, aiming at the 

connection of nanoparticles to the macroscopic world under preservation of their 

surface-dependent optical properties. Photoluminescence and UV / Vis diffuse 

reflectance spectroscopy are employed to study the optical properties of SiO2 

materials with different pore size distributions and pore arrangements. Powder X-ray 

diffraction is used to characterize the influence of Mg and Ca infiltration on the 

structural properties of SiO2 host materials. Obtained results show that porous SiO2 

shows interesting photoluminescence and absorption properties, which are related to 

point defects in the SiO2 network. Upon infiltration of porous SiO2 with Mg and Ca 

followed by vacuum annealing, composite materials containing nanocrystalline 

alkaline earth oxide or silicate phases are obtained. 

9.2 Introduction 

Photoluminescing nanoparticles are of major interest for many applications like 

fluorescent lamps or light emitting diodes.[235] Important criteria for the application of 

photoluminescent materials are emission intensity, quantum yield, and the number of 

active sites per volume. Commercial distribution of conventional light bulbs will be 

restricted in the European Union by law from September 2012.[236] Illumination should 

be realized preliminarily by energy saving lamps like compact fluorescent lights (CFL) 

aiming at an energy reduction up to 25% with respect to conventional light bulbs.[237] 
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For the production of CFLs rare earth metals like Europium, Terbium, or Yttrium are 

required. Global shortcomings of these resources have led to dramatically increased 

production costs, which increased prices for CFLs for the customer to the same 

extent.[238] Therefore, it is currently of major interest to find new materials, which 

replace rare earth materials.  

For long term usage the search for alternative light emitting materials should 

start from globally available resources. Except beryllium, alkaline earth metals are 

present in the earth crust as ionic compounds to a high extent. Highly dispersed 

alkaline earth oxides produced by chemical vapor synthesis (CVS) – a particular 

clean and solvent free synthesis approach – possess photoluminescence emission 

properties, which can be controlled through a variety of parameters, for example, 

surrounding gas atmosphere.[24,34] Vacuum annealing leads to desorption of surface 

adsorbates and allows for studying the spectroscopic fingerprint of low-coordinated 

surface sites. It was shown previously that the photoluminescence (PL) emission 

bands of MgO nanocubes are in the UV range.[39] Higher alkaline earth oxide 

nanoparticles like CaO or SrO have red shifted PL-emission bands compared to 

MgO, which nearly cover the entire visible range.[34,100] A relative comparison of the 

PL-emission intensity revealed an intensity increase by two orders of magnitude 

going from MgO to SrO.[34] Additionally, PL quantum yields for MgO nanocubes reach 

values of up to 20% and are increased to 30% by addition of traces of BaO.[60] On the 

basis of these results alkaline earth oxides constitute a class of materials, which 

should be considered as materials applicable as components of light emitting 

devices.  

In this work we want to investigate amorphous SiO2 materials, which 

eventually serve as hosts for the immobilization of alkaline earth metal oxides, aiming 

at the production of composite materials under conservation of the surface 

dependent PL-properties of the corresponding alkaline earth metal oxide. SiO2 

powders with defined pore structure and arrangement are investigated with 

photoluminescence and UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. Understanding the 

optical properties of pure SiO2 powders will allow identifying optical property 

changes, which result from infiltration of alkaline earth metals into SiO2 hosts. For the 

infiltration experiments of SiO2 monoliths with different pore structure and 
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arrangement Mg- and Ca-vapors are used. The resulting composite material is 

studied with respect to thermal stability and resulting reaction products. 

Besides the search for new light emitting materials or material combinations, 

the infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with alkaline earth metals enables to link nanoscopic 

materials to the macroscopic world. This process is accompanied by a nucleation 

step of metal vapor on the solid SiO2 surface upon creation of a solid-solid interface. 

A solid-state displacement reaction between SiO2 and the Mg-vapor is expected to 

occur, and new interfaces between SiO2, Mg2Si and MgO will be formed.[239,240] The 

overall electronic properties and consequently the PL-emission properties of the 

composite material may be strongly influenced by the highly dispersed reactants 

present in solid-solid interfaces.  

9.3 Results and Discussion 

9.3.1 Investigated SiO2 Materials and Annealing Protocols 

Synthesis protocols allow producing amorphous SiO2 materials in the form of 

powders or monolithic structures. Additionally, one can by adjusting synthesis 

parameters tailor the size and arrangement of pores within these materials.[241,242] In 

the case of pore diameters larger than 50 nm one is speaking about macropores.[243] 

Pores with diameters between 2 nm and 50 nm are called mesopores.[243] 

Macropores of the investigated SiO2 materials can be observed using 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 9.1a and 9.1b). As seen in these SEM 

pictures macropores do not show any periodicity and are therefore called disordered. 

Mesopores can be resolved using transmission electron microscopy (Figure 9.1c). 

The synthesis process allows obtaining mesopores in ordered or disordered 

arrangement. In the case of an order arrangement the mesopores are periodically 

repeated within the material (Figure 9.1d, top). In a disordered arrangement the 

pores are orientated arbitrarily with respect to each other (Figure 9.1d, bottom).  
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Figure 9.1: Electron microscopy images of SiO2 materials. a and b) SEM images, 

which show macropores with diameters of up to several 100 nm. c) TEM reveals 

hexagonally ordered mesopores within the material. d) Schematic drawing of 

hexagonally ordered (top) and disordered (bottom) mesoporous structures (grey 

circles represent mesopores and black rectangles the SiO2).  

In this work, amorphous SiO2 powders were obtained by a 

surfactant-templated sol-gel process.[241,244] The sol was casted on petri dishes, dried 

at room temperature and afterwards chipped from the glass. SiO2 powders were 

calcined at 823 K under ambient conditions to burn surfactants. Structural and 

spectroscopic properties of two kinds of powders were studied. Mesoporous SiO2 

powders with hexagonally ordered pores and SiO2 powders, which in addition to 

mesopores possess a disordered macroporous superstructure, were investigated. 

Two kinds of SiO2 monoliths one with meso- / macroporous the other with 

mesoporous pore structure were investigated as hosts for the infiltration with alkaline 
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earth metals. Monoliths were obtained using a sol-gel synthesis route with 

subsequent supercritical drying.[241,244] The synthesis process allowed for adjusting 

the arrangement of mesopores. Meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths contain 

hexagonally order mesopores with a disordered macroporous superstructure. 

Mesoporous SiO2 monoliths are built up from a disordered network of mesopores.  

Spectroscopic and structural characterization techniques were carried out 

directly after synthesis and calcination as well as after oxidation and vacuum 

annealing of SiO2 materials (Table 9.1). In general, the oxidation treatment is carried 

out to clean the material from carbonaceous contaminants. Vacuum annealing at 

temperatures of 1173 K has several functions. One can assess, for example, the 

thermal stability of a material, remove surface adsorbates (e.g. hydroxyls), and 

provide thermal energy allowing reorganization and crystallization processes.  

Table 9.1: Oxidation and vacuum annealing parameters for amorphous SiO2 

powders and monoliths.  

SiO2 
Oxidation Annealing Cooling down 

T / K p / mbar O2 T / K p / mbar O2 p / mbar O2 

Powders 1123 10 1173 <  ∙10−6 < 5∙10−6 

Monoliths after 

infiltration 

a 1123 10 1173 <  ∙10−6 <  ∙10−6 

b 873 500 873 500 500 

Oxidation and vacuum annealing parameters for SiO2 powders were kept 

constant throughout this work (Table 9.1). For SiO2 monoliths after infiltration with Mg 

or Ca two different annealing protocols were employed (Table 9.1). Main differences 

between the two annealing protocols are the oxidation and vacuum annealing 

temperature, oxygen pressure, and the condition used at cooling down to room 

temperature. In the course of this work, the influence of these two annealing 

protocols on the structural properties of Mg and Ca containing SiO2 monoliths was 

studied. 
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9.3.2 Structural and Spectroscopic Characterization of Amorphous 

SiO2 Powders 

9.3.2.1 Structural Characterization 

Structural and spectroscopic properties of two kinds of powders were 

characterized. Mesoporous SiO2 powders with hexagonally ordered pores and SiO2 

powders, which in addition to mesopores possess a disordered macroporous 

superstructure, were investigated.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images recorded after oxidation and 

vacuum annealing give some insight into the microscopic nature of SiO2 powders 

(Figure 9.2). Due to the synthesis processes in which powders are obtained by 

chipping SiO2 films from glass substrates the powder pieces are in the size range 

from several m to more than 100 m. Meso- / macroporous powders show less 

concrete surface terminations and structural inhomogeneity in the size range of 

several 100 nm, which is attributed to the presence of macropores. Mesoporous 

powders consist of SiO2 pieces of around 10 m thickness with flat surfaces. 

Although it cannot be deduced from SEM images both kinds of SiO2 powders exhibit 

hexagonally ordered pores, which constitute the smallest periodic repetition unit in 

SiO2 powders.[241] 
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Figure 9.2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of meso- / macroporous 

(a and b) and mesoporous (c and d) SiO2 powders after oxidation and vacuum 

annealing.  

Analysis of N2-sorption-isotherms recorded at 77 K (Chapter 9.6, 

Figure S9.1a–b and Figure S9.2a–b) was carried out to calculate specific surface 

area and pore size distribution applying the BET-[37] and the BJH-model[226], 

respectively (Table 9.2). As expected from synthesis protocols both powders exhibit 

high specific surface areas, 280 m2·g−1 for meso- / macroporous and 340 m2·g−1 for 

the mesoporous SiO2 powders. The maximum of the pore size distribution is at 

4.8 nm and 3.4 nm for the meso- / macroporous and mesoporous SiO2 powder, 

respectively. Vacuum annealing leads to a decrease of the specific surface area to 

140 m2·g−1 for meso- / macroporous and 270 m2·g−1 for mesoporous powders in 

conjunction with a shift of the pore size distribution maxima to lower values.  
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Table 9.2: Specific surface areas (SBET) and maxima of pore size distribution (dmax) of 

SiO2 powders determined from N2-sorption data after synthesis and after oxidation 

and vacuum annealing. 

 Meso- / macroporous Mesoporous 

 
After 

synthesis 
After vacuum 

annealing 
After 

synthesis 
After vacuum 

annealing 

SBET / m²·g−1 280 140 340 270 

dmax / nm 4.8 4.3 3.4 < 3 

9.3.2.2 Spectroscopic Characterization  

SiO2, which will be used as host material for the infiltration with alkaline earth 

oxides is characterized using UV / Vis diffuse reflectance and photoluminescence 

spectroscopy. This investigation aims at the understanding of optical absorption and 

radiative deactivation processes present on porous SiO2. 

UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of meso- / macroporous and mesoporous 

SiO2 powders after oxidation and vacuum annealing are shown in Figure 9.3 

(qualitatively similar results are obtained for powders after synthesis, Chapter 9.6, 

Figure S9.3).  

 

Figure 9.3: Left: UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of a) mesoporous and 

b) meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders after oxidation and vacuum annealing. 

Spectra are recorded at T = 298 K and p = 10 mbar O2. Right: Schematic 

representation of point defects according to literature.[245] These point defects are 

assumed to absorb light in the UV / Vis range.  
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For both kinds of powders two maxima at 210 nm (5.9 eV) and 250 nm 

(5.0 eV) are observed. Additionally meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders show 

increased extinction in the visible region. This is attributed to the enhanced 

interaction of light with wavelengths in the range of the size of macropores present in 

these SiO2 powders. Observed absorption maxima have been assigned to point 

defects in SiO2 networks (Figure 9.3).[245–247] Absorption at 5.9 eV is attributed to 

E’-centers, which are defects with an unpaired electron occupying a sp3-hybridized 

Si-orbital. At an energy of 5.0 eV non bridging oxygen hole centers (NBOHC) and 

oxygen deficient centers (ODC(II)) are expected to absorb light.[245] NBOHCs have an 

unpaired electron occupying an oxygen orbital and ODCs(II) are divalent Si atoms.  

Besides absorption bands (Figure 9.3) SiO2 powders show photoluminescence 

emission in the visible range of light. In Figure 9.4a photographs of mesoporous SiO2 

are shown. The image on the left side corresponds to a mesoporous SiO2 powder at 

daylight. Under irradiation with UV light (λEXC = 350 nm) the same SiO2 powder 

shows a blue photoluminescence emission. Photoluminescence measurements 

reveal for mesoporous and meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders, which were 

characterized right after synthesis emission bands in the visible range 

(Figure 9.4b–c). Emission maxima are at 425 nm for mesoporous and at 455 nm for 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders. Photoluminescence emission characteristics of 

SiO2 powders change as a result of oxidation and vacuum annealing. 

Meso- / macroporous powders display two emission maxima at 410 nm and 540 nm. 

Mesoporous SiO2 powders possess several emission maxima (grey line in 

Figure 9.4c) in the investigated spectral range. The energy difference between the 

respective maxima is between 0.10 eV–0.17 eV, which corresponds to IR 

absorptions in the range between 770 cm−1–1370 cm−1 where the fundamental 

vibrational modes of SiO2 are expected.[248,249] Therefore, the observed maxima may 

be related to a vibrational fine structure in the photoluminescence spectra. 

Independent from the porosity of SiO2 powders FT-IR measurements lead to 

comparable vibrational bands (Chapter 9.6, Figure S9.4). The origin of the respective 

maxima in photoluminescence emission spectra is therefore not linked to infrared 

active vibrational transitions. In Figure 9.4d PL-emission spectra of mesoporous SiO2 

powders after vacuum annealing measured at p < 5∙10−6 mbar and p = 10 mbar O2 

are shown. Both PL-spectra possess qualitatively similar emission maxima and 

intensity. The independence of the PL-emission feature from molecular oxygen as a 
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PL-quencher present in the surrounding gas atmosphere indicates that the radiative 

deactivation of the photoexcited state occurs in the material’s bulk. 

 

Figure 9.4: a) Photographs of a spectroscopy cell containing mesoporous SiO2 

powder at daylight and irradiated with UV light showing blue photoluminescence 

emission. b) and c) Photoluminescence emission spectra of meso- / macroporous 

and mesoporous SiO2 powders after synthesis and vacuum annealing measured at 

p <  ∙10−6 mbar. d) Photoluminescence emission spectra of mesoporous SiO2 

powders measured at p <  ∙10−6 mbar or p = 10 mbar O2. All emission spectra were 

acquired using λEXC = 350 nm (3.5 eV) at T = 298 K.  
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9.3.3 Summary SiO2 Powders 

Structural and optical properties of two types of amorphous SiO2 powders with 

defined porosity were investigated with N2-sorption analysis, UV / Vis diffuse 

reflectance, and photoluminescence spectroscopy. Synthesis leads to high surface 

area SiO2 with specific surface areas of 340 m2·g−1 and 280 m2·g−1 for mesoporous 

and meso- / macroporous powders, respectively. Oxidation (T = 1123 K, 

p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar) reduce the 

specific surface areas to values between of 270 m2·g−1 for mesoporous and 

140 m2·g−1 for meso- / macroporous powders. The mesoporous structure is retained 

upon vacuum annealing. Optical absorption and photoluminescence emission 

properties observed on amorphous SiO2 powders can be related to point defect in the 

SiO2 network. Absorption bands in the range 210 nm–215 nm (5.90 eV–5.77 eV) are 

attributed to absorption of unpaired electrons in sp3-hybridized Si orbitals 

(E’-centers). In the range from 240 nm - 255 nm (5.17 eV–4.86 eV) unpaired 

electrons in O orbitals (non bridging oxygen hole centers, NBOHC) and divalent Si 

atoms (oxygen deficient centers, ODC(II)) are expected to absorb light. Both 

absorption bands are present in meso- / macroporous and in mesoporous SiO2 

powders before as well as after oxidation and vacuum annealing. Photoluminescence 

spectroscopy revealed radiative deactivation processes on meso- / macroporous and 

mesoporous SiO2 powders. Both kinds of powders emit light in the visible range with 

band maxima around 430 nm (2.90 eV). After oxidation and vacuum annealing 

mesoporous SiO2 powders show several maxima in PL-emission spectra, which is 

not detected for meso- / macroporous powders. However, a connection to particular 

FT-IR bands in the region 700 cm−1–1400 cm−1 is not observed. Furthermore the 

PL-emission feature is insensitive to oxygen atmosphere. This indicates that the 

underlying process corresponds to a radiative deactivation of the photoexcited state 

in the material’s bulk. 

9.3.4 Infiltration of SiO2 Monoliths with Alkaline Earth Metals 

Two kinds of SiO2 monoliths one with meso- / macroporous the other with 

mesoporous pore structure (Figure 9.5 and Chapter 9.3.1) were investigated as host 

materials for the infiltration with alkaline earth metals. Meso- / macroporous SiO2 

monoliths contain hexagonally ordered mesopores with a disordered macroporous 
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superstructure. Due to the portion of macropores, which scatter visible light these 

monoliths are intransparent (Figure 9.5, top). Mesoporous SiO2 monoliths are built up 

from a disordered network of mesopores and are translucent (Figure 9.5, bottom).  

 

Figure 9.5: Photograph of meso- / macroporous (top) and mesoporous (bottom) SiO2 

monoliths used as hosts for the infiltration with Mg and Ca metal.  

9.3.4.1 Mg Infiltration of Meso- / Macroporous SiO2 Monoliths 

Infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with alkaline earth metals was carried out in a flow 

reactor system at reduced pressure (p = 0.4 mbar). After the infiltration of SiO2 

monoliths with Mg metal they were oxidized (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and 

annealed under high vacuum conditions (T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar). Both the 

infiltration and the vacuum annealing process have little impact on the pore size 

distribution of meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths as deduced from N2-sorption 

isotherms (Chapter 9.6, Figure S9.5, Figure S9.6, Table S9.1, and Table S9.2). 

However, the specific surface area is reduced from 894 m2·g−1 for the 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 monolith after synthesis to approximately 800 m2·g−1 after 

infiltration with Mg in the temperature range 833 K–893 K, and to around 600 m2·g−1 

after subsequent oxidation and vacuum annealing (Chapter 9.6, Table S9.1, and 

Table S9.2). 

In Figure 9.6 electron microscopy images of meso- / macroporous SiO2 

monoliths after infiltration with Mg-vapor at 893 K and subsequent oxidation and 

vacuum annealing are shown. As judged from SEM images the macroporous 

structure remains unaltered upon Mg infiltration (Figure 9.6a–b). Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM) reveals the highly ordered nature of mesopores 
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(Figure 9.6c–d). Evidences for penetration of Mg into mesopores cannot be found 

with TEM.[250]  

 

Figure 9.6: SEM (a and b) and TEM images (c and d) of meso- / macroporous SiO2 

monolith after infiltration with Mg-vapor at 893 K and subsequent vacuum annealing 

(T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar). 

However, for Mg containing monoliths a crack perpendicular to the Mg 

infiltration direction is observed at a depth of approximately 60 m after oxidation and 

vacuum annealing (Figure 9.7a). Mg concentration line profiles, measured with 

energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy indicate that considerable amounts of 

Mg can be found at a distance of approximately 60 m from the SiO2 monolith’s 

surface (Figure 9.7b). SiO2 monoliths, which were infiltrated with Mg but not exposed 

to elevated temperatures under high vacuum conditions, are free of cracks although 

Mg is detected to a depth of 60 m (Figure S9.7). Therefore, it is assumed that the 
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crack formation process is linked to the presence of Mg within the SiO2 monolith in 

combination with vacuum annealing. High temperatures may lead to the 

magnesiothermic reduction of SiO2 and formation of new phases, e.g., Si, Mg2Si, or 

Mg-silicates.[240,251] 

 

Figure 9.7: a) SEM image of a meso- / macroporous SiO2 monolith and b) EDX line 

profile after infiltration with Mg and subsequent vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, 

p <  ∙10−6 mbar) determining the Mg distribution parallel to the infiltration direction.  

The influence of Mg on the amorphous SiO2 host with respect to phase 

composition and crystallinity is investigated with powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). After 

infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with Mg the composite remains amorphous 

(Figure 9.8a). Vacuum annealing at 1173 K is changing the situation and the 

emergence of X-ray reflexes reveal crystalline Mg2SiO4 phase (forsterite) 

(Figure 9.8b). In a control experiment vacuum annealing is carried out with SiO2 

monoliths in the absence of Mg. Powder XRD confirm that the amorphous phase of 

SiO2 monoliths is retained after such a thermal treatment (Figure 9.8c). 
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Figure 9.8: X-ray diffraction patterns of meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths a) after 

infiltration with Mg-vapor at 893 K and b) after subsequent vacuum annealing 

(T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar). c) Diffraction pattern of a SiO2 monolith, which was 

not exposed to Mg after vacuum annealing. Diffraction peaks for Mg2SiO4 phase are 

shown as bars to indicate the corresponding 2Θ positions. 

The emergence of magnesium silicate phase explains the crack formation 

within the monolith (Figure 9.7a). The density of Mg2SiO4 (ρ = 3.28 g·cm−3)[252,253] is 

higher than the one of amorphous SiO2 (ρ = 2.25–2.63 g·cm−3)[253,254] and therefore 

stress may lead to spontaneous formation of the crack. Since the objective of this 

work has been the formation MgO phase within the SiO2 monolith further work is 

required to adjust vacuum annealing protocols to exclude the formation of silicate 

phases. 

9.3.4.2 Mg and Ca Infiltration of Mesoporous and Meso- / Macroporous SiO2 

Monoliths 

At annealing temperatures around 973 K the reaction of MgO and SiO2 is 

leading to the formation of magnesium silicate phases.[255–258] Therefore, vacuum 

annealing of SiO2 monoliths infiltrated with alkaline earth metals is carried out at a 

maximum temperature of 873 K to avoid the formation of silicate phases. Subsequent 

oxidation at 873 K and cooling down to room temperature are conducted in the 
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presence of 500 mbar O2. This oxygen partial pressure is chosen to enable oxidation 

of metallic Mg or substoichiometric SiOx formed during the infiltration process. In 

addition to meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths with hexagonally ordered 

mesopores another type of SiO2 monoliths was evaluated as host material for 

infiltration with alkaline earth metals. These SiO2 monoliths possess a disordered 

mesoporous structure with no macroporous superstructure.  

XRD patterns after infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with Mg and Ca metal are 

shown in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10. After infiltration with Mg meso- / macroporous 

SiO2 monoliths remain amorphous (Figure 9.9a). The reaction of 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 infiltrated with Mg leads even at annealing temperatures 

of 873 K to the formation of Mg2SiO4 (forsterite) phase (Figure 9.9b). Mesoporous 

SiO2 monoliths are reacting with Mg-vapor and directly yield MgO phase 

(Figure 9.9c), which remains stable upon vacuum annealing and oxidation 

(Figure 9.9d).  

 

Figure 9.9: XRD patterns of a meso- / macroporous SiO2 hosts after infiltration with 

Mg-vapor at 893 K (a) and subsequent oxidation at 873 K (b). XRD patterns shown in 

c) and d) correspond to a SiO2 monolith, which exhibits exclusively mesopores and 

was treated in the same way. Dashed vertical lines indicate the expected position of 

MgO reflexes. Diffraction peaks for Mg2SiO4 phase are shown as bars to indicate the 

corresponding 2Θ positions. 
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At identical partial pressures of the metal vapors (1.33 mbar) during the 

infiltration process the reactivity of SiO2 monoliths towards Ca is found to be different 

as compared to Mg. At the infiltration of meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths with Ca 

mainly crystalline CaO phase is formed (Figure 9.10a). Vacuum annealing and 

oxidation results in the additional formation of Ca2SiO4 phase whereas CaO is still 

present (Figure 9.10b). The infiltration of Ca into mesoporous SiO2 monoliths yields a 

unknown crystalline phase, which can so far not be attributed to a Ca-silicate phase 

(Figure 9.10c). Vacuum annealing and oxidation lead to a partial transformation of 

this crystalline phase into CaO phase (Figure 9.10d).  

 

Figure 9.10: XRD patterns of a meso- / macroporous SiO2 hosts after infiltration with 

Ca (a) and subsequent oxidation at 873 K (b). XRD patterns shown in c) and d) 

correspond to a SiO2 monolith, which exhibits exclusively mesopores and was 

treated in the same way. Dashed vertical lines indicate the expected position of CaO 

reflexes. Diffraction peaks for Ca2SiO4 phase are shown as bars to indicate the 

corresponding 2Θ positions. 

On the basis of results obtained from the analysis of XRD patterns one can 

conclude that it is possible to stabilize crystalline silicate or alkaline earth oxide 

phases. The outcome depends on pore structure of the SiO2 host. These results are 

surprising because chemically there is no difference between mesoporous and 
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meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths. Previously, it was believed that the pore 

structure will only influence the penetration depth of the infiltrating vapor and not 

chemical reactivity.  

Using the Scherrer equation the average domain sizes of the different phases 

were determined from reflex broadening.[38] Domain sizes between 15 nm–40 nm are 

calculated for Mg and Ca containing crystalline phases (Chapter 9.6, Table S9.3). 

The domain sizes after infiltration and after vacuum annealing and oxidation remain 

unaltered. The observation that crystalline domains do not grow during annealing 

indicates that nanocrystalline phases can be stabilized within the SiO2 host and that 

diffusion of alkaline earth ions is limited. 

9.3.5 Summary SiO2 Monoliths 

The infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with Mg- and Ca-vapor was studied aiming at 

the stabilization of nanocrystalline alkaline earth oxide phases inside an amorphous 

SiO2 host. Two types of SiO2 monoliths one with meso- / macroporous the other with 

mesoporous pore structure were employed as host materials for the infiltration with 

alkaline earth metals. 

The mesoporous structure of SiO2 monoliths is barley affected by the 

infiltration process but the specific surface area is reduced upon vacuum annealing at 

temperatures above 873 K. For meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths infiltrated with 

Mg SEM-EDX investigations revealed that the maximum infiltration depth is around 

60 μm. The vacuum annealing process at 117  K leads to the formation of Mg2SiO4 

(forsterite), which may cause crack formation in the SiO2 monolith at a depth of 

60 μm. To avoid the formation of silicate phases the annealing process was carried 

out at a maximum temperature of 873 K. Meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths yield 

silicate phases after infiltration with Mg or Ca although the maximum annealing 

temperature was reduced to 873 K. Mesoporous SiO2 monoliths, however, are 

suitable to stabilize alkaline earth oxide phases, directly after infiltration as well as 

after oxidation and vacuum annealing. Depending on the metal used for the 

infiltration and on the pore structure of the SiO2 monolith domain sizes of the 

crystalline phases are in the range from 20 nm–40 nm. 
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9.4 Conclusions and Outlook 

Porous SiO2 powders synthesized by the sol-gel method have interesting 

optical properties, which are linked to point defects in the SiO2 network. Annealing in 

vacuum has little impact on the position of optical absorption bands but strongly 

influences the photoluminescence emission characteristics of SiO2 powders. 

Adjusting the amount and type of point defects may allow tailoring absorption and 

photoluminescence properties in such a way that SiO2 powders in combination with 

highly dispersed alkaline earth oxides are suitable composite materials for optical 

applications. The infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with alkaline earth metals to form 

composite materials is feasible. The high reactivity of alkaline earth metals in contact 

with SiO2 opens up several reaction pathways. Reactions can yield highly dispersed 

nanocrystalline alkaline earth oxide and silicate phases. A detailed evaluation of the 

effect of infiltration and vacuum annealing conditions on the yield of crystalline 

reaction products should allow tailoring the phase composition of the material. Thus, 

one can study the electronic properties of crystalline oxide and silicate phases within 

the SiO2 host. Due to the high dispersion of crystalline phases within the amorphous 

SiO2 host, the properties of interfaces may contribute significantly to the overall 

material properties. To tackle these challenging questions further development of the 

infiltration process reaching a homogeneous distribution of the alkaline earth metal 

along the SiO2 monolith is a major future objective. 

9.5 Experimental Section 

9.5.1 Spectroscopic Investigations of SiO2 Powders 

After synthesis and calcination the amorphous SiO2 powders are transferred 

into quartz glass cells, which allow one to perform thermal activation of the powders 

in defined gas atmospheres. The SiO2 powders are cleaned of organic contaminants 

by heating to 1123 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposing to molecular oxygen at this 

temperature. Then, the sample temperature is raised to 1173 K at pressures 

p < 5∙10−6 mbar and kept at this temperature for 1 h. 

Photoluminescence and UV diffuse reflectance measurements were carried 

out at room temperature using quartz glass cells that guarantee vacuum conditions 
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better than  ∙10−6 mbar. UV diffuse reflectance spectra were acquired in the 

presence of 10 mbar of O2 using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer, 

equipped with an integrating sphere and then converted to absorption spectra by the 

Kubelka-Munk transform procedure. Photoluminescence spectra were measured on 

a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3 spectrometer system using a continuous wave 

450 watt xenon arc lamp for excitation. The basic architecture of a Fluorolog 3 

spectrometer has the emission and excitation arms oriented around the sample 

chamber in an L-geometry. The spectrometer is equipped with a double 

monochromator in emission and excitation to guarantee optimal stray light rejection.  

The infrared spectra of the SiO2 powders were measured by the attenuated 

total reflection technique using a Jesco 4100 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a 

Pike GladiATR accessory. The FT-IR experiments were performed under ambient 

conditions. A small amount of SiO2 powder was put on the diamond prism of the 

ATR-unit. A total of 32 scans were accumulated for one spectrum to obtain a 

reasonable signal-to-noise ratio with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1. 

9.5.2 Infiltration of SiO2 Monoliths with Alkaline Earth Metals 

Two kinds of SiO2 monoliths one with meso- / macroporous and another one 

with elusively mesoporous pore structure were investigated as hosts for the 

infiltration with alkaline earth metals. In a typical infiltration experiment the alkaline 

earth metal granular (Mg or Ca) and the SiO2 monolith were put into ceramic ships. 

These ships were placed inside a glass tube hosted within a cylindrical furnace with 

two independently controllable heating zones (Figure 9.11). Heating zone one (T1) 

contained the metal granular and heating zone two (T2) the SiO2 monolith. The 

system is evacuated to a pressure of 0.4 mbar and constantly flushed with an Ar 

carrier gas stream of 0.1 L·min−1. T1 is heated with a rate of 30 K·min−1 to the desired 

temperatures, which are 893 K and 1073 K for Mg and Ca, respectively. These 

temperatures correspond to a metal vapor pressure of 1 mm Hg column (1.33 mbar) 

for the respective metal. After reaching the desired temperatures the heating is 

turned off and the system cooled to room temperature with pressurized air from 

outside. T2 remains at room temperature at all infiltration experiments carried out. 
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Figure 9.11: Schematic of the set-up used for the infiltration of SiO2 monoliths with 

alkaline earth metals. Alkaline earth metal granular is placed in one heating zone (T1) 

the SiO2 monolith in the other (T2). The system is evacuated to a base pressure of 

0.4 mbar. An Ar carrier gas stream is used to transport the metal vapor to the SiO2 

monolith. 

After the infiltration thermal activation under defined gas atmospheres is 

carried out to investigate the influence of elevated temperature on the monoliths 

structural properties. Two heating protocols are applied:  

1. Heating to 1123 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 and exposure to 10 mbar molecular 

oxygen at this temperature for 10 minutes. Next, the sample temperature is 

raised to 1173 K at pressures p <  ∙10−6 mbar and kept at this temperature for 

1 h before cooling to room temperature.  

2. Heating to 873 K at a rate of 5 K·min−1 at p <  ∙10−6 mbar. The monolith is 

exposed to 500 mbar O2 at this temperature for 30 minutes. Next, the sample 

is cooled to room temperature at an oxygen pressure of 500 mbar O2.  

9.5.3 Structural Characterization 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on a Bruker AXS D8 

Advance diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 154 pm). The average nanocrystal 

sizes were derived on the basis of the Scherrer equation. Pseudo-Voigt functions 

were used to determine the full width at half-maximum of the main reflexes to 
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calculate an average nanocrystal size (dXRD). Nitrogen sorption isotherms were 

obtained at 77 K using nitrogen adsorption / desorption (Quantachrome 

NOVA 4000e). Samples were degassed for 2 h in the degas unit of the adsorption 

apparatus at 298 K under vacuum prior to analysis. The BET surface area SBET was 

evaluated using adsorption data in a relative pressure range p / p0 from 

0.05–0.2.[37],[259] The pore size distribution was calculated by applying the BJH-model 

using the desorption branch of the isotherm.[226]  

For microscopic measurements, small amounts of the metal oxide powders 

were cast on a carbon grid for investigation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

measurements were performed on a Zeiss Gemini Ultra 55 microscope operating at 

20 kV equipped with an EDX detector. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

investigations were performed on a Phillips CM300 UT operated at 300 kV.  
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9.6 Supporting Information 

9.6.1 Nitrogen Sorption Data of SiO2 Powders 

 

Figure S9.1: Nitrogen sorption isotherms recorded at 77 K of mesoporous and 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders a) after synthesis and b) after oxidation 

(T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p < 5·10−6 mbar). 

 

Figure S9.2: Pore size distributions of mesoporous and meso- / macroporous SiO2 

powders a) after synthesis and b) after oxidation (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and 

vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p < 5·10−6 mbar). 
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9.6.2 UV / Vis Absorption of SiO2 Powders after Synthesis  

 

Figure S9.3: UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectra of a) mesoporous and b) 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders after synthesis. Spectra are recorded at 

T = 298 K and p = 10 mbar O2. 

9.6.3 Infrared Spectra of SiO2 Powders 

Infrared spectra of mesoporous and meso- / macroporous SiO2 powders 

measured in ATR-mode (attenuated total reflection) are shown in Figure S9.4. The 

measurements are carried out at ambient conditions after synthesis as well as after 

vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p < 5·10−6 mbar). Independent from the thermal 

pretreatment and pore structure of the SiO2 powder each infrared spectrum shows 

two absorption bands. The band maxima are at 800 cm−1 and 1050 cm−1 with 

shoulders at 930 cm−1 (only observed after synthesis) and 1200 cm−1. The absorption 

at 800 cm−1 is attributed to a bending mode vibration (δ Si-O-Si), the one at 

1050 cm−1 to an asymmetric stretching vibration ( Si-O-Si).[248,249] The absorption 

shoulders at 930 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 are associated with deviations of the perfect 

bonding angel in the [SiO4]-tetrahedron or substoichiometric SiO2.
[260] 
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Figure S9.4: ATR-FT-IR spectra of mesoporous and meso- / macroporous SiO2 

powders a) after synthesis and b) after oxidation (T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and 

vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar). The spectra are recorded at 

ambient conditions. 

9.6.4 N2-Sorption Data of SiO2 Monoliths 

 

Figure S9.5: a) N2-sorption isotherms recorded at 77 K of meso- / macroporous SiO2 

monoliths and b) corresponding pore size distributions derived with the BJH-model 

from the desorption braches. Black lines correspond to the SiO2 monolith after 

synthesis, grey lines to after vacuum annealing at T = 873 K and p <  ∙10−6 mbar, 

and light grey lines to after vacuum annealing at T = 1173 K, and p <  ∙10−6 mbar.  
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Figure S9.6: a) N2-sorption isotherms recorded at 77 K of meso- / macroporous SiO2 

monoliths before and after infiltration with Mg and b) corresponding pore size 

distributions derived with the BJH-model from the desorption braches. Black lines 

correspond to the SiO2 monolith after synthesis, grey lines to samples after Mg 

infiltration at 873 K, and light grey lines to subsequent vacuum annealing at 

T = 1173 K and p <  ∙10−6 mbar. 

Table S9.1: Specific surface area (SBET) and maxima of the pore size distribution 

(dmax) for meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths after synthesis and after vacuum 

annealing at T = 873 K or T = 1173 K.  

 
Annealing temperature / K SBET / m

2
·g
−1

 dmax / nm 

Meso- / macroporous 

SiO2 monolith 

after synthesis 894 5.66 

873 821 4.92 

1173 683 4.94 

Table S9.2: Specific surface area (SBET) and maxima of the pore size 

distribution (dmax) for meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths after infiltration with Mg in 

the temperature range from 833 K–893 K and after subsequent oxidation 

(T = 1123 K, p = 10 mbar O2) and vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, p <  ∙10−6 mbar). 

 TInfiltration / K SBET / m
2
·g
−1

 dmax / nm  SBET / m
2
·g
−1

 dmax / nm 

SiO2 monolith 

after infiltration 

with Mg 

833 795 4.94 
and subsequent 

oxidation and 

vacuum annealing 

529 4.32 

853 798 4.94 637 4.36 

873 793 5.62 609 4.92 

893 772 4.92 614 4.94 
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9.6.5 SEM Image and EDX Spectrum of SiO2 Monoliths after 

Infiltration with Mg 

 

Figure S9.7: a) SEM image of monolith after infiltration with Mg and b) 

energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy line profile determining the Mg 

distribution parallel to the infiltration direction directly after infiltration of a 

meso- / macroporous SiO2 monolith with Mg. c) and d) show SEM images of 

meso- / macroporous monoliths after vacuum annealing (T = 1173 K, 

p <  ∙10−6 mbar). 
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9.6.6 Domain Sizes for Infiltrated SiO2 Monoliths 

Table S9.3: Domain sizes of crystalline phases for with Mg and Ca infiltrated SiO2 

monoliths. The corresponding XRD patterns are shown in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10. 

 meso- / macroporous monoliths mesoporous monoliths 

 Phase 2Θ / ° FWHM / ° dXRD / nm Phase 2Θ / ° FWHM / ° dXRD / nm 

after Mg 
infiltration 

amorphous MgO 
42.95 
62.36 
78.70 

0.25 
0.31 
0.30 

37.5 
32.8 
37.2 

after Mg 
infiltration 

and 
vacuum 

annealing 
 

MgO 42.97 1.21 7.9 

MgO 
42.92 
62.30 

0.29 
0.37 

32.6 
28.1 

Mg2SiO4 

52.37 
32.33 
29.82 
25.53 

0.54 
0.31 
0.37 
0.36 

18.2 
29.1 
24.5 
24.7 

after Ca 
infiltration 

CaO 
37.44 
53.94 

0.31 
0.45 

29.1 
21.6 

unknown 
phase 

34.18 
50.91 

0.71 
0.55 

13.0 
17.6 

after Ca 
infiltration 

and 
vacuum 

annealing 
 

CaO 
37.36 
53.85 

0.28 
0.42 

32.4 
23.7 

unknown 
phase 

34.06 
50.80 

0.94 
0.78 

9.8 
12.4 

Ca2SiO4 
29.40 
39.50 
41.21 

0.25 
0.33 
0.38 

36.5 
28.2 
24.3 

CaO 
37.33 
53.96 

0.35 
0.79 

26.0 
12.4 
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10 Summary 

Chemical vapor synthesis (CVS), a dry and particularly clean approach, was 

employed to produce MgO nanoparticles and mixed alkaline earth oxide 

nanoparticles like BaxMg1−xO and ZnxMg1−xO. The absence of solvents and other 

synthesis-related contaminants allows straightforward characterization of particle 

surface and interface effects under high vacuum conditions. 

Photoexcitation of corner and edge element in MgO nanocubes using 

monochromatic light of λEXC = 270 nm and λEXC = 240 nm produces emission bands 

with maxima at λEM =  80 nm and λEM = 370 nm, respectively. On a MgO nanocube 

powder sample containing approximately 1015 MgO nanoparticles 

photoluminescence quantum yields of 5% were determined for corner element and 

20% for edge elements. The decoration of low-coordinated surface sites with small 

amounts of BaO (0.03 at.%) significantly enhanced the radiative deactivation 

probability and dramatically increased quantum yields of up to 30%. 

Higher BaO concentrations (6 at.%) are obtained by the co-combustion of 

Ba- and Mg-vapor in the CVS process. Subsequent vacuum annealing of these 

nanoparticles leads to phase separation and consequently MgO-based nanoparticles 

decorated with hemispherically shaped BaO segregates as revealed by high 

resolution TEM and energy filtering TEM. The experimental findings are consistent 

with DFT calculations. BaO segregation is thermodynamically favorable, which in 

combination with a low diffusion barrier for Ba2+ in MgO is expected to occur at the 

applied vacuum annealing procedure. The co-combustion of Zn- and Mg-vapor 

followed by vacuum annealing yields single-crystalline ZnxMg1−xO nanocubes of 

exceptional regular cubic shape and edge lengths up to 25 nm. Although the Zn2+ 

concentration can be as high as 10 at.% no phase separation effects are observed, 

contrary to BaxMg1−xO composites. In line with DFT calculations, which predict Zn2+ 

segregation into low-coordinated surface elements of MgO nanocubes, the 

occupation of edge elements by chains of Zn2+–O2− is evidenced via their 

spectroscopic signature. For both cases, BaxMg1−xO and ZnxMg1−xO, annealing 
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induced segregation is a well suited method to control and modify the spatial 

distribution of the dopant over the MgO-based nanostructure. MgO nanocube 

surfaces were functionalized by adsorption of gaseous carbon disulfide (CS2) and 

subsequent vacuum annealing at 1173 K .This treatment leads to sulfate (SO4)
2− and 

sulfite (SO3)
2−-groups on the surface of MgO nanocubes as determined using a 

combination of X-ray photoelectron (XPS) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy reveals a depletion of emission band related to 

low-coordinated edge and corner elements. Therefore, the electronic structure of 

low-coordinated MgO surfaces sites is modified, which means that (SOx)
2−-groups 

are preferentially adsorbed at these surface sites.  

Generally, an ensemble of unsupported nanoparticles inevitably contains 

solid-solid interfaces between individual nanoparticles. The effect of variable 

solid-solid interface concentration on the optical absorption and photoluminescence 

emission properties was studied by varying the powder density of MgO nanocubes 

between less than 1% and 50%. An increase in powder density leads to an increased 

concentration of interface between the particles. The powder density was adjusted by 

mechanical pressing of the powder. Interfaces between MgO nanocubes introduce 

new electronic states, which have interesting absorption and photoluminescence 

emission properties. By combining results from experiment and theory it was found 

that a wide range of interfaces in MgO nanopowders, even those that are highly 

coordinated, can contribute low-energy absorption in the 4.0 eV–5.5 eV range. At 

interfaces, there is a significant perturbation in the structure, and – as a consequence 

– the Madelung potential on interface ions can be significantly reduced. A new low 

energy photoluminescence emission feature was detected, which is only present in 

MgO powders with a high concentration of solid-solid interfaces. The fact that the 

photoluminescence emission is red-shifted as compared to a MgO powder with no 

interfaces present is at odds with the usual picture that the lowest energy excitons 

are related to low-coordination features at surfaces. Theoretical calculations provide 

a possible model for this effect, which involves dislocation defects formed at the 

interface between nanocrystals. The strong electrostatic perturbation near the 

dislocation is sufficient to induce strong electron and hole trapping and a 

corresponding reduction in the exciton energy. 
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To connect nanoscopic objects to the macroscopic world, new immobilization 

approaches for nanoparticle system have to be investigated. The infiltration of SiO2 

monoliths with Mg- and Ca-vapor was studied aiming at the stabilization of 

nanocrystalline alkaline earth oxide phases inside an amorphous SiO2 host. 

Amorphous SiO2 powders with defined pore structure and arrangement were 

investigated with photoluminescence and UV / Vis diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. 

Understanding the optical properties of pure SiO2 powders will allow identifying 

optical property changes, which result from infiltration of alkaline earth metals into 

SiO2 hosts. Optical absorption and photoluminescence emission properties observed 

on amorphous SiO2 powders are related to point defects (E’-centers, NBOHCs, and 

ODC(II)-centers) in the SiO2 network. These defects contribute to absorption and 

emission in the UV and visible light region of the spectrum. 

Two types of SiO2 monoliths one with meso- / macroporous the other with 

mesoporous pore structure were employed as host materials for the infiltration with 

alkaline earth metals. For SiO2 hosts infiltrated with Mg one can evidence Mg till a 

depth of around 60 μm applying SEM / EDX (scanning electron microscopy energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) characterization. Vacuum annealing of the monolith 

employed after infiltration with Mg or Ca leads to crystalline phases either alkaline 

earth oxide or silicate phases. The phase composition of the material combination 

alkaline earth oxide / silicate can be adjusted by selection of the annealing 

temperature as well as the pore structure of the host. The influence of pore structure 

on the phase composition is surprising because chemically there is no difference 

between mesoporous and meso- / macroporous SiO2 monoliths. Crystalline domain 

size of alkaline earth oxides and silicates are in the range from 20 nm to 40 nm, 

which clearly shows that the immobilization of nanocrystalline phase with the SiO2 

host is possible.  

Highly dispersed alkaline earth oxide nanoparticles are widely available and 

versatile materials with interesting and so far unnoticed optical properties in the 

visible light region. Further characterization work especially with respect to the 

determination of quantitative figures like the quantum yield will be of importance. The 

principle of annealing induced phase separation may be employed to other 

composite materials like CoMgO or FeMgO, which can lead to nanostructures with, 

for example, interesting magnetic properties. The development of immobilization 
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techniques of nanoparticles belong to the exciting challenges in the field of 

nanomaterial engineering. Homogeneous distribution of the alkaline earth oxide 

along the SiO2 monolith is a major future objective to enable reliable characterization 

of absorption and photoluminescence emission properties. Due to the high dispersion 

of crystalline phases within the SiO2 host, the properties of interfaces may contribute 

significantly to the overall material properties. The development of strategies and 

methods that tackle the characterization of interfaces between particles or interfaces 

between particles and a supporting host material with microscopic and spectroscopic 

methods are critical in this context.  
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